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Protestors 'Meet
the President·
By MARY EDNA QUIROZ
Staff Writer

Questions on library hours,
dormitory parking and athletic
spending were asked.

"Meet the President," the annual University Program Board
(UPB) seminar, staned off as a
The discussion became heated
quiet meeting Tuesday after- when students questioned the
noon with only a handful of stu- university's fiscal policy.
dents present. The gathering,
however, soon turned into a
''The Legislature is pouring
capacity crowd when a group of money into a black hole," Politi40 students entered the Univer- cal Science major Laura Hall
sity Ballroom.
said, when discussing the
university's finances.
The students, amvmg a few
minutes after President Miguel
Hall said she wanted to see the
Ncviirez began to speak, had met university's audit records and
in the Liberal Arts building to the university's contract with the
organize a "protest march."
Coca-Cola Bottling Company.
Hall
said she would like to see
President Nevarez opened the
ho,w
much
money the university
seminar by discussing the educamakes
off
the agreement and
tional problems facing the uniasked
why
students could not
versity and South Texas.
receive a portion of the funds.
"The Valley needs a compreNevarez replied that all "auhensive status," Neviirez said. dits are available and all con"We need to try and get more tracts from the university are
professional programs. We need open contracts."
to know what we want down
Students complained they,
here, so other people from across
the state don't tell us what we "wanted to get involved in policy
making and would like to meet
need."
with Nevarez once a month."
After the students entered, the
University Program Board
seminar turned into a questionand-answer session, during President Sandra Rodriguez said
which students expressed their UPB would be willing to sponsor
concerns and opinions on cam- monthly meetings providing
Nevcirez agreed.
pus policies and issues.

Photo by Carlos Vasquez

Nevarez said he would be willing to meet with the students
provided the meetings are productive and follow a specific
agenda covering one to three
points a meeting.
The meeting would probably
be set for early next month, before the end of the semester.

Controversy of student membership in the Vision 60 committee was discussed at the seminar,
one student saying "there is no
representation of students."
Nevarez said through the Student Government Association
(SGA), the students' voice

would be heard in the Vision 60
committee.
S6A President Thelma Ramos
said she had met earlier in the
day with Vice-President of Academic Affairs Ronald Applbaum, who had approved
seven student positions on the
committee.

Hall complained the "faculty is
broke," and that the university is
"seeing good faculty leave in
droves because there is nothing
to keep them here."
Nev~rez responded by saying
that professors were leaving the
university because of "the market and society."

Director explains financial aid money delays
By CYNTHIA GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

Several students on financial
aid are experiencing delays in
receiving their checks this
semester as a result of legislation
passed last year.
Arnold Trejo, financial aid
director, said the Higher Education Amendment enacted Oct.
17, 1986 has implemented
changes in requirements for financial aid applications.
Changes include stricter verification of information on the

applications and a requirement
calling for all applicants to submit a need analysis form.

students are now required to fill
out the "ACT Need Analysis"
fonn which asks for information
on both assets and income.
Texas Guaranteed Student
Trejo said this adds more paLoan (TGSL) was the program
perwork
and prolongs the procmost affected by the new legisla-.
ess
because
it takes about three
tion, Trejo said. TGSL was not a
to
four
weeks
longer to process
need-based program but rather
the ACT form. It also makes it
went by income criteria.
more difficult for students to
Students with an adjusted qualify for aid because assets are
gross income of $30,000 a year considered along with the yearly
qualified for financial aid. Yet income.
"We're dealing with the fedbecause of the new chanj!es,

Despite problems with the new
eral government and a bureaucracy of paperwork," Trejo said. legislation, students under finanTrejo suggested students apply cial aid do have something to
earlier to have all the forms proc- look forward to.
essed in time to receive financial
aid by registration. Students
The Financial Aid office is unplanning to apply for aid in the dergoing changes in automation
fall semester of 1988 should that will benefit the students and
apply as early as February.
the workers.
Trejo stressed students can
"The changes will offer a betsave time by reading the application instructions carefully and ter student-financial aid delivery
answering the questions as accu- system in that it will be faster and
more efficient," Trejo said.
rately as possible.

GM awards Pan Am $250,000
By SANDRA GRACIA

Representatives of General
Motors Corporation (GM)
handed over a $250,000 check
Thursday to Dr. Miguel
Nevarez, president of Pan
American University.
The endowment is a result of a
$42,500,000 conciliatory agreement made in 1983 between GM
and the Equal Employment
Opportunity
Commission
(EEOC).

According to EEOC Commissioner Tony Gallegos, the
commission filed charges
against GM in 1973, alleging
discrimination based on race,
sex and national origin.
Before the case even made it to
coun, Clarence Thomas, EEOC
Chainnan said, GM proposed to
set aside $42,500,000 to be used
toward educational programs.
"Since 1983, I think we have
touched the lives of over 3,000
people in one way or another,"

Tom Gall, a GM representative
said. "We have given money to
over 35 schools .. and had almost
500 scholarships come out of
this program."
Commissioner
Gallegos
added, "this kind of plan is
unique, in that rather than dealing out on a class-action suit, or
dealing out funds to a few employees, this touches the lives of
the community and the future of
its citizens."
Gallegos noted that PAU was
the third college selected in a

major Hispanic communitv. and
the endowment will be· ·used
specifically for student scholarships.
Gallegos conceded his fo1mer
executive assistant, Jaime Ramon, was partly responsible tor
PA U being selected for the endowment.
Ramon is a former Valleyite
and PA U alumnus who is now
based in Dallas as an attorney for
an Eastern law firm.
Selection of schools is a joint
process between the company
and EEOC according to Chairman Thomas.
"The choices have been just
great,'' he said. "This was an
effon to show that we could
settle a lot of very difficult issues
cooperatively ... there's been no
other agreement of this magnitude in EEOC history."
The agreement was a five-year
plan, Thomas said, and will
expire in December of 1988.
University President Neviirez
said that the number of scholarships to be awarded as a result of
the endowment, as well as the
type of student able to apply, will
be decided between now and
January.

/

/ ·
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SETTING THE STAGE--Students prepared all day Saturday, setting up booths for the
University Program Board's (UPS) Carnival of the Great Pumpkin from 8 p.m. to midnight
that night in the LA parking lot. The carnival was attended by 5,000 people, according to
UPS President Sandra Rodriguez. See story, photos on page 4.

Neviirez added that GM's gift
will be added to the University's
$5.6 million capital campaign
drive which was officially
kicked off on Sept. 9.
Campaign director Adrian
Coleman said the fund drive has
solicited about $3,315,000 so
far, including GM's check.

Trejo said they are working on
implementing the new mainframe VAX computer and are
putting in new microcomputers
Still in the training and implementation stages, the computer change will be fully completed by the spring of 1989.
to assist in internal operations.
'Tm very optimistic about the
new computer system," Trejo
said.

Competition re.wards
playwright, actor
By C.M. POWELL
Managing Editor

"Sins of the Fathers," a one-act
play by Media Program Coordinator Steve Copold, passed the
first round of competition Oct.
28 at the Inner City Cultural
Center in Los Angeles and will
compete in the next round Sunday night.
"We got the highest score that
anyone had got out there to that
point," Copold said, adding if his
play procedes to the finals Monday, the next two performances
will be "back to back." He described the response to his play
as "pretty positive."
"Sins of the. Fathers" was produced at Pan American two
years ago. In January 1986 it
won the regional American College Theater Festival award.
The 50-minute play was the national runner-up for new plays
and was in the top ten college
productions, selected for both
Copold's script and the production.
The cultural center competition is designed to showcase
performing ans for and by minorities. It was especially rewarding for PAU alumnus
Valente "Billy" Rodriguez, one
of the two actors in the play.
"Billy had two agents all over
his back after the show, he was
really impressive," Copold said.
"I think he's already got some
parts."
Copold said one of the judges
in the competition, a casting
agent for Colombia Pictures and
Television. was very interested
in Rodriguez.

"I guess the play was his audition," Copold said.
"If something comes out of
this and Billy can make a mark
there, it'll not only help him but
it'll also help everyone one else
down the road," said Dr. Jack
Stanley, associate professor of
Communications.
"If there's anyone who deserves it, Billy Rodriguez is the
one," Stanley added.
"God
knows he's paid his dues."
Rodriguez was already living
in Los Angeles when he learned
the play would be produced for
the competition. The other actor,
PAU alumnus Greg Eldridge,
came to Los Angeles from Oklahoma to reprise his role.
Copold 's play follows two
Vietnam veterans, one hispanic
and one anglo, and how they deal
with a crisis situation.
"I was a little nervous because
the audience was 60 to 70 percent black, and it had never
played before that makeup of
audience," Copold said. "They
really seemed to be enjoying it."
Copold had been planning to
attend a conference in California
when he learned of the cultural
center's selection of his play for
the competition. He said he has
no plans to return to Los Angeles
for the next round.
'Tm not going back, I can't
afford to," Copold said.
"I
couldn't have gone this last time
if it hadn't been for the computer
conference."

See 'Sins' page 8
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The Vietnam Experience:

Vets to make presentations
Wednesday evening, "Heatts
and Minds," an award-winning
documentary film on Vietnam,
will be shown. After the screening, veterans will field questions
from the audience about both the
movie and the war.

Jly EDWIN AGUILAR
Staff Writer

. Presentations by veterans of
....Vietnam will be held at noon
• 'fuesday in the LRC Media The·•atre and Wednesday in LA 101 at
}1:30 p.m.

Samuel Freeman, of the Political Science department, said the
presentations are beneficial to
both the public and veterans.

The presentations, co-spon._.'.sored by Student BARCA, the
;-Political Science Association,
uthe Sociology Student 0rganiza:'tion, the Philosophy Oub, the
: University Program Board
'(UPB), the history department
''and the political science depan"tnent, are being held in obser· vance of Veterans Day.

"What is going on in Central
America is similar to what happened in Vietnam," Layton said.
"The people who died in Vietnam died senselessly...I don't ,
think ·a lot of people should die
senselessly in Nicaragua."

'"These kinds of presentations
help the general population to
learn something about Vietnam," he said, "and it's good
therapy for vets."

11

~

Sandra Layton, UPB Ide~ and
Issues committee co-chainnan,
said they are helping to sponsor
the event to increase awareness
of the similarities between Vietnam and Central America.

Tuesday's event will feature
five combat veterans talking
.about their experiences. A question-and-answer session will be
:held after the presentations.

Ruth Caftamar, president of'
the Sociology Student Organizations, said she expects the event
Officials at the Vietnam Veter- to draw larger crowds because it
ans Outreach said that more than is being sponsored by several
6000 Vietnam combat veterans organizations.
live in Hidalgo county. Out"Everyone has a chance to get
reach members have been ineducated
when many organizaformed of the event and many are
tions
help
sponsor an event," she
expected to attend the presentasaid.
tions.

:PAU hosts Ecuadorian scholars Clown captivates campus
reviewed books and documents
"By PANFILO GARCIA
on
teaching techniques from the
· Staff Writer
education
department.
The education department
Andrade
and Espinosa prehosted two Fulbright scholars
sented
their
research on early
irom Ecuador who were visiting
'the Pan American campus to childhood education at PAU as
evaluate and analyze the early well as at Austin Community
_
childhood programs in the College in Austin.
"We
have
learned
a
lot
about
school of education and in Valearly childhood education here,"
ley communities.
Andrade
said.
·
~ Dra. Mary Andrade and Leda.
Espinosa added they observed
:Rocio Espinosa from the
:lTniversidad
Tecnologica many good points about the U.S.
:Equinoccal (UTE) in Quito, programs and will implement
:Ecuador, spent all of last week some of them into their programs
'.observing various teaching tech- in Quito.
The UTE, a private institution,
'niques of the education departis
unique in Ecuador because of
'.ment as well as the Valley Headits
early childhood education
~start Program.
program. The program trains
: According to Andrade, the two teachers to care for children up to
~cholars came to the U.S. to six years of age, Espinosa said.
~xchange information on early
Epinosa would like to see UTE
·:childhood education.
expand
into degree programs
:: The scholars observed some of
such
as
engineering to <&give
the Valley Headstart programs
•as a hands on application of the young people tools to face the
,:teaching techniques. They also world."

When asked about similarities
between Ecuadorian college students and American college students, both said there were
many.
'"The students at UTE are very
hard workers, very responsible,
and very happy," Andrade said,
adding, "I found the same at
PAU."
Espinosa agreed, calling PAU
a "home away from home."

By C.M. POWELL
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Now Delivering
to Your Door, Free!

Hers'

Delivery hours 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. ·
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($5 orders & up)
Mexican Dinners Daily Specials
Steak, Seafood & Sandwiches

~ : --E-d-inbu_rs_ _ _ _383__
9035
__
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20% Off with PAU I.D. from 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
10% Off any other time
(excluding daily specials)
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PATO

.

MeHlcnn Food to 60
U11lley Wide

Between Dec. 15, 1987
Jan. 15, 1988 move In your:
' furnishings PLUS deposit.
NO RENT untll you move I
R
JAN.
15,
1988,
hlchever
comes
first
Student I.D. required!

1, 2, 1 bEdRooM Apn.
1 Pato or 1 Chalupa, Spanish Rice,
-

-

NOVEMBER SPECIAL
2 Enchiladas, 1 Beef or Chicken
Taco, Spanish Rice, Ranchero
Beans. ONLY $2.59

El Bosque
Apartments
1609 W. Schunlor
383-8383 or 383-6162

Choose 2 Egg Patos of the same kind,
Refried Beans, till 11 a.m.--$1.49

Mr.

OPEN DA!LY

7 a.m.•8 p.m.
SUMDAY 9 a m.-3 p.m.

What, When
& Where
THU
Student Honors Council will meet today in the L.A.
Auditorium during Activity
Period. Discussions will include important scholarship
information for the Spring semester. Those unable to attend contact the Honors Studies Program office, 3813461.

r

Computer

TRY'EM
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

All food cooked fresh
daily. Nothing frozen!

The two counties also approved local option betting,
which authorizes specific betting within those counties, such
as greyhound or horse racing.

Having computer accessiblity problems?

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

SPECIALIZING IN HANO-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

Race track license applicants
must be U.S. citizens and have
been Texas residents for 10
years.

STUDENT SPECIAL

STUDENT SPECIAL
Ranchero Beans. $1.35
- - - ----- --- -- --

"I don't charge for my clown
acts," Martin said. "I love to
make people happy. When I'm
in a clown suit I often make
people happy...it is exciting."

.
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Intruder sought'··
An unidentified male hispanic entered a mobile home located
at 1608 Lemon Street, the Citrus Mobile Home Park in Edinburg,
shonly after midnight Oct. 4.
He is described as 5'-5" tall, weighing between 180 and 190
pounds, wearing a dark-colored shirt and pants and a stocking
cap.
Entering through the window while the residents were asleep,
the intruder assaulted an elderly couple with his fists and fled the
area.
The Edinburg police is asking for your help to solve this crime.
Anyone with information is urged to call the Edinburg Police
Department or Edinburg Crime Stoppers at 383-TIPS.
Crime Stoppers pays cash rewards of up to $1000 for infonnation leading to the arrest and grand jury indictments of persons
involved in felony crimes.
Sources of all information are kept completely confidential.

422 1/2 E. University

City Limits Only

i·I

She then paid a visit to President Miguel Nev1rez himself.
For a few moments, she took
charge and had a taste of presidential power.
Then she decided
.

"Persons of legal drinking age,
Managing Editor
21 or older, may wager, and all
minors, under 16 Yfill h<1-,ve to be
Residents of Hidalgo · and accompanied at the track by a .
Cameron Counties approved a parent or guardian," said Lu- .
referendum in the election Tues- ciano Garza, Administrative
day to allow pari-mutuel betting Assistant to State Representaat race trac~ in Texas by a two- tive Juan Hinojosa, reading from
to-o!le ma~n. The new Texas the Referendum Proposition
Racmg Act 1s expected to gener- · Analysis Senate Bill 15.
ate $25.6 million for the general ..
'
revenue fund for fiscal year
Apparently individuals be1988-89.
tween the ages of 16 and 21 may
attend races without superviIn Hidalgo County, 10,159 sion.
voted in favor to 5,359 against,
The referendum analysis,
and in Cameron County 11,375 compiled by the House Research
were in favor to 5,594 against
Organization, examines the
- - - - - - - - - - - - . - Texas Racing Act and explains
the maximum and minimum
number of operating days for
ALMA'S
various sizes and types of tracks.

Graduation Rings
Starting at $ 89.95

ewelry

Martin said there were "lots of
strange faces staring at me" and
that "it was a lot of fun to see
people get caught unawares."

to get to know the president better and sat beside him.
Martin said she first started
clowning around last year. Since
then she has dressed up as a
clown on about 10 different
occasions. Most of the time she
does it at parties.

friend. She later emerged with
books in her hand, still dressed in
clown garb.

Pari-mutuel betting
passes in election

We look expensive but we're not

Engrav1

By BENG LEONG LIM
Staff Writer
Beginning freshman Michele
Martin clowned her way into the
hearts of students, staff and faculty Friday.
For slightly more than an hour,
from 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m., the
English major played the role of
a clown at the Fieldhouse.
Thinking it would lift student
morale, Manin walked home to
the women's. do1mitory
. with a

Has a solution!
BUY or LEASE an
IBM compatible.

FOR FASTER SERVICE
CALL 383-0725
IN EDINBURG

\..

...,

Buy or
Lease
me!

Doy Month
Week Semester

Also In McAllen, Mission,
Brownsville, Weslaco, &
Harlingen

IBM

631- 0334

4307 N. 10th Suite B Professional Plaza McAllen , Tx 78501
v

One incident was reported during the Great Pumpkin Halloween Carnival Saturday night, a case of criminal mischief and theft
which occurred between 10 and 10:45 p.m. in Lot C.
An unknown individual slashed a tire and syphoned about 5
gallons of g~oline from a maroon 1986 Ford Escort, Texas
license 163-MMP. The total value of the damages was $75.
Traffic and Security Chief Greg Salazar attributed the low
number of crimes reported during the Carnival to its Saturday
date. If held during the week, more students would have been in
attendance, he said.

Other crimes reported during the week were:
Oct. 28 - A parking permit, C-87903, was reported stolen
from a grey Ford Pinto. The driver stated the permit may have .
been stolen on campus or in Weslaco.

Oct. 28 - At 4 p.m. the theft of 2 windshield wipers and a fog
light from a white 1986 Ford, Texas license 781-RYM was
reported. The total value of the theft is estimated at $85. The
driver was not certain whether the theft occurred on campus or
elsewhere.

~

Rent by:

Across from Pan Am
on University

Theft reported

Oct. 30 - A male subject, not a student, was arrested for
disorderly conduct near the University Center. The subject
pleaded guilty and was given a $200 fine, which was deferred for
a year. The subject has been advised to stay off campus and if
he returns to campus not on official business or as a Student the
fine will be activated.
Oct. 31 - At 2:02 a.m. a trash can in the Men's Residence Hall
was set on fire. Salazar said the incident may have been an
accident caused by a lit cigarette.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T h e Pan American• November 5, 1987. Page 3 ,

ARTS/JEN7f!EI&.7fAl1NM!JEN7f
McMurtry shares writing tips
ByC.M. POWELL
Managing Editor
Texas author Larry McMurtry gave two addresses on the Pan
American campus Wednesday
and Thursday for the 10th anniversary of the Living Author
Series.
McMurtry won the Pulitzer
Prize for his novel "Lonesome
Dove" and an Academy Award
for his screenplay ''1be Last
Picture Show," which was based
on another of his novels.

NOVEL IDEAS-Pulitzer Prize winner Larry McMurtry

addresses students and answers their questions in the Fine
Arts Auditorium Thursday. (Photo by Jay Lewis)

Young pianist joins
Chamber Orchestra
By PANFILO GARCIA
Stoff Writer

Christopher Bradley is not
your average 12-year-old.
While most kids his age are
running around in playgrounds,
Chris is busy honing his skills as
a concert pianist.

Travis Junior High

frame of reference, and that's
irreplacable in a writer....There
might be a good possibility that
ON HIS STYLE-"lt hasn't some writers will become a little
changed a great deal. I think it's less inhibited by their region or
still fairly simple, and it's never controlled by their region, which
really become convoluted... .! w~uld be only to the good... .I
think that actually I had ambi- wish I could learn the world well
tions for it to be a little more enough so I could write a book
baroque than it's become, be- set in Italy, for example."
cause when I started writing I
was reading...people that write a
ON SCREENWRITING ms
good bit more elaborately just in OWN NOVELS-"The longer
tenns of prose style than I do. it's been since the novel has been
I've become almost obsessively completed...there's always the
Two of McMunry's other simple in the last few books. In likelihood that the story will go
novels have been filmed, ''Tenns a long narrative like 'Lonesome dead for you. I work pretty hard
of Endeannent," and "Horse- Dove' ...the length of the narra- · on my novels and when I finish
man, Pass By" as "Hud."
tive will eventually loosen your them I am essentially finished
Plans are currently underway rhythms a bit so that you write with them....Right after you finto film "Lonesome Dove" as a longer sentences. But basically i~h a book is probably not a good
CBS miniseries tentatively my books are very simply writ- ttme to do the screenplay bescheduled for broadcast next ten and they always have been." cause you're just tired of it.
Fall.
ON ms LATFSf WORK- Three years after the book, from
The following are exerpts from 'Tm working on a novel called then on it's hopeless to do the
an exclusive interview with "Anything for Billy"...about a screenplay because you've forMcMunry arranged by Dr. Bob gunfighter somewhat like Billy gotten it and you 're completely
Dowell, coordinator of the Liv- . the Kid. The setting is New detached from it But there
ing Author Series.
Mexico in the late 19th might be a little window here
ON TELEVISION INTER- century....it's got about 40 pages when... you 're over the work
VIEWS-"[ think it's just idiotic to it"
... and you've written another
ON REGIONAL WRITERS-- book or something, and you for writers to go on television.
They don't have the amount of "There's some relationship be- could go back and spend a few
time for you to say anything that tween a writer and a place, months with it and it wouldn't be
could possibly be of any signifi- which, whether the writer re- terrible labor or a terribly imposcance.
You have about a mains in the place or leaves it is sible thing to do.
really
going
to
"Now, I'm in a situation with
minute ... and you really sort of not
become an actor. I used to do it, change.... They write about it 'Texasville' in which I don't
but I just found it so because it still is the place for think the film is going to happen
worthless...the energy expended which they have the deepest unless I write the screen-
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HIRING! Government jobsyour area.
$15,000-$68,000.
Call (602) 838-8885. EXT 4490.

LOST: Cocker Spaniel. 5
months, male. Tan with White.
REWARD 383-1842.

TYPING SERVICE: Research papers, reports, etc.
Proofreading & Editing. English/Spanish. Call 585-2838.

TRAVEL FIELD opportunity. Gain valuable marketing
experience while earning
money. Campus representatives
needed immediately for spring
break trips to South Padre Island.
Call Campus Marketing at 1800-282-6221.

A group to defend the rights of the disabled, Community Action
for the Rights of the Handicapped, will meet today at 7 p.m. in the·
BA 231.
For more information, or to leave a message, call the sociology
department at 381-3321.

FOR RENT: Apartments
brand new country 8-plex, 1 or 2
bedroom, $235, $260. Between
Mission and McAllen. 3 3/4
Mile North Taylor Rd. 6863496.
HOMEWORKERS wanted.
Top Pay! C.I. 121 24th Ave.,
N.W. Suite 222, Norman, OK
73069.
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so~upLES
PROH!-!-10'-~L

' ·\ LO'- PRO lll (Ts

- Its Time for
1
-:-,· a Change!
4\ 41l4BlE AT

Marty's Hair Center

TYPISTS! Hundreds weekly
at home. Write: P.O. Box 17,
Clark, NJ 07066.

Wl S. Clos~, (2811 Suile C
Edinbu,.,._ TP\dS i8339
383·b~~3
.\( ROfri\ FRQ,1 EC0'-0\ilC ORI\ E·I'-

:

ff'ri [e 'T estaurant
Orders

To Go

,[tx, > t .

. The music~. which has an all-female cast, will open this week
Festi~al. The Pan American production is scheduled for Nov. 1922.
"Quilters," by Molly Newman and Barbara Damashek, illustrates stories of the characters' lives, which are embodied in the
quilts they make in the course of the play. Cast members include
Sara Kidd, Mara Lee Rowin, Wendy Caceres, Laura Grabowski,
Liza Garza, Kathy Gilbert and Sativa Perskin.
Joe
Bobby
AnabellG
Omar

Roffler
Hairstyling

Faftmt'3
!Ba.tbe.'l. c:£1:,op

524 W. University
Two Blocks East Of Campus

Call 383-9012

30% Discount Off Enrollment Fee
Complete wet areas for
men and women

1

3 112 Mi. W of Edinburg
(between 10th eJ 23) on 107
at the Bloom Center

380-6125

520 E. University

for Appointment

Edinburg, Texas

Walk-ins also Welcome

I ......................
ij-~
1 A.12~,•• •,•, •, •
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at the:

University Placement Office
8 AM - 12 PM 11-9-76
OR
Embassy Suites Hotel
1800 S. Second / McAllen
1 PM - 5 PM 11-9-87
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Dall• Pollce
Th• Challenge L•ts a Lifetime
Equal Opponunity Employer
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I A SPECIAL SERVICE FROM ROBERTS CHEVROLET I

I~
Requirements: Minimum age 21;
height and weight in proportion; vision
no worse than 20/100 and correctable
to 20/20: education 45 semester
college hours with a "C" average.
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$22872-$24072
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Individual weight trainjngt.ierobics

Dallas
Ponce Department
NOW HIRING
Starting Salary
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November Special

Recruiter• wlll Interview applicants

Give Your Hair a Hug!

:

m S~ Antomo at the Texas Area III American College Theater

GENESIS FITNESS CENTER

Home Cooked Foods
&
Homemade Pies

TYPING-Language help.
Retired English Teacher. Reasonable. Edinburg-383-2066,
Glenn.

FULL TIME/Part time help.
Fantasyland Skate Center. Apply in person at Metro Lanes,
1001 N. Jackson Rd. McAllen,
Tx. Ask for Beverly.

=

The exhibit will include over 35 quilts, new creations and 150year-old ~eirlooms, and displays on quilt-making. The guild also
~as contnb;1ted the 11 square-foot quilt to be used in the product10n, 16 quilt squares that are a focal point of the show and done
quilting "consulting" to lend authenticity to the perf~rmance.

Final payment due Nov. 12

FOl< SALE: 5 tickets U2
concert in Ft. Worth on Tuesday,
Nov. 24th. $20.00 each. 6827814.

:

' The Rio-Grande Valley Quilt Guild is sponsoring an exhibit of
. ne~ an~ antique quilts in the CAS Gallery through Nov. 27 in
conJucnon with Pan American University Theater's second
~roduction of the season, "Quilters."

The South Texas Chamber
Orchestra will perfonn Mozart's
The fourth payment is due Nov. 12 for students paying tuition
"Jupiter Symphony."
on the quarterly installment plan.
Before the performance, 20
The p_ayment should be made between 8 a.m. and noon or 1 and
students of the Suzuki Violin 5 p.m. m room 115 of the Student Services Building.
A $5 late fee will be added for payments made Nov. 13, 16 and
Bradley practices an average Institute of Edinburg will perfonn
in
the
lobby.
17.
A $25 reinstatement fee will be added Nov. 18 through 23.
of two hours a day on the piano.
:Anyone who has not paid by 4:30 p.m. Nov. 23 will be
He especially enjoys the music
Advanced tickets are $7 for · w1thdra~ ~rom the University. To be reinstated, students must
of Chopin.
adults, $6 for senior citizens, and pay the tmtton balance in full plus a $25 reinstatement fee.
Bradley excclls not only in $5 for students. Tickets will be
music but in school as well. The $1 higher at the door.
.t--1- - -

.

Quilt Guild opens show

Rights group t6 meet
Bradley will be featured in a
perfonnance next Tuesday at the
Fine Arts Auditorium at 8 p.m.
He will perfonn Beethoven's
"Piano Concerto No. 5 in E flat
Major, Op. 73.

.

ll(lfjl

Team applications for the annual Bronc-o-lympics games are
due Friday, Nov. 13.in UC 116.
Sponsored by the University Program Board (UPB), the games
are scheduled to to be held Friday, Nov. 20 at I p.m. in the
Science Circle.
All campus organizations are invited to compete. Only the first
10 tt:ams o~ 7 ~d t~o alternates will be accepted. Teams must
turn m appbcanons with a $5 entry fee person, which will reserve
a souvenir t-shirt for each member.
For more information, drop by UC 116 or call 381-2266.

•Classified•

ON WRITING-"! don't suffer
much as a writer. After I get a
novel in progress to a certain
point I don't have to be that fussy
about it, it will be there and I
don't really think about it much
except when I'm writing it.
"I try to write in the morning as
soon as_ I get up... .I am very
compulsive about not missing a
day....l do three drafts....l finish
the last page and the next day I
put the first page back in the
typewriter and go through it
again.... Revision is easy for me
and I do it about twice as fast as
I .do first draft work.
"Sometimes you just get to a
bo?k _before you're ready to
wnte it, and sometimes you get
to _a ~k after you're ready to
wnte it, and that's even worse.
"I almost always have an ending, that is I almost always know
where I'm going, in fact in most
novels the ending will form itself
very precisely... .It will begin to
trickle into my consciousness
months before I actually write
anything...it may just be a final
scene of some kind but it will be
very precise. It doesn't give me
th
e
novel,
by
any
means...there'll be a lot of things
I don't know about the story, but
it does give me a sort of point to
write toward, and I almost aiways arrive at that point."

j:lBSiti iilit~ifi~im~ri~in

Applications due Nov. 13

na1 High school.

Even though Bradley has excelled in music, he says it wasn't
easy learning to play the instruments. It wasn't a gift that came
naturally for him; he had to work
at it.

I

play ....l'm the most logical person to do it."

r--------------------=-------~ r;,~~~~~i,~~~-;;.~;;.;.;.~-:;;;.;;.;;.;;.;;.;;.;;,-::.-;.-;:.-;:-=-;;::~
~ d ? ..............
t?
, ·~
seventh

Bradley, a student of PAU
professor John Raimo, started
playing the piano at the young
age of seven.
Two years later, he won a
Special Award for Piano Solo in
the Kingsville International
Young Artists Competition.
The following year Bradley
won first place in the same division and second place in the
Piano Concerto division.
But Bradley didn't stop there.
He began violin lessons and
within a year he was chosen for
the All-Regional Orchestra.

in setting it up and arranging
it. ..just never pays off.
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•Check Exterior Lights
•Check Tire Air Pressure
~
•Check Wiper Blades
~
•Change Oil & Filter
•Vacuum Interior
~
up to 5 quarts quality oil
•Check Battery Cables
~
•Chassis Lubrication
•Oil Hinges & Latches
_.
*Clean Windshield & Vacuum Interior
•Check fluid Levels
~
•Check Radiator & Heater H o s e s . - - - - - - - - - - - - -•

:g~:;~ra'~~!/::

•Check&~:AirFilter
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Motor Homes & , R V ' ~

I

18.95 Wiiili1 ~

Featuring Pennzoil 30 Wt. Oil,
A/C Delco & Fram Filters

This Service Available For Most Makes & Models
Complete Service In 15 Minutes Or Less
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~sooo" When You Bring In This Coupon ~I

I ·Expires Dec. 31. 1987
I
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Rapidlube Services Include the following:
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A, .,

317 N. Closner

Not valid with any other offer.
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I Edinburg, l)(
i (2 81ks. N. ofCounhouseJ
(512) 383-0150 I
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~■--------..1 iill-.......__.,..,....._.wr.n1JPnN•,......_....~~
2014 Main St •201
(214) 670-4407

Dallas. TX 75201

1-800•527-2948
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By MARY EDNA QUIROZ
Staff Writer
Ghosts, ghouls, vampires, witches and other creatures of the
night haunted the University Program Board (UPB) Carnival of
The Great Pumpkin Saturday night to celebrate Halloween.
More than 5,000 people attended the event throughout the
evening, UPB President Sandra Rodriguez said.
"It was the smoothest running carnival yet," she said.
At the carnival there was a variety of games and food booths for
people to enjoy, ranging from talcing a hayride to eating Fajitas
or candy apples.
Malcing its Great Pumpkin debut this year was one of the most
popular booths, the Sexy Mud Wrestlers.
"Four lovely ladies fighting in mud. They're great! They're
gorgeous!" was the call the announcer used to lure the curious to
the show.
Sponsored by the Residence Hall Association, the mud wrestling booth featured matches between the Naughty Nuns and the
Black Widows or Ravishing Rona and Mighty Mouth.
Dorm resident assistant Rina Veliz said more than 300 people
watched the female mud wrestlers clash in a mixture of mud, oil
and water.
The proceeds of the booth will be used to buy equipment, such
as computers, for the dorms.
Another popular booth was the Bronco Cadet Corps' Dunking
Booth. A crowd of spectators gathered around, as one ROTC
member after another became the victim of a perfect bull's eye,
plunging into the water on a night in which the temperature was
a cool 65 degrees.
"We're running out of people to dunk," ROTC member Emma
Pagan said.
In the costume contest, top honors and $50 in cash went to
Abraham Padron and two friends who dressed as "Miss Love,"
fictitious members of the tennis team.
Francisco Espinoza, of the Social Work club, captured second
place and the $25 prize for his portrayal of "Bud Man."
"I just thought I'd try it," Espinoza said, dressed in a toga and
wearing an empty 12-pack Budweiser carton over his head.
Third place and $15 went to Doria E. Vasquez, who went as the
mythical figure La Llorona.
In the booth competition, the Catholic Campus Ministry took
first place and $100 in cash for its Fortune Telling Booth.
Second- and third-place winners were the Sociology Student
Organization's Haunted House and the Intem._atjonal Student
Association's Candy and Caramel Apples booths.

When midnight, the witching hour struck, and the carnivaJ
closed, many of the revellers went to the UC Ballroom to see the
popular cult film "The Rocky Horror Picture Show."
Rodriguez said the Ballroom was "packed to capacity" for the
showing.
Dressed like their favorite "Rocky Horror" characters, "onefourth of the audience got up and did the Time Warp," Rodriguez
said.

PhotobyC.M. Powell
No Easy Task--A student adjusts a corpse in its coffin for the haunted house booth sponsored by the
Sociology Student Organization.

Face Palntlng--A member of the -Council for Exceptional Children
applies clown makeup for a
customer at the council's booth.

Photo by Carlos Vasquez

Photo by Carlos Vasquez
A Sticky Situation-Preparing the h&unted house means touching up a few spider webs.

Nlghtstalker--A creature of the
night prowls the carnival grounds.

I
Photo by Carlos Vasquez

Bottoms Up-- Miss Lo\te, the first place winners of the costume contest

t
.
t-'hcto oy Carlos Vasquez
, s rut their stuff.
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Whatcha Lookln At?--This tree
was part of the setup for the
Catholic Campus Ministry fortunetelling booth.
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Egg ·Toss--A carnival celebrant
fires one at the Intercollegiate
Knights' egg toss booth, a favorite
during the evening.

Photo by Carlos Vasquez
Playing Dlrty--The Princess of Disaster takes on Chastity Belle in a mud wrestling match to benefit the
Residence Hall Association.

Photo by Carlos Vasquez

Jailblrds-•A couple of escaped
convicts grab a quick rest during the
festivities .

........
Photo by Carlos Vasquez
Ogling Ogres--Carnival goers enjoy the costume contest.

-

Photo by Carlos Vasquez
Perfect Alm--A mummy throws a pie at the Upward Bound Alumni Association Pie Throwing booth.

'.

Famlly Affalr--A fascination with Dracula appare,1tly runs in the blood of a local family who attended the
carnival.
Photo by Carlos Vasquez
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Whose
conscience
is your guide?
W

here does your conscience reside?
Cradled deep in the lobe of luxury, in some mysterious part of the brain as yet undiscovered by modem science.
Expressed in purely physical terms, your conscience lives in
the equivalent of the Taj Mahal.
Your conscience also looks, dresses and talks just like you.
Or like you would if you wercn't such a horrible slob. Or if
you ate right and exercised and got enough sleep. Or if you
finally got it together and became who you ought to be.

•••

YOU: What do you think of the phrase "guilty conscience"?
CONSCIENCE: I don't understand it. After all the conscience
is not the guilty one, but the person-the human host. It's a
bad rap. Something we consciences don't deserve.
YOU: Consciences? You mean there is more than one? I
thought everybody shared the same one.
CONSCIENCE: Nope. Everybody's got their own. People
stick us under one label because most of them are too lazy to
imagine us as individuals. They think we're some kind of
faceless, homogeneous entity. Like the federal government or
the Mafia. Which I think is extremely unfair.
YOU: Unfair? How so?
CONSCIENCE: Because I don't want to be associated with a
lot of the so-called consciences in the world. Lots of them
think it's okay to do anything for sex, drugs, money, success,
power-whatever the idiot human host thinks he's supposed
to want.
YOU: But that's your job, isn't it, to make sure the hosts
don't get the things they sincerely think they want?
CONSCIENCE: Where the hell did you get that idea?
YOU: But everybody says that ... you know. Well, I guess
maybe I don't know.
CONSCIENCE: Another time-honored myth bites the dust.
YOU: If the job of the conscience isn't to keep people from
getting away with the things they shouldn't be doing in the
first place, why do we have them?
CONSCIENCE: Search me. I only work here. I'm just a
moral echo. I just cough up what you feed me. Sure, I might
fix it up a bit, add some spit and polish to the overall tone of it,
but that's about it, bud.
YOU: That's all you do? You live like a king and all I get is
a bunch of rhetoric?
·
CONSCIENCE: y OU got it. It's the best damned job in the
world.
YOU: Why, I ought to wring your neck!
CONSCIENCE: / wou/dn' t do that ifI were you.
YOU: Okay, okay, I guess maybe you're right. But say, how
do you get to be a conscience? How can I get in on this
racket?
CONSCIENCE: Sorry. Consciences are born, not made. Lots
of people try-politicians, religious leaders, media parasites of
every variety-but it just don't happen that way.
YOU: Wow, you must know about a lot of famous consciences. What kind of conscience does Ronald Reagan have?
Jerry Falwell? Rohen Bork? Douglas Ginsburg?
CONSCIENCE: No comment.
YOU: Are you saying they have no consciences?
CONSCIENCE: No comment.
YOU: What if I try to make you talk?
CONSCIENCE: Go ahead, make my day ...
YOU: Hey, relax. I was just putting you on.
CONSCIENCE: You'd better be. Don't mess with me, bud. I
know you front and back. I know what buttons to push.
YOU: I'll try to remember that.
CONSCIENCE: Oh, you'll remember it all right. I'll make
sure of it.

-Reader's Voice
"The Pan American" welcomes reader inplll from students,
faculty and university staff members ill the "Reader's Voice"
letters column.
"Reader's Voice" exists as a forum to freely express ideas,
views, grievances and other matters readers may wish to share.
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"Many people have been led to believe in the tab pulling to raise;
money ... it goes in cycles," she said, "and has for many years. •
guess it's that time again because the phones are starting to ring
with questions."
•

u~ng in pull tabs from soda cans to raise money for sick
children is a hoax, folks. It just ain't true.
It started on campus this summer. A secretary asked me to save
the pull tabs from soda cans. Supposedly for every 1000 pull tabs
collected, a little boy on a dialysis machin~ st,t a McAllen hospital
would get an extra hour free. For a child in need, pulling a tab off
a soda can was 4he least I could do:

Crow said that at the peak of the tab-pulling epidemic she got
up to 200 calls a day. She did, however, remember an instance
where a distributor from another state shipped cases of Cok~
specially marked with "red" tabs.

Immediately the tabs collected by the kitchen sink, in my
pockets, purse and desk. I also asked my husband to "save the
tabs" and he soon had them in his pockets, desk, briefcase and car.
The tabs soon migrated to the bathroom, closet, dresser drawers,
EVERYWHERE!

'These tabs were collected and exchanged for something of
value but it was a very limited and short-lived project," she said~
" In fact, I think the Baptist church around Round Rock was
involved." I thanked Crow for her time and redialed to talk to the
First Baptist Church of Round Rock. They had never heard of
such a thing.

I found we weren't the only ones doing the collecting. Students, faculty, staff and their relatives were eagerly collecting
tabs. My home and office began to look littered-which I didn't
like and this made me feel guilty. But it was for a good cause and
certainly I could put up with a little inconvenience. Besides, I
wasn't going to be the one to deny a child treatment.

By now I wasn't quite sure if the local Coca-Cola Company
could help at all. A person there told me, "No. We don't handle
such matters. For further infoimation you may contact the
Atlanta U.S.A. Distributor at 1-800-451-4471."
Out of curiosity I asked her if she had said this often. She
responded with surprise, "Uh ... it hasn't happened in several
months, but it's starting again."

On the other hand, I couldn't help wondering just who and
where this patient really was, had he benefitted from our efforts
and how long would this continue. It seems I opened the
proverbial can of woims.

I felt as if someone just passed the buck and I was it. After a
week of trying to contact Atlanta U.S.A. I got through. They
laughed. Their specialty is games. The current game involves
pulling off a paper tab from soft drink cups purchased at fast-food
stores. Specifically marked paper tabs "can be remitted for prizes
... but not for medical treatment ... sorry, but maybe you should
try this number...." The operator said, "Try Coca-Cola Consumer
number, 1-800-GET-COKE."

Guest Column
"It's a church project." "No, it's a school project!" "Well, our
patient has already gotten two free hours on a dialysis machine
from us!" "You're mistaken, it's a little girl-she has cancer."
And the clincher had to be, "Actually, I heard from a friend that
it was a boy in Georgetown [Texas]."

Finally, here I found my answer. A consumer infonnation
operator was surprised to hear about such "an admirable gesture,"
but she had not been aware of Coca-Cola sponsoring this type of
project. The public relations department would want to hear
about this.

Enough was enough. I decided to get to the bottom of this. My
determination was spurred further by a cable news report of
people in Atlanta, Georgia, collecting hundreds of thousands of
tabs to the dismay of the Kidney Foundation. They explained
there is insurance available to those whose lives depends on
dialysis and cannot pay for it. At best, the tabs could be turned
in for aluminum recycling for a penny a pound.
The local churches and private schools supposedly involved
with this project couldn't understand how they became associated with this.
Then I remembered that someone mentioned the Coca-Cola
Company of Georgetown was sponsoring the project. I hoped
they could shed a little light on this mystery. There is no CocaCola Company in Georgetown, but Austin had one. In speaking
with the secretary, Brenda Crow, I found they were not involved
either.

Ron Coleman, Media Relations Manager for Coca-Cola of
Atlanta, Georgia, wasn't surprised. "No one has ever been able
to trace the exact source of this," he said. "It's been going on for
several years." He speculated the tab pulling begins through
hearsay. "It's only a rumor and there is absolutely no truth to it
... it's a shame to have such effort wasted."
It is sad to find that those little tabs really aren't helping sick
children. It is nice to know that so many people were willing to
join efforts to help a child. Despite the fact that these tabs may
litter your home or office, there is a consolation-better there
than littering period. Maybe the pull tab epidemic did a bit of
good after all.

Cartoonist draws criticism

Photographer■:

Staff Writers:

Edwin Aguilar
Ed Cantu
Seng Leong Um
Panfilo Garcia
Cynthia Gonzalez
Mary Edna Quiroz
Gilberto Reyes, Jr.

Circulation:
Emmanuel Ayala

Pop tabs won ·t save lives

To the Editor:
The political cartoon in last
week's issue of 'The Pan
American" was absolutely
tasteless, sexist and without
perceivable aesthetic value.
The drawings were horrible
close-ups of two women, one
smiling coyly, the other baring
fangs and staring with dilated
pupils. The text strongly
inferred that these immoral
women (or Bimbos as you
prefer) maliciously conupted
honest young men who lost
their careers and life's ambitions as a result.
Why is it necessary to single
out the women involved in
these incidents? Why not a
picture of Gary Han in his

shorts and Jim Bakker swilling
champagne?
Until now I've enjoyed the
political cartoons that 'The Pan
American" has featured so it
was quite a shock to open the
paper and see this revolting
stand-in. If your connection to
quality canoons has dried up I
would prefer none at all to this
trash. Better luck next time!
Sandra K. Griffin
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See 'Reader's Voice' page 8
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Wot·s a guy woith?
By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Staff Writer
Hiya 'gain, folks, dis here's Joe.
Hope ya' had a good week, 'cos I know I din't. Get dis. I'm
sitting dere, puttin' an engine inna car, and my boss comes by and
sez he can't go out wit' me Friday.
Hell, we've done dis for da longest time, goin' out on Friday.
You know da scene, get paid, go ta da bookie, drink some Jax and
place some bets. It's a tradition.
Well, when I gets offa work, I go to his office and say "Hey,
wot's wit' you?" Den he tells me dat he ain't goin' wit' me and
dat he's gotta go see da wife. Den I put it t'gether, see. He was
just mad 'cos he was stoopid enough ta give me San Fancisco and
points against da Rams. Hell, I tink dey woulda lost even wit'
Eric Dickerson.
But hell, I figger, if he's gonna be dat way, forget him, dere's
plenty more chumps in da street.
Anyways, I goes home and da wife tells me dat Joey called and
I wasn't here ta talkta him, so she didn't make me dinner. I got
mad at her and said dat she didn't unnerstand me. Dis Dickerson
trade is big stuff, and if we's gonna know about it, we's gotta talk
about it.

The Last Out

cc wins American ' South

By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Staff Writer
During the athletics controversy that almost split the university in two last year, one of the
com plaints against Pan Am
sports department was that it had
not won a major title.
That cannot be said any more.
On Nov. 2, the Pan Am Cross
Country team lived up to it's
advance billing as the women
won the first American South
Conference title and the men
finished second.
The Lady Broncs ran away
with the conference tournament,
which was held on the campus of
the University of Soutwestern
Louisiana at Lafayette, and had
three of the top five finishers,
including the race's winner,
Nancy Mireles.
In a pre-tournament poll of
American South cross country
coaches, the Lady Broncs were
picked to win the title, and the
men were co-favorites with
Louisiana Tech to win their race.
Pan Am Coach Reid Haner
said that "it felt great" to see the
Lady Broncs achieve their goal.
"Our women ran a tough race
and they proved that persistence
in training and dedication to one
goal is what is necessary in order
to achieve success," he said.

I slept on da couch dat night
But t'day, Sat'day, has been good for me dough, 'cos I got ta see
da Irish moiderize da Navy. It was great, dey killed 'em. Ya
know dey's gonna move up in da rankings now, 'cos dere
schedule is like da hardest in da nation.
Wot I don't like about da Irish's chances, dough, is teams like
Oklahoma and Nebraska, who tink dat dey gotta score a million
points a game against teams like Kansas and Nort' -Sout' -EastWest State ta keep dere place in da rankings.
I tink dat dat's horrible ta do ta alotta guys like Kansas. Hell,
it takes guts ta play a game ya know ya can't win, and dese guys
seem ta do it allada time. Guys like Oklahoma and Nebraska and
' Florida State oughta get tossed on probation.
But dis Dickerson ting really got me. Ya know dat he was woith
eight guys in dat trade? I tink he's woith it, dough, 'cos he's a
helluva running back. Not during da playoffs, dough, 'cos all he
' docs is fumble.
One ting gets me, dough. I don't know dat he's really woith
, eight human beings. Maybe six or four, but not eight. Hell,
IJle
nobody's woith eight.
,,j.
, Anyways, I explained dat to da wife tonight, but she still don't
Nancy
_ understand. But I know dat ya'll do, so I guess I'll seeya next
- week, if dis' couch don't kill me foist.
Mireles said that the first
~·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · American South tournament did
not "make her as nervous" as she
is when running against bigger
schools.
"I was peaking physically for
this race," Mireles said, "and
there was no one pushing me, so
By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
up," she said, "but this time, we
Staff Writer
kept our composure after losing
The Lady Broncs women·s the first game and came back to
volleyball team stayed mathe- take the match."
matically alive in the hunt for a
The Lady Broncs will put their
post-season berth with a Parent's
A battered Broncs soccer team
Night victory over Trinity Uni- newfound confidence to the test fell to 6-9-1 on the season with a
this Friday in a crucial American 1-0 loss to the University of
versity last week.
South
Conference tournament, Texas at San Antonio last
The Lady Broncs fell to Trinity
15-7 in the first game, and then where they will host Southwest- Wednesday.
came back to take the match by ern Louisiana and Lamar.
The Broncs lost the game in the
winning the next three games,
final 15 minutes when UTSA
15-11, 15-12 and 15-11.
In the American South, the pushed a goal past an injured .
conference's teams are divided Freddy Sanguenitti. Sanguenitti
Coach Becky de los Santos into two different zones. At the played the entire game with a
said Liz Avelar and Aida Ozuna end of the season, the top two half-inch cut on his left wrist.
led the Lady Broncs to their first teams from each zone will adAfter allowing the goal, he
win by helping them "rise to the vance to the end-of-season con- gave way to Jesse Murguia, who
occasion."
ference tournament.
finished the game despite a se"Liz had a very good offensive
vere muscle pull in his thigh.
game, scoring 22 or 23 kills
"The team has gotten better as
(scoring hits)," de los Santos the season has progressed," de
The Broncs played without
said.
their
assist leader, Efren Lopez.
los Santos said, "and with a
couple of wins this weekend, we Lopez was injured last week
De los Santos sdid the "near
against St. Edwards and is out for
will still be alive."
win" against the University of
the season.
Southwestern Loiuisiana last
Coach Eloy Moran discounted
week gave her team a lot of To de los Santos, the team to
confidence going into the Trinity beat in the Lady Broncs zone are the importance of those injuries,
the Lamar Cardinals, although saying that the Broncs caliber of
match.
"We lost against USL because she says that "both (USL and play hun their chances for victory.
we got crazy and messed things Lamar) are beatable".

':;,II.·;:•

Mir;l~s

~- women's volleyball wins 1st
, game; stay in playoff hunt

title

"

The American South Conference's first Cross Country Champions are: left to right,
Assistant Coach Doug Erickson, Shanna Hale, Lucy Ramirez, Leticia Gomez, Nancy
Mireles, Thelma Morales, Deborah De Los Santos, Diana Garcia and Shannon Sharpe.
(Not pictured is Head Coach Reid Harter) (Photo by Carlos Vasquez)
I did not feel any pressure".
The Lady Broncs so dominated the race that Mireles and
second-place finisher Thelma
Morales finished thineen seconds ahead of the pack.
Assistant Cross Country
Coach Doug Erickson said that
"if she allows herself to run to
her potential", Mireles could be
a strong candidate for the national tournament this year.
Erickson was quick to give
praise to Pan Am's Diana Garcia, who finished fifth in the race.
"I was impressed by her
(Garciar's) perfonnance because
_QlllY a year ago, as a beginning
freshman, she was having difficulty completing the three mile
distance", Erickson said.
Erickson said that while Garcia had not received "the kind of
training that we would have
liked", that her perfonnance
"showed true championship instincts".

In the men's five-mile competition, Pan Am's Lalo Pereida
shocked the experts by finishing
second and pacing the men's
team to a second-place finish.
Harter said that the men "made
a good effort" to try to win the
teanr title and that he was "very
pleased" with their finish.
"What hun us was the fact that
we didn't run our best race strategically," Harter said, "we
came out too strong."
Erickson attributed Pan Am's
victory over pre-race co-favorite
Louisiana Tech to Pereida's performance, saying that he, like
Mireles, could be a strong contender for national competiton.
Both Harter and Erickson, as
well as Louisiana Tech, Coach
Gary Stanley, saw the B~ogs'..
youth as a disadvantage in the
race.
"Their younger runners
seemed to be shaken by Lalo's

(Pereida's) presence at the front
of the pack," he said.
Erickson said that of everyone
at the meet, it was eventual
champion Arkansas State that
was most shocked the most by
Pereida's perfonnance.
"It was my impression that
Ark.ansas State had no respect
for the other runners, because
they thought that they were just
going to go in and run away with
it", he said.
Arkansas State, like the Lady
Broncs, nad three of the top five
finishers, although the individual winner was Louisiana Tech's
James Terrell.
E_,rickson di<t , QOJ .. discount
Arkansas State's perfonnance,
saying that "they ran a championship race while we ran a good
one."

Battered soccer team falls to UTSA
"We had three definite chances
to score early in the game," he
said, "but we just did not follow
up on the opportunities we had
created."
With two games remaining in
this years schedule, Moran is

looking forward to next year.
"We will only lose one player
from this year's team," Moran
said, "and that, added to the
experience we have gained from
our first year of true Division 1
play, should give us a competi-

tive edge next year."
The Broncs will travel to San
Antonio on Nov. 6 for a game
against Trinity University, and
will return to close their schedule
against Houston Baptist Universit on Nov. 14.

~ntramurals schedule winds down
Finals in intramural racquetball and badminton will be held
this week, and the registration
fonns for the season's final
event, ping-pong, will be accepted Nov. 9-20.
Last week, the flag football

competition was completed with
Air Express defeating the Pan
American Marketing Association (PAMA).
The season's penultimate
event, volleyball, began Nov. 3
in the HPE-11 building with a

field of 18 teams.
The teams will play every
Tuesday and Thursday during
activity period until this year's
champion is crowned.
For more information on these
events, students should go to UC
102.

ABORTION • PREGNANCY TESTS & COUNSELING • REFERRALS
Confiden t iul Sen'ices By Caring Professionals
When You Need To Make Personal Decisions

.(5121 428 - 6242

Free Pregnancy Test
24 Hour Answering Service

Abortion Agency
The Morning After Treatment

Reproductive Services
.pronding Choices in Rcprod11cti\"l: Heulth Cme Since 1973
L1cen.,ed By The Texa., Department oi Health

Se Habla Espanol

SCHOLARSHIPS.... Are available by the thousands for every type of
student, school and special in terest.

EVEN IF.... You have never mastered anything more complicated than the
game of Tiddlywinks; somewhere, sometime, someone has set up a
scholarship fund for Tiddlywinks Players!
THE SECRET .... Lies in knowing where and for what to apply. So if you
have a case of "how am f going to pay for it?" blues hang in there.
Scholarship Opportunity Service wifl find you at feast five (5) sources for
which you qualify - GUARANTEED - sometimes as many as twenty•
five (25) sources.
FOR INFORMATION
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Reader's Voice---------Bad spellers
The Sandinistas (so named
Continued from page 6
ft
S
d efend d
a er R. andino--a great
e
Central American thinker) are a
ruthless government indeed, as
well as a Marxist threat to the
To the Editor:
Sandinistas security
I was shocked and dismayed
of their neighboring
countries but one thing they
at Melissa Downey's guest
most probably are not is worse
column which appeared in your
'ruthless'
than the Contras. Mr. Pankratz
October 29, 1987 issue.
To the Editor:
This is in response to the
letter from Mr. Steve Pankratz
which you published last week
[Oct. 22]. In it Mr. Pankratz
states that the Nicaraguan
Sandinistas (yes, Mr.
Pankratz-SANDINISTAS not
SANDANISTAS) have been
cited as having violated the
civil rights of unanned peasants. While this fact is undisputably true, Mr. Pankratz
failed to state the most obvious
reason for this-the Sandinistas
ARE in Nicaragua, while the
Contras are NOT. It is likely
that this situation would be
reversed were the Contras
actually within Nicaraguan
territory, thus far they have
only made border raids and
other superficial activity. Furthermore, while the activities of
the Sandinistas are far from exemplary, Mr. Pankratz should
refrain from making such grotesque statements as "Vivan los
Contras!" as this would certainly not meet the approval of
the Nicaraguan people-which,
contrary to Mr. Pankratz· s
belief, do NOT gamer any
popular support. This is, in
fact, their greatest drawback.
The Contras arc far from being
the "Freedom Fighters" that the
current administration would
like us to believe, the freedom
for which they fight is at best,
their own-Not the Freedom of
Nicaragua. Nor arc they
seeking a democratic government, since it is a well-known
fact that the Contra leaders are,
for the most part, former
figures in the Somoza government which was truly oppressive, to a greater degree even
than the Sandinistas that you
arc so opposed to.

should not allow his right wing
zealotry to get the best of him.
The Contras are far from
admirable people. Think about
it.

Eric A. Jeppesen

Column
Criticized
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to
Miss Downey's article entitled
"How do you spell inept?".
There is an old Indian saying of
which I think Miss Downey
should take heed. It says you
should not criticize someone
until you have walked a mile in
his moccasins. While it is true
that spelling errors are frustrating to read, calling these people
"social misfits" is totally
uncalled for.
While I agree that for some
the problem is simply apathy, I
feel it is an oversimplification
of the problem to say that this
applies to all the so-called
social misfits. I am an inept
speller; however, my problem
is not apathy. I was born with
dyslexia, a learning impairment. I have overcome most of
the problems associated with
this debilitating birth defect;
however, I am not able to write
without the aid of a dictionary.
Such great men as Albert
Einstein, and George S. Patton
Jr. had similar learning disabilities; however, these people's
handicaps did not impair their
abilities to do great things. In
short, I think that people should
not be so quick to judge others
by their inabilities without first
looking at their abilities.

John T. DuPree

Dysonhographics are people
with a disability. Their specific
disability means they have
extreme difficulty in writing.
While it is easy to mock the
disabled, the pages of a college
newspaper ought to be above
that sort of vulgar humor
gained at the pain of others.
Dysorthographics know that
they can't spell. They don't
need a "little hint" and yes
those "little hints" do hun.
Despite the misconceptions of
those without the disability,
they do try to spell correctly,
make extensive use of dictionaries (try looking up every
single word in this letter and
you might gain some insight
into that solution), and sometimes achieve moderate success
in life. A recent Vice President
of the United States, not only
couldn't spell, he couldn't read.
Most people know how to
spell, just as they know how to
see, and know how to walk.
Tell me which neurons do you
get to fire with which neurotransmitters to get to walk or
see or spell. I will not apologize for those who are less than
perfect "polluting and warping"
the lives of those who believe
they are without fault. I wil
apologize to those with disabilities, for the laughter, and
vulgarity, and needless barriers
placed on this campus by
people who should know
better.

Bruce Wilson

Jackson
knocked
To the Editor:
"We must support the sol-

diers, but not the politicians,"
was Jesse Jackson's favorite
phrase inthe speech he made
during his recent visit to PAU.
To me, Jackson is J·ust another
politician willing to say anything to get elected. People
were inspired, but blinded by
the great Jesse Jackson's fancy
metoric. The dazzling words
were really a stick poked in the
listener's eyes to keep them
from seeing the truth.
I first realized that Jackson is
willing to say anything to get
elected when he promised to
give gay and homosexual
people their rights. Jackson is
a Baptist minister, a person
who preaches to bring to
practice the message of the
Holy Bible. I do not think such
a man of God should go against
the Bible. Jackson seems to
know the Bible as if its words
were on the palms of his hands.
The Bible, in I Corinthians 6:9
says that gays and homosexual
people will not enter the kingdom of God. In verse 12 of the
same chapter, the Bible says
God will destroy such
perverters of sex. Are you
paying attention to what's
going on around the world? If
you are, you already have
heard of the incurable disease,
AIDS, that came from gay and
homosexual people. Right
now, AIDS is a threat to everyone, and we can blame the gay
and homosexuals. Yet,
Jackson has the nerve to want
to give these people rights.
How can he betray the Bible if
he really believes it?
Jackson also said that if he
were elected, he would enforce
the borders of our country to
stop drugs and illegal aliens
from crossing over. Doesn't he
realize that the Reagan Administration has already tried to
pass a law that would let us put
a 12-foot electrical hurricane
fence au' along the border, but
the· Democratic legislators did
not support the law? Perhaps
Jackson was just careful not to
state that his Democratic Party
is full of more politicians who
just say anything to get elected.

Jackson really showed that he
was just a politician mouthing
words when he told the poor
Colonia residents that he was
going to take care of most of
their problems. How can he
promise something like that?
He has not even taken care of
the black Colonia residents
where he came from. He did
not make any such promises to
the blacks because he knows
that he can't really do anything.
The day that he takes care of
most black Colonia residents,
he might back up his word
about the border Colonia
residents.
I hate to believe that a sayanything politician like Jesse
Jackson is the #1 candidate for
the Democratic presidential
nomination. I just hope that
people are strong enough to
take out the stick that Jackson
poked in their eyes so they can
see the real Jesse Jackson.

Pedro De Anda, Jr.

Student Govt.
'Sins'
'Powerless' Continued from page 1
To the Editor:
''To me the way you gauge a
Student government
play is how the audience reacts to
this... and student government
that. Blah, blah, blah, blah. It it," Copold said. "A great deal of
would seem to this reader that the Texas humor is lost in Calialmost every little letter to the fornia. Preston Jones had the
editor concerning student is as same problem when he took his
Texas Trilogy to Broadway, but
pointless as student government itself. Most of the letters this thing has enough universal
themes that the fact they're from
end up being little more than
Texas becomes irrelevent after
spiteful character assassinations. To be honest, I am more ther first few minutes, it becomes just a setting."
than tired of reading those
- letters. As soon as the people
"It was a bright audience, a
involved in student governtough crowd," Copold said.
ment realize that they are
"They were laughing a lot more
powerless to exact a change,
than I thought they would, and
the easier their lives will be.
they seemed really moved by it."
When you bun your head
against a bureaucratic brick
wall, you get a headache.
Let's face up to reality, the
rights of students are constantly being violated by the
administration of Pan American University and student
government has not, will not,

A Division of Tandy Corporation

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A COMPLETE
TANDY COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR LESS THAN $750?

What that offers the Faculty, Staff and Students are incredible savings.
Come take advantage of our discounts of 20% off of our retail catalog
prices or 12% off of our sale prices.
Call and ask Rick or Cindy for further information
at 631-2262 or stop by for details at our Gateway Plaza
Location (Between Luby's and Mister Donut on South 10th.)
• The computer system includes the TANDY 1000 EX, VM-4 monochrome monitor,
DMP 106 PRINTER with Cable, and DESKMATE SOFTWARE.

Business Products Division

(512) s31-22s2

1303 South Tenth Street, Mc Allen, Texas 78501

The administration does not
respect the student body and it
does not respect student
government. Student government is deluding itself if they
think they can exact a real
change in policy that benefits
students. If students want a
change, they will have to fight
for it. Not in some Senate
meeting, but on the campus, in
letters to the editor, and by
public demonstration. You can
not do much by letting a group
of powerless egoists fight your
battles. The people in student
government are so caught up in
their own petty in-fighting they
seem to have forgotten, (much
like the administration of
PAU) that they are here for the
students, not the other way
around.

Mark Walters

ltad1e lhaeK coMPUTER cENTER

THE RADIO SHACK COMPUTER CENTER
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
A BOOKSTORE AGREEMENT WITH
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

and cannot do anything about
it. The administration allows
student government to perpetuate the myth of the impor.
tance o f its existence.
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Two new regents join board
Two Pan American University
regents served at their first meeting of the board Thursday after
being sworn in by Judge Ricardo
Hinojosa of the U.S. Southern
District Court.

Brownsville, and Eddie Cano of
McAllen.
The board passed resolutions
honoring
former
regents
Schaefer and Ramon Garcia of
Edinburg for their years of service on the board and said they
will honor Cano and Villasenor
with resolutions of appreciation
at the next board meeting.
Rankin
was
appointed
Wednesday to replace Cano and
Fernandez was appointed last
week to succeed Villasenor, af-

The new regents are Noe Fernandez and Shan Rankin, both of
McAllen. Both were appointed
to the board for six-year terms by
Gov. Bill Oements. Hinojosa
himself served on Pan
American's board of regents and
chaired the board before being
appointed to the federal bench by ter the board's agenda had been
President Ronald Reagan.
set.
Also sworn in during a bnet
In other business, the regents:
ceremony shortly before the
• Approved a bachelor of sciregents' meeting was Berta
ence
degree program in physical
Perez Linton of San Angelo,
who attended her first board education for the Brownsville
campus. The request now goes
meeting last month.
The three new regents replace to the Texas Higher Education
Charles Villasenor of Austin, Coordinating Board for apKenton
Schaefer
of proval.

• Approved the sale of an easement for 0. 77 acres of the
University's property at the "old
driving range" off McColl Road
to the Hidalgo County Drainage
District No. 1 for $8,470 so the
district may expand a drainage
ditch.
• Revised the wording of the
University's policy on admissions to identify the admissions
committee and the director of
admissions as being responsible
for regularly reviewing and
administering admissions policies, reflecting current practice.
Approved two budget
•
changes, one restoring $24,000
to the Library's budget for a librarian/instructor in cataloging
and $1,000 in the operating
budget for American Humanics ..
• Approved the re-hiring of 16
non-tenured faculty members.
• Upheld the findings of a
University faculty commiteee

by denying the grievance appeal
of Dr. Daniel Lee, professor in
the School of Business Administration.
•Approved the allotment of
$25,000 of a $125,000 settlement with BFW Construction
Co to the Texas Attorney
General's office for that office's
expenses in the litigation.
• Accepted a grant of telecommunication equipment valued at
$20,000 from the Brownsville
Foundation for Health and Education The equipment is to be
used by the nursing program in
connection with a master's degree nursing program from Corpus Christi State University.
• Approved "professor emeritus" status for retired professors
Dr. Amilda Thomas, fortner
chair of the department of physical education at Edinburg, and
Dr. Louie Walter and Dr. Ronald
Utecht of the Brownsville campus.

Veterans share wartime experien_
ces
By CYNTHIA GONZALEZ
Staff Writer
Six Vietnam veterans spoke on
campus Tuesday about their
experiences during the war at a
presentation held in observance
of Veterans Day.
The presentations, held in the
LRC Media Theatre during activity period, were filled with
emotions of anger, despair, and
frustration as each speaker
talked about the loss of their
friends, seeing innocent civilians die, and the abuse they had
to deal with upon returning to the
states.
What affected veterans the
most was not what happened in
Vietnam, but what happened
when they returned h~me, said

Larry Calhoun, a veteran from
San Benito.
"We all had it rough in 'Nam,"
he said.
Calhoun said many veterans
are having trouble trying to cope
with the trauma of serving in the
war and are not receiving enough
help.
Ernest Garcia, now 37, was 20
years old when he was sent to
Vietnam in 1970.
"I spent my longest 365 days
there," he said. "I was born in the
Valley, but I was raised in Vietnam."
He said a lot of them grew up
overnight because they were
young and did not know what the
war was about. Garcia serv~d in
the army and received a Bronze

Star for Valor and an Air Medal.
During his emotional speech,
Ray Ortiz, who served one tour
of duty in Vietnam as a marine,
bowed his head as he spoke of
the Valley of Death.
"That's where I lost my best
friend," he ~aid. Ortiz received a
Navy Achievement for Valor,
the _Cros~ of 9~an?)' and _a
Pres1denual Umt C1~at1on. Re is·
currently the supenntend~nt _of
the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department.
Tom Burchell, who served in
the army as an infantry medic,
spoke of some of his experiences. With a shaky voice, he
said he still has flashbacks.
"! have a son and when I hold

him· I get flashbacks of when I'd
be holding dying Vietnamese
babies with gunshot wounds," he
said. Burchell spent five years in
Vietnam and received the Silver
Star and the Bronze Star for
Valor.
Loraine Boudreau served as an
army nug;e through two tours of
duty.. ~he said women have
,.served during wartime since
1901 with the founding of the
Army Nurse Corporation. Yet
women veterans are invisible,
forgotten, or are
considered
con-veterans.
.
Boudreau said one o~the pr?b!ems women faced while servrng FLIPPING OUT-Rocky Garza practices on the high bar in
m tbe war was sexual harass- Assistant Professor Jeanette Hawkins· Gymnastics I class.

See 'Vets' page 8
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·Quilters· wins most awards at·ACTF competition
By C.M. POWELL
area represented, ACTF critic
Managing Editor
David McKenna chose "QuilPan American University ters" and Texas A & M's play
Theatre's production of the "Triple-A Plowed Under" - for
musical "Quilters" won seven the "Critic's Choice" award,
awards, more than any other nominating the play for regional
participating university at the competition.
Productions adannual American College The- vancing to the regional competiatre Festival (ACTF) at Incar- tion will not be announced until
nate Word College in San AntoDecember, "Quilters" director
nio last week.
and Associate Professor of
Of the colleges and universi- Communications Doug Cumties from the southeast Texas mins said.

"Being nominated places us in
the top four in Texas," Cummins
said, "the top four of 38 [plays]
in Texas in ACTF."

Three university actresses,
Sara Kidd, Mara Lee Rowin and
Sativa Perskin, won individual
Excellence in Acting awards.

Cummins said if the play is
selectedit will advance to the regional competition, it will be one
of the top eight ·plays of the 70 in
the five-state region.
The regional competition will
be held in Lubbock at Texas
Tech in February.

The entire production also received notice for Excellence in
Ensemble Acting and Excellence in Production Research.
The award for Excellence in
Properties and Set Decorations
was awarded to the university
and the Rio Grande Valley Quilt

Guild, which in addition to
coaching the all-female cast with
the basics of quilt-making also
made the quilt used in the production.
"We feel pretty good," Cummins said.
"We've accomplished a great deal."
Campus production of "Quilters" will officially begin Nov.
19 at 8 p.m.
and continue
through Nov. 21 at 8 p.m. and
Nov. 22 at 2 p.m. Admission will

be $8 general admission, one
free ticket will be available for
individuals with Pan American
identification.
There will be two "preview"
showings Nov. 17 and 18. Students, faculty and staff with
identification and a guest may
attend these earlier productions
free.
For more infonnation or reservations call the university theatre box office at 381-3581.

·sins· still a contender

'

EFFECT--The Rio Grande Valley Quilt Guild is displaying several quilts through
Nov. 27 in the CAS Gallery in conjunction with 'Quilters.' The Pan American Theatre's
Photo by Carlos Vasquez
play is scheduled to run Nov. 19-22.
BLANKET

tiom:, selected for Copold ·s
By C.M. POW£LL
script as well as the production.
Managing Editor
The play was originally con"Sins of the Fathers," a one-act
ceived
as part of a set of three
play by Media Program Coordinator and PAU alumnus Steve
Copold, has completed the first
three rounds of competition at
the Inner City Cultural Center in
Los Angeles.
Communications Professor
Marian Monta, director of the
production, said the third round
ends next Tuesday and none of
the competitors will be notified
who the finalists are until after
the end of the round.
Monta explained the competition consists of four rounds.
Four plays will make it to the
fourth round, which will be held
Nov. 21, and all four plays will
all be ranked at that time.
The center's playwright competition is designed to showcase
performing arts by and for minorities. Copold's play deals one-act plays, Copold said, but
with the cross-racial, inter-cul- only two of the three have been
tural relationship of two Viet- produced.
nam veterans, one Hispanic and
Monta praised the perfonnone anglo, and how they deal ances of PA U alumni Valente
with a crisis.
"Billy" Rodriguez and Greg
"Sins of the Fathers" was pro- Eldridge, the only actors ever to
juced two years ago at the uni- portray the play's two characversity. The 50-minute play won ters.
"I thought they performed exthe regional American College
tremely
well," Manta said. "If
Theater Festival award in January 1986. It was the national the play doesn't make it to the
runner-up for new plays and was finals, it's not the actors' fault.
one of the top 10 college produc- They did a superb job."

Monta said she was "very
proud, they held their own"
against the other actors, some of
whom have worked professionally.
She said Rodriguez was
mobbed after the performances
by agents who wanted to sign
him up. He currently lives in
California, but Eldridge had to
be flown in from Oklahoma to
recreate his role, taking a week
off without pay from his job.
Copold said the judges would
not give him specific details on
his play's standings.
"It did real well, that's all they
could say," Copold said.

Installment
duetoday
The founh payment is due
oday for students paying tuition
n the quarterly installment plan.
The payment should be made
tween 8 a.m. and noon or 1 and
S p.m. in room 115 of the Student
Services Building.
A $5 late fee will be added for
payments made Nov. 13, 16 and
17. A $25 reinstatement fee will
be added Nov. 18 through 23.
Anyone who has not paid by
:30 p.m. Nov. 23 will be withrawn from the University. To
be reinstated, students must pay
he tuition balance in full plus a
2
in

l
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c ~areers f :i : ~~, Carnival booths turn healthy profit
By BENG LEONG UM

Job interview
calendar set
By LYLE SKAGGS
A number of companies are
scheduled to hold campus job
interviews and there are jobs
available for college graduates
who remain flexible, Director of
Placement Derly Guajardo said.
Students should not limit
themselves to a specific job or
location but should look at jobs
that will provide access to the
specific type of employment
desired, he said.
Prospective graduates looking
only locally for jobs may have a
hard time, Guajardo said, adding
there are some jobs locally due to
retirement, promotion and turnover. Some companies like WalMart have done well in the Valley and like to hire local people
who understand the area and
wish to remain here, he said.

.,

Guajardo said a wide variety of
prospective employers are attracted to PAU's large pool of
Hispanic potential employees.
Many PAU students are first
generation college graduates, he
said, perceived by employers as
highly motivated and willing to
work hard for a company providing a good job.
Northern school districts are
anxious to hire graduates from
Pan American's bilingual education program to teach minorities in their districts, Guajardo
said.
Because the job market is
competitive, Guajardo advised
students to:
-begin the interviewing process at the beginning of their senior year to get over any nervousness about interviewing and
learn to be more appealing to

prospective employers.
-register with the Career
Planning and Placement Office,
which will maintain a placement
file for each student in the program. This file is a tool which is
provided to interviewers containing a collection of general
data, letters of reference, transcripts and other information.
-dress conservatively during
the interview process since the
main emphasis should be on
their ability as employees.
-know as much as possible
about the company interviewing
to show interest. The placement
center provides annual reports,
pamphlets and other literature
about companies interviewing
on campus.
The following companies will
hold interviews at the placement
center during the remainder of
the semester:
Nov. 12 - La Joya ISD
Nov. 16 - Proctor and Gamble
of Mexico
Nov. 17 - Smith, Fankhauser,
Voight & Watson; McAllen
ISD; Texas Commission for the
Blind
Nov. 18 - Texas Commission
for the Blind
Nov. 19 - Waddell and Reed;
San Antonio ISD; Victoria ISD
Nov. 20 - San Antonio ISD
Nov. 24 - Houston ISD
Dec. 3 - Harlingen CISD
Dec. 10 - Crystal City ISD;
Roma ISD
Dec. 15 - Fort Worth ISD;
McAllen ISD
Representatives from Texas
A&M and Ohio State University
will be interviewing prospective
graduate students Nov. 17.

,....

'

"Compared to last year's haphazard fonnation, this year's setup had a better system," Rodriguez said. "It gave more room
in the middle of the parking lot

"Last year, we spent quite a bit
of money to build the haunte d
house," Canamar said. "This
year, we already had them
ready...plus much of the stuff

:~E~E:~:e~ 1it:;,{a;: o~~ ~:-

its fortune telling booth. A
spokesman for the Ministry said
it cost them only $30 to construct
the booth.
Last year Catholic Campus
Ministry collected $25 for its
bobbing-for-apples booth. Suecess this year, the spokesman
said, was mainly due to more
hard work put into the building
of the booth.
"We felt that a fortune telling
booth would be more complying
with the spirit of Halloween," he
said.
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Activities change Classes disrupted
By BENG LEONG UM
Staff Writer
Changes have been made in
the annual homecoming activities Nov. 19-21.
Most notable is the absence of
the Bronc Homecoming Queen
event. The event has been deleted from the traditions by-law
section of the Constitution ~f the
Student Government Association. In its place will be a Miss
Pan Am competition.
The traditional bonfire, sponsored by the university cheerleaders in the past, has also been
cancelled. Instead, the cheerleaders will sponsor a pizza-eating contest and a homecoming
dance on Nov. 19 from 7:30 p.m.
to midnight at the ballroom.
On Nov. 20, the Alumni Association Board of Trustees will
host a special appreciation dinper at the Tower Club in McAllen.
' Winners of the 1987 Distinguished Awards will be quests of
honor. A reception hour at tb.erower Club will start at ip.m.
md dinner will be served at 8

;,.m.

sored by the Intercollegiate
Knights. A time and place have
not been specified yet.
The annual Alumni Association membership meeting will be
held Sat. Nov. 21 at 9 a.m. in the
faculty lounge, next to the ballroom.
All members of the
Aluumni Association are invited
to attend. Among the items of
business to be conducted will be
the election of Board officers
and new Trustees.
The University Program
Board (UPB) will be sponsoring
the Bronc-Olympics events to be
held at the science circle Nov. 20
at l p.m.. Competition is limited
to the first 10 teams of seven
members and two alternates. A
$5 fee per each seven-man team
member will be charged
The annual Distinguished
Awards Banquet will be held in
the university ballroom Saturday Nov. 21 at 12:30 p.m.
Rec~ving recognition this
year will be Dr. Homer Pena,
t5resident of the Brownsville
campus, who will be presented
the Association's Distingished
Service Award and Jose G.
Gomez, PAU engineer, who is
being honored with the Distinguished Staff A ward.

Special c~nter to open

The University soon will have tive Services Program.
The Service Center, funded by
decide on a vocation and get a grant of $193,000 from the
Texas Rehabilitation Commisnications, writing/editing, pub- training.
The Vocational Evaluation sion, is expected to open early
lic infonnation, contracting and
procurement, industrial property Laboratory and Servioe Center next year, McCollum said.
management, housing manage- will be a part of Pan American's
"Nothing is available like this
ment, quality assurance, general Division of Health-Related Proin
the Valley now," McCollum
supply, and transportation and fessions and "will -answer a need
said.
San Antonio has a similar
in
the
Valley
community,"
said
traffic management.
Katrena McCollum, coordinator center operated by Goodwill
The fair is open to all seniors of the University's Rehabilita•
See 'Rehab' page 8
and recent graduates with a 3.5
GPA or a standing in the upper
10 percent of their major field of
study.
HIRING! Government jobsyour area.
$15,000-$68,000. HOMEWORKERS wanted!
Those who apply for the one- Call (602) 838-8885. Ext. 4490. Top pay! C.I. 121 24th Ave.,
N.W. Suite 222, Norman, OK
day job fair will receive free
73069.
transportation to and from El TYPISTS! Hundreds weekly
Paso, where lodging at discount at home! Write: P.O. Box 17,
FOR RENT:
Apartments
rates in one of three hotels will be Clark, NJ 07066.
brand new country 8-plex. I or 2
available. Room rates for a
COLLEGE REP wanted to bedroom, $235, $260. Between
single person range from $30distribute
"Student Rate" sub- Mission and McAllen. 3 3/4
$34.
scription cards on campus. Mile North Taylor Rd. 686Good income, no selling in- 3496.
volved. For infonnation and
Job fair applicants must regisapplications Write to: CAMPUS
ter by Jan. 25, 1988.
GENESIS FITNESS CENTER
SERVICE, 1024 W. Solar Drive,
For additional infonnation,
November Special
Phoenix, AZ 85021.
contact the Office of Career
30% Discount Off Enrollment Fee
Placement at 381-2243 or call 1EARN EXCELLENT money
800-327-9034.
Complete wet areas for
in home assembly work. Jewmen and women
elry, toys & others. Ff & PT
available. CALL TODAY! 13 112 Mi W of Edinburg
518-459-3535.
(Toll-refund(between 10th ev 23) on 107
,
able EXT. B6619C 24 hrs.
at the Bloom Center

a way to help disabled persons

--l-:r-~e-1-as-s1_fi_ec1·;-:l - - -

Two female students were reported creating a disturban~ ~ov. .
3 at 11 a.m. by going from class to class in two campus bmldrngs.
The students were involved in the general assembly held the same
day to protest the makeup of the Vision 60 committees, Traffic
and Security Chief Greg Salazar said.
"Emergency. General meeting. LA 101." the two female
students are reported to have shouted in classrooms in the
physical science and business buildings.
·
"We got several reports on them," Salazar said, including a
report they were headed for the mathematics building. Salazar
said security officers caught up with the students in the LA
building for identification purposes.
Salazar said the two were hindering proceedings by disorderly
conduct, noise, and could be charged with a Class A misdemeanor, which can have a fine of up to $2,000, a jail term of up
to 1 year, or both.
In this case, filing charges with student affairs will be left up to
the professors who complained of the disruption, Salazar said.
"I don't know if they have, but two of them indicated they
wanted to let student affairs know," Salazar said.
Other crimes reported in the last week include:
Oct. 30 - A theft was reported from an office in the CAS
Building. More than $50 cash was taken from a wallet in a brown
carry-all bag. The office door had been left unlocked.
Oct. 30 - Between Oct. 30 and Nov. 2, a "B" permit was taken
from a beige 1985 Nissan pickup, New Mexico license HJ3491,
parked in Lot G.
Oct. 31 - An "H'' or handicapped pennit was stolen between
6:30 and 9 p.m. from a maroon 1980 Ford LTD, Texas license
312-AFP, parked on the east side of the cooling plant.
Nov. 2 - A set of 5 keys, including those for an automobile,
were lost near the LA Building.
Nov. 2 - A "C" parking pennit was reported stolen between 8
and 9:15 a.m. from a vehicle parked in Lot E. The driver reported
one of the windows did not roll up completely.
Nov. 3 - A red 26-inch 10 speed man's bicycle, Pinacle make,
was stolen from the bicycle rack on the north side of the
Education Building between 3:30 and 5:30 p.m. Estimated value
of the bicycle is $140.
Nov. 4 - A "C" parking permit was reported stolen between
5:30 and 8:30 p.m. from a white 1979 Toyota in Lot F. The driver
stated the passenger door had not been locked.
Nov. 5 - A light brown, trifold nylon wallet was reported lost
or stolen, probably on campus, between 8:30 a.m. and 8:30 p.m.
The wallet's value was reported at $8, and it contained $8 cash,
credit cards, and PAU identification.
Nov. 6 - A wall clock was stolen from the cafeteria dining
room at 6:25 p.m. The thief reportedly left in a brown car which
went north on Sugar Road.
Nov. 6 - A "C" parking pennit was reported stolen from a
brown 1984 Chevrolet in Lot G between 7:40 and 11 :45 a.m. The
driver was not certain if the theft occurred on campus.
Nov. 6 - A student reported a "C" parking permit had been
stolen from her car sometime between Nov. 6 and Oct. 16.
Nov. 9 - Parking pennit A-178 was reported stolen between
8:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. from a two-door gold Dodge Texas
license 674-GHT in Lot D.
'
Nov. 9 - A case of criminal mischief was reported. A
custodian discovered a broken glass plate of a fire alarm pull box ·
in the southeast comer of the Science Building.
•
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~areer fair scheduled

l

~-he Pre Med - Bio Med Club is sponsoring a Health Careers
Fair Nov. 16 between 11 :30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. in the Science
Building.

BIG SEMI-country lot ready
for home construction. Three
blocks from PA U.
$16,000.
381-3389 after 6 p.m.

Representatives from medical, dental, pharmacy, allied health
and chiropractic schools will be available to discuss career
opportunities.
The University of Texas Health Science Centers in Houston
and San Antonio, UT Medical Branch in Galveston, UT Pharmacy School, Texas A & M College of Medicine, Texas College
of Osteopathic Medicine, Baylor College of Dentistry, and
Houston School of Chiropractic Medicine will be represented.

TRAVEL FIELD opportunity. Gain valuable marketing
experience while earning
money. Campus representatives
needed immediately for spring
break trips to South Padre Island.
Call Campus Marketing at 1800-282-6221.

Exhibits will set up in the Science Building corridor from 11 :30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Medical and dental school admissions workshop~ will be held in Science Building rooms 216 and 218
respectively from 2 to 3 p.m. A r:µedical/dental summer programs wo~kshop will be held in rooQ1"216 from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.,
~nd ~ alhed health admissions wqtksbQp will be held at the same
ume m room 218.
·
rr The career fair is co-sponsored by the Health Careers Institute.
For more information contact~ Biology office at 381-3583.

The Residence Hall Associa~
tion made its Carnival debut with
a mud wrestling booth. 1be
association gambled with this
new idea and the booth collected
$268. Senorina Veliz, head resident of the Women Residence
Hall, said it only cost them $30 to
build the bo~th..
"Success in the booth was due
primarily to donations from
people which cut the costs, and
the hard work put in by the students," Veliz said.

r:::::===========:::::::::===:::::====:::;::,

the LA parking lot. Rodriguez pus Ministry, collected $60 from

Also scheduled for Nov. 20 is
For further information, visit .the traditional burning of the
the Career Planning and Place- PAU letters. The event is sponment Office in the Student Services Building or call 381-2243.

Civilian jobs avaiable
By RANDY KLUTTS
Editor
Job fair applications for seniors and graduates interested in
civilian support jobs with the
Department of the Army are
available at the Office of Career
Placement, SS 147.
The Civilian Personnel Job
Fair, which takes place Feb. 19,
1988 at the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) in
El Paso, will bring about 1000
students from Texas, New Mexico and Arizona, together with
100 to 130 civilian recruiters
throughout the U.S.and Europe.
Recruiters will be interviewing for more than 300 job positions that need to be filled.
Chief of Civilian Recruitment
Marge Dexter said the job fair is
an "innovative program" designed to "match up the student
with the recruiter."
Job opportunities include
those in safety management,
security administration, intelligence, personnel management,
management analysis, commu-

The consensus among booth
participants at this year's Cami· th t
Val Of the G reat Pwnpkin 1s
a
resoectable profits were taken in.
University Program Boar<i
president §andra Rodriguez attributes the profits mostly to a
different set-up of the Carnival.

said this left little walking room
for spectators. This year, booths
were held only on the fringes of
the parking lot.
More people meant more
money. Ruth Cai'iamar, president of the Sociology Club,
thinks the $l 9 l the booth collected was a larger profit than
last year's cash-in of $400.

Staff Writer

TYPING-Language Help.
Reitred English Teacher, Reasonable. Edinburg, 383-2066,
GLENN.
TYPING SERVICE:
Research papers, reports, etc.
. Proofreading & Editing. English/Spanish. Call 585-2838
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Now Delivering
to Your Door, Free!
Delivery hours 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
City Limits Only
($5 orders & up)
Mexican Dinners Daily Specials
Steak, Seafood & Sandwiches

20% Off with PAU 1.D. from 2 p.m .• 5 p.m.
10% Off any other time

.
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ARTSIJENTrlEI&TrAl!NlM!JEN1fl
Band's music not lost ·cause·
By PANFILO GARCIA
Staff Writer

sounds like a cross between The
Cars and The Cure," Shotts said.
The Cause plays a wide range
of music, from Bon Jovi to Billy
Idol, from The Cure to U2. They
also play a few songs written by
the members and they plan to add
a few country songs to their playlist.

In the Valley, there are many
young rock'n'roll bands that
never make it out of the garage.
Few have the opportunity to
actually play for a living. One
possible exception to the rule is
The Cause.
The wide range of the band's
: The Cause consists of Steve
music
is due partly to the individ~odriguez on vocals, Eloy Ferof the band members.
ual
styles
'nandez on guitar, Jay Alverado
Cln bass guitar and Peter Shotts Rodriguez and Alvarado, both
.on drums. All are from Edinburg PAU students, played in new
.except Rodriguez who is from wave bands before forming The
Cause, while Shotts and Fernan:McAllen.
dez had played in heavy metal
The present members of The bands.
Cause have been together for
"[Rodriguez and Alvarado]
seven months. The band used to
thought
they were making a rock
-be cailed Cause and Effect until
band
and
[Shotts and I] thought
Rodriguez decided the name was
we
were
being
wimpy," Fernantoo long. The name change oc·
curred minutes before the band dez said.
was to perform on South Padre
"We're kicking around the
Island last spring break.
possibility of adding a keyboar"People tell us [our name] dist," Shotts said, adding the

band would then be able to play
a wider variety of songs.
"We need to cater to an older
crowd in order to get club gigs,"
Fernandez said.
Shotts said the band is currently negotiating a deal with a
local club owner to line up some
gig dates.
Fernandez said there are few
places in the Valley for
rock'n'roll bands to showcase
their talent.
'There's a lot of garage bands
around but they d~m 't get out
because there's nowhere to
play," Fernandez said.
Eventually, The Cause would
like to play cities upstate, such as
Corpus Christi and Austin.
"In Austin, people are more
eager to go see a band like us,"
Shotts said.
Rodriguez said he feels playing in Austin would give the

,:,~ $ ·& Entertainment

.:. :?:;if Briefs .

band the experience and exposure it needs.
Until The Cause establishes
itself as a club band, the group
will continue to play parties and
get-togethers. The members
made their own light system
because, as Shotts put it, "we
were sick and tired of playing
backyard parties in the darlc"

Jazz Ensemble to perform
The University Jazz Emsemble will present its fall concert in
the Fine Arts Auditorium Tuesday at 8 p.m.
The concert, directed by Assistant Professor of music Dr.
Wallace Tucker, will include "Typical, New and Tyler, Too,"
"Killer Joe," "I Gotta Right To Sing The Blues," "Stompin' At
The Savoy," "Samba de Ultra Brite," "Fascinating Rhythm,"
"Hard Hearted Hannah," "Georgia On My Mind," "Sweet Georgia Brown" and ...-'Marguarite."
The ensemble consists of six trumpet players, five saxophonists, four trombonists and a five-piece rhythm section.
Also scheduled to perform is the Pan American Jazz Quintet,
which will perform "All Blues," "Just As Long As We're
Togther," "Better Days" and "Jaco."
Tickets will be $3 for adults, $2 for students and senior citizens.

Shotts said one of the problems
with many local bands is that
they play to the audience and not
for the audience.
The band members said the
more the crowd gets into their
music, the more enthusiastic the
band becomes. Rodriguez often
dances into the crowd during a
guitar or drum solo.

Raimo to give recital
The music department's Faculty Artist Series will feature
·Professor of music John Raimo on piano in the Fine Arts
Auditorium Friday at 8 p.m.
The concert will include "Camaval," op. 9 by Robert Schumann; and "Schertzo in b minor," op. 20, "Barcarolle," op. 60,
''Tarantelle," op. 43, and "Andante spinato and Grande Polonaise
Brilliante," op. 22 by Fredric Chopin.
Tickets are $3 for adults and $2 for students and senior citizens.

The members of The Cause
realize it's hard to make it as
musicians, but they seem to have
the will and perserverance to
succeed.

'Blues Guys• bring music to life
BYRAYBAGGm

improvisations to timeless tunes
by BB King, Lightning Hopldns
and others; Los Blues Guys add
a high class musical note to the
Valley's night life. TI1e sound
they make is not usually heard
outside of the big cities of Dallas,
Houston, or New -Orleans.

The Blues is the music your
now-middleaged parents listened to as teens. It is the sound
that was happening just before
Elvis. The Blues-that wonderful mixture of jazz and black
spiritual is nurtured and brought
Formed about a year ago by
to life regularly by a local group
lead singer and guitarist Brian
known as Los Blues Guys.
Professing to be amateurs Robertson, the group consists of
who never practice, Los Blues Mark Winkel on keyboard and
Guys set heads to shaking and Bill Arnold on rhythm guitar
feet to tapping every Friday and (both Mark and Bill are associate
Saturday night at JT's, a McAl- psychology professors at PAU);
len night spot. Faithfully pre- Bill Strawn (a manager at Parker
serving, while adding their own Seal) on bass guitar; Los Fresnos

Special Pan Am Student
Rates - fust Show Your
Pan Am I.D. Card.

* * * * * * * * * *

band teacher George Trevino on _ heads slowly, probably rememSax; and Art Baca (a Melhart bering some low-down, no-good
music teacher), percussionist. man. All the while Bill Arnold
Robertson is Executive Director moves among the audience
of the Hidalgo County Historical (courtesy of remote antenna
hookup), the easy beat of his
Museum.
guitar soothing, agreeing with
The lack of practice never all-male and female.
Los Blues Guys know how to
shows when Los Blues Guys get
together for their regular week- work their audience. Some of
end sets. They move smoothly the head shakers and nodders are
from one song to another, with sitting next to each other so lyrithe barest of signals between cal downers are not prolonged.
them. For three hours and more The group knows when to move
each night Brian talk-sings the rapidJ.ll t'o a fast paced, Lightning
Blues to the audience while in- Hopkins number and George
struments· answer him. and·· 1'revif!.o draws almost immedieach other. Hannonicas, sax and ate attention. George "dynaguitars seem to almost "Amen" mite-comes-in-small-packages"
sax man, fills the club wall-tosome lonesome lyrics.
wall with horn talk. Feet tap,
Please have mercy baby, I stomp, almost involuntarily.
know I treated you wrong. Ge,0rge may be small of stature
Please have mercy baby, please but his horn speaks Big Time.
take me back where I belong. . Never to be outdone, Art Baca
(Muddy Waters)
on drums and Bill Strawn on
i Between lyrics like these, Bi8j electric bass, provide a constant
· Mark Winkel hunches over his rhythmic beat which seems to
Yamaha synthesizer keyboard keep this group from going toand makes it talk. He answers tally out of control during the fast
Robertson's words with elec- numbers. Their beats hold the
tronic language that everyone tune together as it moves from
understands. In the audience, one instrument solo to the next.
male heads nod in agreement
Throughout it all, Los Blues
with the lyrics ... "Have mercy, Guys are casual and laid backbaby..."
Women shake their as is the nature of the music they
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THE PARTX-Student playwright Sergio Loy~ "'
receives a scholarship award of $250 from Communications
Professor Jan Courtney for "Cancelled Party." The play,
performed ~y actors from t_he Quadalupe Cultural Center in
San Antom_o last week, 1s sponsored by the American
Photo by Jay Lewis
Cancer Society.
play. But the variety of short Los Blues Guys. If the purpose
sleeve shirts and jeans they wear of the Blues is to say something,
in no way takes away from the to quote Robertson, then Los
quality of their music. King Blue Guys say it-eloquently.
Biscuit, BB King, Jimmy
Anything you do is alright
Reed-their music is safe with with me, baby. Yeah! BB King
AFT~R

Having computer accessiblity f'i0blems?

Mr.
C-o mp,Jter

Buy or
Lease
me!

Has a solution!
BUY or LEASE an
IBM compatible.

For all your party needs
with friendly, convenient service
Cold Beer
Party Supplies

IBM

---·-·-----..

Rent by:
Day Month
Week Semester

631- 0334

At University & 2nd St
Across from Fine Arts Bldg.

,...............................,. C~U~N-=---"'!~~...:-:-:,..~~....,
MeHlcan Food to Go
Ut1lley Wide

1 Pato or 1 Chalupa, Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans. $1.35
NOVEMBER SPECIAL
2 Enchiladas, 1 Beef or Chicken
Taco, Spanish Rice, Ranchero
Beans. ONLY $2.59

PATOS

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Choose 2 Egg Patos of the same kind,
Refried Beans, tlll 11 a.m.--$1.49

TRY'EM
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM
SPECIALIZING IN HANO-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.
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A SPECIAL SERVICE FROM ROBERTS CHEVROLET

STUDENT SPECIAL

WIIIT£ fLOUI

7 a.m. - II p.m. M-F
7 a.m. - Midnight Saturday
10 a.m , -11 p.m. Sunday

383-0889

4307 N. loth Suite B Professional Plaza McAllen, Tx 78501

Et PRTO

Cold Kegs
Cold Drinks

FOR FASTER SERV:r-::
CALL 383•0? 2ti
IN EDINBURG
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Rapidlube Services Include the following:

s 1695

I..
I

I
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• Check Exterior Lights
•Check Tire Air Pressure
•Check Wiper Blades
;iii
•Change Oil & Filter
•Vacuum Interior
~
up to 5 quarts quality oil
•Check Battery Cables
~
•Chassis Lubrication
.
•Oil Hinges & Latches
~
•Clean Windshield & Vacuum Interior
•Check Fluid Levels
~
•Check Radiator & Heater Hoses . - - - - - - - -- - - ---P.
•Check PVC Valve
&,
ill
•Check Fan Belts
•
Z

Motor Homes

•Ch::::;AirFilter

PEN,J!DIL

~~

18.95

RVs
· ·

Featuring Pennzoil 30 Wt. Oil,
A/C Delco & Fram Filters

This Service Available For Most Makes & Models
Complete Service In 15 Minutes Or Less

I
~

I
I
I'!

II S5 OO OFF When You Bring In This Coupon 1I
! Expires Dec. 31, 1987
Not valid with any other offer. I
I 317 N. Closner
■ 1111111 ~
i
_..
SUN6tv~·=.:~3p.m.
~:~~~=~~'··
I ~d~~~~~,
(512)
383-0150 I
,,______________________
.........~,wCOUPON•.....,
..........,,~J
All food cooked fresh
daily. Nothing frozen!
OPEN DA .,Lv

Across from Pan Am
on University

Also In McAllen, Mission,

Weslaco, '
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Has justice
gone to pot?
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Handbook legitimacy defended
.
W
By JOYCE PROCK

hen the Board of Regents approved the Student Publications Handbook recently, a new era of First Amendment freedom began at this university.
Although the action did not grant publications any rights they
did not already have under existing law, the Regents and the
administration publicly brought policy in line with press law.
The new policy spells out for everyone, t»th on campus and off,
that this universi!f obseIVes First Atneridment freedoms guaranteed by the U.S.· Constitution,
Toe second most important change under the new handbook is
the change in the composition of the Student Publications
Committee, the policy-setting body for student publications. For
the first time, publications students at this university have a voice
in establishing policies for which the U.S. courts already hold ·
them legally responsible.
The new composition also ensures that no single group or
faction can control selection of the editors.
Another important change is the recognition that student publications is separate from ·other student activities. For example,
in the past some student government officials have suggested that
because the paper receives money from student seIVice fees, it
could lose its funding if it criticized the student body president.
Legally, courts have already ruled that funds cannot be cut
because of content. The fact that the paper is partially funded by
the university does not entitle the university or its agents such as
the adviser, a committee, or student government to control
content.
One point of clarification, at the board meeting, the term
independent was used in relation to student publications. A
better, more accurate term is separation. To be independent. a
publication would receive no funding from the university. Both
"Rio" magazine and "The Pan American" receive funds from
student service fees, advertising and subscriptions.
This separation also protects the university because the policy
recognizes that the university cannot be held liable for something
printed in the student paper. Such separation encourages the
editors to weigh carefully what they decide to print because it is
they, not the university, that the courts will hold responsible.

Reader's Voice----

The handbook is a culmination of research I began after
debuting as publications adviser here in 1981. The first and
- second drafts were reviewed by Dr. Louis E. Ingelhart, a nationally known scholar and expert on student press law. In addition,
the book included input from publications students and representatives of the administration, faculty and student government
who seIVed on the publications committee.
It is possible the new handbook will become a model for other
schools which also are finding it necessary to revise illegal,
antiquated policies. One school in Tennessee has already
requested a copy of the handbook.
Other departments on campus should also hail the new policy.
Surely the regents and administration will apply similar policy
and affirm First Amendment freedoms for controversial speakers, for example. In the past the political science department has
been chastised for having a program on Central America which
featured speakers who were pro-Sandinista. Some people
thought the program should have been balanced, but under the
First Amendment and according to several court cases neither the
newspaper or programs require balance. In fact, the opinion in
Terminello v. City of Otlcago in 1949 stated that:

Guest Column
A function of 'free speech' under our system of government is
to invite dispute, and 'free speech' may best serve its high
purpose when it induces a condition of unrest, creates dissatisfaction with conditions as they are, or even stirs people to anger.

With the new policy, peihaps the administration and regents
will assure those who disagree with the ideas printed or spoken
on campus that the speakers and writers are simply exercising
their First Amendment freedoms. What better place to air unusual
or even dissenting ideas than at a university whose basic role is
to bring together minds that think, question and form new ideas?
As adviser to student publications, I applaud the regents' action
in adopting the new policy and I am looking forward to seeing it
implemented. ·

Thermopermial theories
closely examined

''The Pan American" welcomes reader input from students,
faculty and university staff members in the "Reader's Voice"
letters column.
. "Reade~·' s Voice" exists as a forum to freely express ideas,
views, grievances and other matters readers may wish to share.

By EDWIN AGUILAR
Staff Writer

THE PAN AMERICAN

C

itizens of the Valley dug in this week as the first true cold
front of the season blew through the area. The temperature, which plummeted more than 25 degrees caught residents off
guard. Many were seen sporting high school lett.ennen jackets,
heavy sweaters and long coats. Some were even spotted rushing
to the supermarkets in a desperate attempt to stockpile supplies.
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or those who were alive and aware of what was going
on during the Vietnam era, Veterans Day is more than a
' day to observe the loss of American lives during wartime.
It's a day in which you mentally confront a time when the
morality and human cost of the war in Southeast Asia nearly
ripped the country apart. A time when you were either left or
right. Hawk or dove. Real American or subversive peacenik.
Veterans Day is a day of national mourning. Not only
because we must we deal with the lives that were tragically
lost, but because we must deal with the loss of our innocence.
In Vietnam we found out we're not always the good guys.
We found out we had the same potential for yielding to the
madness of war as any other country. Moreover, we found out
we could do it on a larger and more effective scale than anyone ever dreamed possible.
Our greatest discovery, however, was that in the midst of
wartime we recovered our national conscience. We found out
wars don't always have to be fought. We could choose not to
fight them.
And this is one fact we must never lose sight of. Because
the only way to prevent the next war is not to forget the pain
and suffering created by the last one.
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ike a lamb being thrown to a pack of hungry wolves, the
Senate Judiciary committee was ready to eviscerate Supreme Court nominee Douglas Ginsburg. They had the taste of
blood in their mouths. Their fangs were honed to razor sharpness.
The only thing that saved the 41-year-old U.S. Court of
Appeals judge was his past. Not his well-publicized conflictof-interest cable television scam. That was okay. After all,
business is business.
Not even the fact that, like previous nominee Robert Bork,
almost nothing was really known or could be determined
about him with any degree of certainty.
The issue was Ginsburg's experimentation with marijuana.
Ginsburg had tried marijuana once during the 1960s and a few
times during the 1970s when a professor at Yale Law School.
Apparently unimpressed with the mind-altering effects and
supposed benefits of the drug, Ginsburg gave up experimentation and put the whole experience behind him.
Years passed. Ginsburg became a respected member of the
business and legal community. So much so, President Ronald
Reagan believed he had the right stuff to becom~ a justice of
the Supreme Court.
Then word of his brief flirtation with marijuana leaked out
and it was all over. Ginsburg was history. He withdrew his
nomination and apologized for the reckless abandon of his
youth, while his cronies and longtime supporters sulked.
They had been betrayed by one of their very own. Their
dreams of creating a right-wing heaven on earth had been
insideously undermined by demon marijuana.
Despite the laughable extremes of the Ginsburg affair, a
queer kind of justice was meted out.
The administration finally met its match-itself. It bumped
heads with its own warped and unrealistic perspective of drug
use and was forced to make a public sacrifice-Ginsburg.
It ~lso sacrificed its fe~-remaining shreds of credibility,
pr?,ving that a_s much as 1t wants America's youth to "Just say
no to drugs, It has yet to learn how to "Just say no" to its own
paranoid delusions.

)t?(i,v

Experts have begun research into this phenomenon, which is
generally considered an overreaction to atmospheric conditions.
Toe essential question being examined is: Why do people react
to nice breezy weather in such an extreme mannel'?
Dr. Barry Colt, of the PAU biology department claims to have
an answer.
"It can all be traced back to the ext.ended heat Valley residents
endure during the summer," Colt said. "This onslaught of seemingly mind-numbing temperatures does indeed numb the mind,
in a manner of speaking.
"The pineal gland, once thought to have nothing whatever to do
with perceptions of temperature, is affected by the heat in such a
way that it deceives the brain into thinking the ambient temperature is much lower than it really is.
"The gland intercepts temperature infonnation from the eyes
headed to the brain. It then modifies the message by subtracting
20 degrees from the actual reading before sending the message to
the brain. Toe brain then receives this bogus infonnation and acts
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on it. Therefore, the brain reacts to the weather conditions in an
exaggerated manner!"
Colt's controversial ideas have not gone unchallenged, though.
U.S. Surgeon Oeneral C. Everett Koop has openly challenged
Colt's ideas and denounced him as a quack.
'The 'Pineal Connection,' as it has come to be known in the
bu.sine~~• d?Cs not have enough_scientific proof behind it," Koop
said. This man Colt obv10usly knows nothing about
thermopermial ~tudies, as the field is properly known. Toe
~ccepted explanat10!1 ?f the event described is that the persons
mvolved are the v1~tuns of an unresolved Oedipus complex.
They see the change m temperature as a challenge to their ego and
thus seek th~ co~fort of their parent. The wannth of the extra
heavy ~lothmg 1s for them. the psychological equivalent of a
comfortmg parent, thus their reactions."
"Anyon~ ~ho challenges that theory is going to have to show
some empmcal proof before their theory will be accept d ., K
added. "That Colt guy can't possibly be right and e ' oop
kn
n·ght?. I mean, I am the surgeon General aren't I? I me wrong,
'
• must ow
more than him!"
Both
theories
·
thin · have been• questioned by local res1.dents who
Cla~
no g 1s wrong with them. Randy Stutts
. . ..
exp1al!ls. 1
don t know why all these scientific types
come up with some kind of wacky theo to are al_ways trym~ to
Christ, man, I'm just cold, OK?"
ry explam my clothmg!
Another long time Valleyite, Harrieta Steamiron said "He
th~se cold !ronts are really savage. I don't find ythi •
Y,
with bundling up against the cold Sixty ti dan
n~ wrong
chilly as far as I am concerned B · ·ct
- ive egrees 1s really
can you?"
· est eS, you can't be too careful,
Additional research is expected on the h
residents remain skeptical As
P enomenon, but local
we end this inteIView I n.eed toanfi aggravated Stutts noted, "Can
•
ire up the heater!"
,I
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·vour tax dollars at work?·
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is a guest editorial by KURV
News Director Davis Rankin that appeared in "The Edinburg
Daily Review" last week, with a response by Rev. David Diaz
of the Methodist Campus Ministry.
Originally broadcast on KURV radio, Rankin's editorial was
transcribed for publication at the request of "Daily Review"
owner/publisher James Mathis. It appears in "The Pan American" with the permission of the "Daily Review."

...
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l Nelson is going to Nicaragua and wants you to pay for it.
In fact, he's suing you for the money. Nelson is a
sociology professor at Pan American University who is set to go
to a health care conference in Nicaragua and got Pan Am to agree
to pay his air fare.
Nelson told the paper that he used some state money to go last
year, too. The problem is the new governor, who has to approve
the expense, says "no way."
Nelson says the Governor is trying to deny him his rights, aI:d
he got the Texas Civil Liberties Union to sue for the dough. This
is absurd. This is ridiculous. What this is, is pure politics.
Nelson said not a word to the Valley press about this, but
instead held a press conference in front of the Governor's
mansion and denounced the Governor's views on Nicaragua.
Al Nelson is not some humble scholar in search of knowledge.
He wants to play politics and chum around with revolutionaries
on your nickel. Great! Go to Nicaragua Al, but the taxpayer
doesn't and shouldn't have to pay for the political activities of
college teachers. The taxpayers have a right to ask what does a
college teacher need to go to a health care conference in Nicaragua for anyway.
Nelson was on The Valley Today talkshow last year after he
went to a similar Nicaraguan conference and spoke glowingly of
the Sandinistas. Will we have no end of professors who want to
play politics? And who's minding the store at Pan American,
anyway. The paper says Pan Am President Mike Nevan:z
approved using tax money for the trip. What gives? What are his
standards for the use of taxpayers' money? He has some
explaining to do, don't you think? In any case, if Nelson does get
to use tax money to go, he should carry a sign that says "your tax
dollars at work."

We look expensive,
but we're not!

The November 5 edition of "The Edinburg Daily Review"
.I. 'ran a guest editorial by Davis Rankin, KURV news direc-

tor, which deserves a response. This response is being done here
because the publisher and editor of the "Review" refused to allow
a guest editorial in response.
Mr. Rankin wrote against Dr. Al Nelson, Pan American University sociology professor, wanting to go on state funds to
Nicaragua to attend the Fifth Annual North American-Nicaraguan Colloquim on Health. Mr. Rankin seems to believe that
attending an international health conference is "political activity." He attacked Dr. Nelson as "not some humble scholar in
search of knowledge."
The health conference that Dr. Nelson is attending, at his own
expense, has been an effort for international health workers and
health organizations to learn about health care projects in Nicaragua. Does this seem political to you, Mr. Rankin? What are you
afraid of, Mr. Rankin? Do you not want folks here to know that
"the rate of war-related casualties among Nicaraguans now
exceeds that of the United States citizens in either the Vietnam
war or World War II and that forty-two (42) of the 84 documented
war-related casulaties among Nicaraguan health workers have
been deaths? ("Health Related Outcomes of War in Nicaragua,"
"Journal of Public Health," May, 1987, p. 615). Do you not want
folks here to know that this high case fatality rate reflects that the
contras ("Your tax dollars at work") are targeting health workers? Do you not want the folks here to know that the major reason
for the recent epidemics of malaria, dengue, measles, and leishmaniasis in Nicaragua is a result of the real fear of health workers
to go to rural communities because the contras are planting mines
on roads ("your tax dollars at work")?
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Rev. David Diaz

Reader's V o i c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - De Anda
'ignorant·
To the editor:

LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS

Mr. Rankin, my friend is going to Nicaragua to learn the truth
about "your tax dollars at work"! He does want the folks here to
~ow about reality in Ni_caragua. He is risking much by going to
Nicaragua to learn. He 1s a humble person which can be attested
by the colleagues and students with whom he relates. He is guilty
of compassion for those that suffere because of "your tax dollars
~t work". I hope the Pan American University Board of Regents
1s greateful and learns from Dr. Nelson's commitment to health
is supportive of Dr. Mike Nevarez' endorsement for Dr. Nelson'~
professional research, and is sensitive to unwise and vicious
attacks.
J:inally, let the public "know us by our fruits." I, a native of
Edm~urg and gradu~te of Pan American, have lived (never
carry1_ng a weapon) m the war zones of Nicaragua and have
expe:i~nced the terror of "our tax dollars at work." Would you
be w1llmg to travel to the war zones unanned and experience the
terror of "our tax dollars at work"?
Dr..Nelson is v!siting health projects to learn about popular
educanon _and pubhc health areas. Would you be willing to visit
health proJects and learn aoout "our tax dollars at work" knowing
that th~y are de~troyed by the contras? Do you know about Dr.
Nelsons comm!tment to health here in the Valley and in Reynosa? Are you mvolved in similar projects for the poor? Let us
be honest. I find it questionable that an attack on this compassionate professor and the president of Pan Am be done by someone
related to a member of the PAU Board of Regents. Friends, watch
closely as folks' deeds are unmasked. Watch and "know them by
their fruits."

This is in response to the
letter from Pedro De Anda, Jr.
published on Nov:·5. I believe
that Mr. De Anda has every·
right to express his criticism of
Jesse Jackson, however i • 'lS
upset to see that he belie,
"AlDS.,.came from gay and

Date:
Saturday, Nov. 21, 1987.
Time:
Test start time 9 a.m., test stop time noon.

homosexual people," and that
"we can blame" them for
AIDS. For someone who has
an interest in keeping up with
current issues, aside from being
redundant, he seems to be
completely ignorant about
AIDS!
Mr. De Anda, whatever
your religious beliefs may be,
you should know by the deluge
of published articles, news
stories and television specials
on AIDS, that it is not a gay
disease. I think you should
consider becoming informed on
the subject before expressing
an opinion on it. Furthermore,
you should be aware that
thieves, drunkards, and revilers
shall not enter the Kingdom of

Rubes®

God, either. (I. Corinthhians
6:10)
"For all have sinned, and
come short of the glory of
God." Romans 3:23.
So, if you want to argue that
gays don't deserve their civil
rights because they are sinners,
why then, none of us deserve
civil rights.

Thanks,
Dahlia Guzman

Gospel cited
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to
Mr. De Anda Jr.'s article
.entitled "Jackson Knocked."

By Leigh Rubin

The Texas Commission on Law Enforcement Officers Standards and Education
(TCLEOSE)-Entry Level Reading and Comprehensive Examination.
Location:
At the Hidalgo County Sheriff's Department Training Room.

Information:
All individuals interested in taking the TCLEOSE Entry Level
Reading and Comprehensive Examination shall be required to register to take the test, in person or by phone,
no later than 5 p.m., Friday, Nov. 20, 1987.
Basic requirements for taking the test are as follows:
Be a U.S. citizen.
Be a minimum age of 21.
Have no felony convictions.
Have at least a High School Diploma or GED
equivalent.
Must present "picture I.D." of self.
This Entry level Reading and Comprehensive Examination is being conducted in preparation for the Hidalgo
County Sheriff's Department Basic Peace Officer's Certification Academy which shall commence Feb. 1, 1988.
The Basic Peace Officer's Certification Academy shall
consist of 534 hours of training.
In addition to the minimum training curriculum established by TCLEOSE, Level Peace Officers, the cadets will be
certified in the Straight and -Manadnock PR-24 Sidehandle Baton, Confrontation Survival, Disarming Techniques, and will participate in a Physical and Field Training Program.
For further details or registration, contact Captain Nick
Valdez or the Academy staff at (512) 383-8114.
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What I continue to hear Mr.
Jackson say is to give reverence, dignity and support all
persons! Not necessarily their
actions that may not be life
giving to themselves, others
and our global community. We
were all created in God's image
we are told and that creation is
very good. Our freedoms of
choice and our human limitations has caused the suffering
and pains we now experience-not God.
I find your literal interpretation of scripture lacking in real
theological reflection. Have
you missed Jesus' words from
the gospel? "My command to
you is: love your enemies,
pray for your persecutors. This
will prove that you are sons
and daughters of God, for
God's sun rises on the bad and
the good. God rains on the just
and unjust. .. " (Mt. 5:44-48)
"If you want to avoid judgment, stop passing judgment.
Your verdict on others will be
the verdict passed on you. The
measure with which you
measure will be used to measure you. Why look at the speck
in your brother or sister's eye
when you miss the plank in
your own?" (Mt. 7:1-3) Let
God be God! Finally, who was
it that Jesus came to? Each of
us I believe, for we are all
sinners. "People who are in
good health do not need a
doctor; sick people do. Go and
learn the meaning of these
words, 'It is mercy I desire and
not sacrifice.' I have come to
call, not the self-righteous, but
sinners." (Mt. 9: 12-13)

I

See 'Gospel' page 8

I'vejust opened

a new Allstate
office
near you.
,

________________________
GRAND OPENING _

·~ ~·,

, "Fiesta Mexicana Restaurant

-------------------------·
Is bringing to Edinburg November 20th

The best of the authentic Mexican Food.
Exquisite Birria, Menudo, Pozole, Sopes,
Enchiladas, Tacos, Tortas, Flautas, Tostadas,
Well spiced meats, flavored soups.
Come on in we are on
615 East University Dr.
Edinburg, TX
380-0839

----------------------------Buy 2 meals at regular price and get the 3rd
meal of the same price free, offer valid from
Nov. 20 thru Dec. 15, 1987
Offer Good Only With This Ad.
Open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

'

i

I

L __._·__
Roy Lee Vale
1408 W. University 383-3855
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(Acron ftom Pan American Unlverelty)

Call me for all your
insurance needs.

Allstate~

Allstate Insurance Company
Northbrook. lllino11
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Campus organizations listed
EDITOR'S N01E: The following
is the first part in a three-part
series on campus organizations.
Part one will list and explain
social organizations on campus,
part two educational organizations, and part three service and
recreational organizations.

t
:.rr....
HAPPY ~INNERS-Coordinator Lupita Cantu-Morse ad-~ls~r

Pat Anila, .scholarship recipients Marcelo Cavazos and
Lynda La Vmge, and Advisor Marcia C. Smith.
Photo by Jay Lewis

Counseling center
awards scholarship_
s
By MARY EDNA QUIROZ
Staff Writer
.
.
The Counselmg/Adv1sem:nt
Center has aw8:fded scholarships
to Lynda La Vigne and Marcelo
Cavazos. Th~ students were
ch~sen to receive_ the scholarships based on their GPA, hours
completed, attendance at beginning freshman sessions and an
essay.
Located in the Student Services Building, the center helps
beginning freshmen become
adJ"usted to universit rti
·
Y i e.
For five years the counselors
have awarded $200 scholarships
to two students who have come
The
through the program.
money for the scholarships
comes from
the counselors'
paychecks.
Coordinator Lupita CantuMorse said the staff members
agreed to have a payroll deduction to provide the scholarships
to outstanding freshman.
"It's a good incentive for the
students and it makes us feel

good that we 're contributing our
own money," Cantu-Morse said.
· Marcia c. Smith, La Vinge's
advisor, said she recommended'
La Vinge for the scholarship
because of her attitude, personality and excitement for school.
.
La Vigne, a sophomore ~onors student _from San ~uan, 1s. a
pre-law maJor. La Vigne said
she would like to become a lawyer because the Valley needs
more lawyers who care about
people
·
Advisor Pat Anila said she
recommended Cavazos because
of his enthusiasm for school.
"He's goal-oriented and knows
the direction he wants to go and
is working towards that," she
said.
Cavazos, from San Benito, is
political science major who
plans to teach after he graduates.
"It's nice to know that hard wor
pays off," he said.

Toxins researched
By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Staff Writer

On the Pan American campus
animals are killed on a regular
• basis, not out of insensitivity, but
to provide valuable infonnation
to researchers about the effects
of one chemical, the neuro-toxin
methacrylomitrile, on the human
body.
Dr. Mohammed Farooqui of
the Biology Department has
been studying the effects of the
chemical on rats for the past two
years to find out why it is dangerous to the human nervous system.
Farooqui received a four-year,
$336,000 grant from The National Institute of Healths Minority Biomedical Research
Support grant to study the neurotoxin 's effects on laboratory
animals, evaluate the symptoms,
and suggest ways to fight its effects.
"Methacrylomitrile is a neurotoxin that is used in everyday
things like plastics and wall
paint, and is also important in the
manufacturing of aerosol products," Farooqui said, "and while
it poses no great threat to us now,
the further use of it could have
devastating effects on people in
the future."
"We inject rats with radioactive methacrylomitrile and then
trace its path through the rat's
body," said Farooqui. "By doing
this on a regular basis, which is
four to six times every day, we·

What, When
& Where
THU

La Connection Francaise
(French Club) will meet today
during Activity Period in CAS
341.

National
Student
Speech Hearing and Language Association is spons.oring a speech program on
AIDS during Activity Period in
LA 101.

FRI

Baptist Student Union
will hold a yard sale from 1o
a.m.-2 p.m. next to Mazzio's.
Proceeds will go for World
Hunger Relief.

'

can see the chemical's effect on
muscle tissues, and then try to
find out why these effects occur."
Two reasons methacrylomitrile is dangerous to human
beings, Farooqui said, is that it
not only produces cyanide in the
system, but also reduces the levels of the chemical gluthione,
which is a necessary ingredient
for most bodily functions.
Farooqui's findings will be
used by the National Institute of
Health to detennine what precautions, if any, industry should
take to ensure the health of its
workers and consumers.

,.: -:.: . ,-,.
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There are 38 approved clubs
and organizations on campus,
according to infonnation gathered from the Student Development and University Center.
These clubs and orgarrizations
fall into four categories: social,
educational, service and recreational.
Listed below are the names of
these clubs and organizations,
the adviser's name and phone
number, and the stated goals and
purposes of each group.
Social Organhat.i ons
Baptist Student Union.
·Adviser: Mr. Richard Batchelor,
Adviser's office and phone: UC
205; 383-7491. Objective: To
help students grow and develop
socially, spiritually, intellectually and emotionally in their day
to day experiences.

/:.: ·:::/< ·.

phone:
LA 227; 381-3345.
Objective: To bring together
Terry Allison. Adviser's office students from countries other
and phone: SB 107; 381-3548. . than the USA.
Objective: To witness to the
Lord Jesus Quist as God IncarStudent Publications
nate, and lead others to a per- Association. Adviser: Mrs.
sonal faith in him as Savior.
Joyce Prock. Adviser's office
Alpha Kappa Psi. Adviser: and phone: EH 100; 381-2541.
Mr. Mike Crews. Adviser's of- Objective: To bring together
fice and phone: BA 218; 381- students with an interest in com3384. Objective: To improve munications.
Catholic
Campus
curriculum/instruction in busiMinistry.
Adviser:
Sister
ness administration and improve
relations between faculty and Susan Ruiz. Adviser's office
and phone: 1615 W. Kuhn; 383· students.
0133. Objective: To help stuSocial Work Club. Ad,aents grow and develop faith in
viser: Mr. Librado De Hoyos.
the Lord Jesus Christ.
Adviser's office and phone: LA
Sociology Student Or342A; 381-3575. Objective: To
ganization
(SSO). Adviser:
promote and enhance student
Dr. Delores Reed-Sanders.
motivation in social work pro~
Adviser's office and phone: LA
fessions.
344;, 381-3321. Objective: To
Phi Sigma Kappa. Adviser: promote student involvement in
Mike Heep. Adviser's offi~e and the discipline of sociology.
phone:
UC 205; 381-2539.
Objective: To promote social
Kappa Sigma. Adviser: Mr.
fellowship and mutual help in Thomas Segel. Adviser's office
time of need.
and phone: Uc 111; 381-2500.
International Student As- Objective: To estat,>lish a fratersociation. Adviser: Kuo Wei nal relationship among its memLee.
Adviser's office and bers; to promote scholarship; to

Upward Bound Alumni
Association.
Adviser:
Hortensia Silva. Adviser's office and phone: EH 204; 3812596. Objective: To unite former Upward Bound members; to
keep current Upward Bound
members up-to-date on the
Upward Bound Alumni Association events; to establish
scholarship funds for outstanding graduating Upward Bound
members who are pursuing a
post-secondary education.

Latter-Day Saints Student Association. Adviser:
·william Watkins. Adviser's office and phone: MB 120; 381·3511. Objective: To encourage
spiritual growth in students
through biblical studr.
Accounting Society. Adviser:
Charles L. Yundt.
Adviser's office and phone: BA
216C; 381-3559. Objective: To
bring about a closer relationship
among those who have an interest in the accounting field.

Students play political games
By EDWIN AGUILAR
Staff Writer

Bullets and Ballots, one of the
games played this semester,
deals with the internal strife in
Guatemala. Students were asked
to play the roles of guerrillas,
government leaders, United
States interests, army members
and the peasantry.
The game ended with the civilian government being overthrown by the army and the peasantry joining the guerrillas.
Dr. Harold Nelson, professor
of s<>901ogy, said he believed a
!l<Pl'!e about Guatemala is a good·
choice. Nelson said that given
the political conditions in Guatema1 a, Bullets and Ballots could
be · 1structional.

The old saying "all work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy" is
being heeded by students taking
a class in political games and
simulations.
Students in the class have discovered, as instructor Dr. Jerry
Polinard says, "it is important
that learning be enjoyable."
The class meets every Tuesday
night to play games simulating
aspects of political processes.
The games try to simulatr '-ituations ranging from city politics
to constitutional conventions.
"Simulating is just another
way of teaching," Polinard said.
"If the game includes factually
"People can learn by doing just
accurate material I think that
as well as by listening."
there is no question as to its
The class, which usually envalue," Nelson said.
rolls 25 to 30 students, was first
offered in 1975. It is usually
A major class assignment for
offered every three years. Poli- the course is a group game projnard offered the class at the ect. Students are divided into
University of Texas as a visiting groups and asked to design a
professor. He said he enjoyed game.
teaching the class so much he
The best game of the class is
decided to offer it here.
usually played towards the end
"It is very exciting because it is
of the semester. Current game
never the same," Polinard said.
projects range from simulations
He said that every time the class
o
f the Persian Gulf situation to
is offered, new games are added
games
exploring racial discrimiand poor simulations are
nation.
dropped.
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develop character; to establish
an understanding of the Greek
system.

Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellows~ip. Adviser: Dr.

.By BENG LEONG LIM
Staff Writer
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Keyboarding to be taught
A~~inist'.ative Information Systems (AfS) in the business
admmistr~tion department will be offering classes in computer
keyboardmg and typewriting during the spring semester.
The course, AIS 1301, will teach students how to use WordPerfect software to generate their own term papers, business letters
and other documents.
Four sections of AIS 1301 will be offered with a ma,ximum of
25 students per section.
·
Students will oe able to return to the microcomputer lab
semester after semester to produce their own tenn papers and
reports.
S~udents interested in the course should contact Margaret
Allison at 381-3360 for further infonnation.

CPA scholaships awarded
Three Pan Am students have received scholarships from the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants to continue
their studies in accounting.
Two of the students have had their scholarships renewed. They
are Alvaro G. Abrego of Roma, $1000, and Nancy S. Martinez of
Edinburg, $750. A third student, Beatriz Trejo of Donna, is
receiving the $750 scholarship for the first time.
This year the AICPA awarded 420 scholarships to accounting
students at colleges and universities throughout the United
States. The AICPA, with a member of 255,000 CPAs, sets audit
standards, enforces the code of professional ethics, provides
continuing professional education, and prepares and grades the
national Unifonn CPA examination.

PUB applications available
Applications for the editorships of "The Pan American" and
"Rio" magazine are now available at Student Publications,
Emilia Hall 100.
The spring semester applications should be completely filled
out and turned in at the publications office by noon Nov. 20.
All applicants will be reviewed and a final selection made from
the candidates by the university publications committee.

"Some of the games have been
extremely frustrating, as the
situations in real life are," Batte
said.
Batte said she would recommend the class to anyone willing
to make an effort to enjoy it.

Polinard is not the only one
who is enthusiastic about the
class. Students past and present
~so praise the class
"The games class is unique in
'that it is one of the few classes in
the university that allows the
student not only to use their ability to remember but also their
ability to imagine and create,"
Gilberto Reyes Jr. said. Reyes is
a veteran of the class. He was
enrolled in it during the Fall of
'84.
Reyes said he believes the
class provided a valuable experience to him because it allowed
him to "use my ability to think,
which in other classes is not really emphasized."
''I would recommend this class
to anyone who is looking for a
definite change of pace as far as
the curriculum of the school is
concerned," Reyes said.

"You have to really be willing
to put yourself into it, you can't
sit on the sidelines and watch,"
Batte said. "I don't know if you
could in this class. You have to
really be willing to make the
comminnent."
The class is open to all students
who have completed six hours of
sophomore political science. It
usually fulfills an upper-division
elective credit.
For more infonnation, contact
Polinard at the political science
department.

~Hen ~loral
h~ tiett~, ~nc~

Gerry Batte, president of Marketing Technology and Telecommunications, is a student
enrolled in the class. She said the
class is "definitely a learning
experience."
Batte said she finds a direct
link between the simulations and
her work in the business world.

1320 N, CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
•

(512) 383-8611
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ABORTION • PREGNANCY TESTS &. COUNSELING • REFERRALS'
Confidential Services By Caring Professionals
When You Need To Make Personal Decisions
2210 Haine Drive, Suite 35

.(512} 428 - 6242

Free Pregnancy Test
24 Hour Answering Service

Harlingen, Texas 78550

Abortion Agency
The Morning After Treatment

Reproductive 0ervices ·
.providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care Since 1973
Licensed By The Texas Department of Health

Se Habla Espanol
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$145 MILLION DOLLARS
OF COLLEGE Fl~ANCIAL AID

WENT UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
$CHOLARSHIPS....Are available by the thousands for every type of
student, school and special interest.
EVEN IF.... You have never mastered anything more.complicated than the
game of Tiddlywinks; somewhere, sometime, someone has set up a
scholarship fund for Tiddlywinks Players!
THE SECRET .... Lies in knowing where and for what to apply. So if you
have a case of "how am I going to pay for it?" blues hang in there.
Scholarship Opportunity Service will find you at least five (5) sources for
which you qualify - GUARANTEED - sometimes as many as twentyfive (25) sources.
.

682-4513
CALL TOLL FREE
OR WRITE·
•

-

FOR INFORMATION

1 • 800 · 451 • 5269

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY ~ERVICE
4305 • A North 10th, McAllen, Texas 78504

RESULTS GUARANTEED.
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Pan Am has last crack at Yugoslavs The importance of
By GILBe1no REYES, JR.
Staff Writer
· The Broncs basketball team
will face a national team from
Yugoslavia Nov. 21 at the Fieldhouse, and will have their hands
full against the team that beat an
American team to win the Uniyersity Games last year.
. The team the Broncs will face
is one of three national teams that
the Yugoslavs are fielding this
year.
While the seven college teams
the Yugoslavs will face will reap
penefits from playing them, the
Yugoslavs will also benefit, as
these games will go a long way in
· deciding who will represent the
people of Yugoslavia in the 1988
Seoul Olympics.
The Yugoslavs arrived in New
York Tuesday ~o sightsee before

kicking off their nine-day, seven team on its schedule.
On Nov. 15, the Slavs then
game tour of the eastern United
visit Pittsburgh, PA., to play
States.
As if the schedule the Yugo- former powerhouse Duquesne
slavs have was not demanding University.
The next game for the Superenough, six of the seven games
they will play while on their men should be one of the toughbarnstorming tour are Division 1 est games that they will play,
teams, three of which have made against Southeast Missouri State
it to the NCAA tournament in University, sutprise qualifiers
recent years.
for last year's NCAA tournaThe tour will begin in ment.
Richmond, VA., on Nov. 13
Arkansas State University,
against the Spyders, who despite one of Pan Am's American
turning in weak seasons in the South Conference foes, is the
past three years, were the dar- next stop for the Yugoslavs. The
lings of the 1984 NCAA tourna- Indians were NIT qualifiers last
ment, defeating the Indiana year, and should play the Yugoslavs tough with five returning
Hoosiers.
The Slavic Supermen then lettermen.
Toe next day, the Slavs travel
travel to Maryland to play the
University of Maryland at Balti- to Lubbock, TX, to play the
more, the only non-Division 1 Southwest Conference's Texas

Tech Red Raiders. The Red
Raiders shocked the conference
two years ago by running away
with the conference title, and
have been competitive in Southwest Conference play since.
And on Nov. 21, the Yugoslavian national team will close its
fatiguing tour of the eastern seaboard with an 8 p.m. exhibition
game against the Pan American
Broncs.
The Broncs are suffering from
the sting of graduation this year,
with only one starting letterman
returning. As Coach Kevin Wall
said, the game will be "a showcase for the Pan American basketball program."
At any rate, it will be a good
initial sign as to what Pan Am
fans can expect this year.

~:coach praises ticket prices, calls for support
"Now is the time for B10nc
supporters and Valley businesses to take a big step with us,"
says Coach Kevin Wall of the
Pan American University basketball Broncs.
"We 're going into a strong

new conference, playing an extremely tough schedule. Our
main concern is that we need
fans in the seats", Wall explained.
"Simple arithmetic will tell
you that we are selling our sea-

son tickets at a great price for a
major-college basketball game,"
he adds.
The season tickets cost $48 for
chair-backed, cushion seats and
$32.50 for bleacher seats. The
price covers all 13 home games

this year, except the exhibition
opener on Nov. 21 against a team
from Yugoslavia.
"We 're not necessarily worried about making a lot of money

See 'Coach' page 8

··Team ends season with two straight losses
By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Staff Writer
Toe Lady Broncs volleyball
team ended its 1987 season at
home with a pair of American
South Conference losses last
· week, to Lamar University and
the University of Southwestern
Louisiana, and finished the season with 1-28 overall and 0-6 in
confercnce.
Because of the unusual way
the conference standings were
constructed, the Lady Broncs
were in contention for a postseason berth until the last weekend of play.

This was due to the fact that the played · well,'' Assistant Coach
six teams in the .newly formed Rachel Juarez said. "The only
American South conference had problem was that they only
been split into two three-team played well in spurts."
zones.
The next night, they closed the
Entering this weekend, despite season with a straight game loss
a winless conference record, the to Lamar, 15-3, 15-13 and 15-0.
Lady Broncs were still just two
"We had a lot of young players
conference victories away from this year," said Coach Becky de
moving on to the conference los Santos, "and all together, we
tournament.
had a very inexperienced team
On Friday night, though, USL that was not used to winning:"
officially ended any hopes the
Juarez said that one of the
Lady Broncs may have had with bright spots this year was the
a 15-4, 15-10, 9-15, 15-13 vic- play of the Lady Broncs defense.
"We were very good at defendtory.
"They (the Lady Broncs) all ing against digs (keeping oppo-

nents spikes from scoring), and
one of our players did fairly well
in the conference standings in
that category,'' she said.

RootBcar.

By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Staff Writer
Hiya again, folks. This here's a very tired Joe talkin' to ya. I
spent a whole weekend on the couch before I could get the lil'
lady to get over her ;mger. An' I tell ya, it was hell.
Foist of all, da damn cat slept in here wit' me. Da wife says dat
it was too cold ta throw him out, so here I was, for da entire
weekend, having da cat shred my chest so dat he could sleep
comftable. I got him back, dough, 'cos late Saturday night, I
kinda wrapped his whole body in electrical tape a.'lt.1 sat on a chair
drinkin' beer and laughin' as I saw him try ta get out. I cut him
loose and he ain't bothered me since. Sleep is important if yer
gonna watch football.
Secon' of all, sleeping on da couch meant dat da wife was mad
at me, and dat meant I hadda do my own cooking. Oat hoit. I
mean pitcher dis: here I am, watching Eric Dickerson run for 140
yards, when all of a sudden, I get hungry. It looks like da Colts
are gonna beat the Chargers, so I go into da kitchen to make
myself a sandwich and when I come out, WOW!, da Chargers are
kicking da winning field goal. Tums out dat I had missed
Dickerson's fumble on da one-yard line dat let the Chargers take
da stinkin' game.
I was about ta get real mad at dis, ~cause if da wife hadn'ta been
mad at me, she woulda made me dat ham and cheese and I
wouldn'ta missed da play.
I watched da second game of da double-header and just waited
for da game to be over so's I could go yell at da lil' woman for
what she did. You know, put her in her place.
A real funny thing happened during the second half of da
second game, dough. For some reason, I think it was because of
a stupid insurance commercial, I remembered da day da wife and
I tied da knot It was a cool summer night, November 3, 1947. I
remembered da preacher talkin' about da lovin' and da honorin'
and da respectin' and all dat stuff, when all of a sudden, I got dis
strange feeling in me, like something was missing, you know?
It was real weird, too, 'cos I completely forgot about da game
and started thinkin' about things. My wife was mad at me, and
for da life of me, I didn't know why.

Juarez was referring to Lorene
Lara, who led the Lady Broncs
with 305 digs and finished
among the conference leaders.
All in all, it was a lean year for
the Lady Broncs volleyball
team. One team observer said
they finished so high in the 'digs'
category because "they were like
a gunfighter, always dodging
bullets."

1-M Briefs

A Huggabte Gift.
At A Lovable Price.

feline discipline in
sports viewing

Ping-Pong entries
accepted
Intramural badminton, volleyball and racquetball competitions ended this week as competition for the season's final
event, ping-pong, neared.
The intramural office began
accepting applications for the
event at 8 a.m. Monday and will
continue to accept them until
Nov. 20.
Competition begins Monday,
Nov. 23, in the HPE-11.

The Last Out
I thought about all of da things she told me before she kicked
me outa da bedroom, but it all seemed to blur inta one long
scream. Maybe she was mad 'cos I didn't talk ta Joey, but hell, I
hardly ever talk ta Joey 'cos we really don't get along. I try ta tell
him about da exciting things like Syracuse comin' outa nowhere
to be in da Top 10 and Indiana leading the Rose Bowl chase an'
all he does is go "humph" and tum da conversation ta ··d ~ra or"
some such stuff.
Wot's opera gotta do wit' anything? Hell, of all da people I
know, none o' dem, 'cept for Joey, watches dat stuff. ·1 tried to
watch some opera dat Joey had one time, but' I couldn't even
understand what they're saying 'cos dey didn't have da common
decency ta speak English! Hell, I may not understand what a
quarterback's signals mean, but at least he has da decency to
speak a language dat we can all understand.
Aw hell, I don't know. I'd like ta talk to da wife, but she went
to da bazaar wit' some o' her friends an' left me with nothin' ta
do 'cos in da time I spent thinkin', da damn game ended. And I
didn' even see who won. Da weirdest thing about dis weekend,
dough, was dat I didn't care.
I'll se y'all next week.
PRE-ANNiVERSARY

ROSES (CARRY ouT~ Carnations (Carry out)

KOALA BEAR
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SAlE

S8.9t

DOZ.

$6.95

DOZ.

VIVIAN'S FLOWER SHOP
Edinburg

116 N. 12TH STREET

(on the square)

38:1•0871

Basket arrangements with Fresh Fruit • We Deliver • We accept Major Credit Cards

A TRADITION OF FUN & GAMES

• Wire Service all Over the U.S.A. & Mexico

1st, 2nd, 3rd
Place Trophies to be awarded
Big Competitive Games,
Fun, Music

WHATABEAR...GRRRS. Only
FROM WHATABURGER $2.99'
Whatburger~ proudly brings
you the Whatabear... grrrs,". Five
cute, cuddly, collectable bears,
with a new bear featured each
week, beginning November 9.
Besides being adorable, these
bears are also quite affordable,
at only $2.99 each!
But supplies are limited.
So hurry each week to

Whataburger
to get yours, before
our cupboards are bare.
This holiday season, give someone you love a Whatabear... grrrT.,
They're a very huggable gift.
At a very lovable price.
Available at participating Whataburger restaurants. Limit four per customer. While supplies
last. •Tax not included.

CPB's
BRO~CQLYMPICS
1987

Entry Fee
$5/Person/(7-Member Team)

.______@, Need not be an organization
to participate (Get a group together)
Applications available in UC 205
FOR MORE INFO CALL 381-2266 OR 381-2260

Science Building t I all

November 20, 1987
1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

FREE
T-Shirts for Contestants
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Gospel
Continued from p. 5
I found it interesting that you
singled out only the homosexuals in I Cor. 6:9. There is a
longer list of us sinners, such as:
fornicators, idolaters, adulterers, thieves, misers, drunkards
and slanderers. You skipped
vs. 11, which I quote "And
such were some of you; but
you have been washed, consecrated, justified in the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ and in
the Spirit of our God." Our
jewish brother Heschel writes,
"Some are guilty, all are responsible." He reminds us that
'while there may be differing
degrees of direct involvement
in evil, rendering some more
· guilty than others, there is no
point at which any of us may
claim total exemption.
We as Christians believe in a
salvific God of the past, present
and future. How are we working to bring about peace within
our world, country, community, family and self? May we
ask God for forgiveness of all
our sinfullness and let us love
one another as God as loved us.
No one political candidate can
meet all the needs, but with our
support, challenges, and willingness to really get involved

the reign of God could be
experienced today.
Sr. Brenda Gonzales,
SCN

Vets
Continued from p. 1
ment, both physically and verbally.
"Since women were an oddity
in the service, rape was fairly
common," she said.
Boudreau said women veterans also go through flashbacks
and periods of depression .
"Yes, I still have feelings about
the war," she said.
Boudreau is currently a clinical specialist for community
mental health at Veterans Administration Medical Center in
Kerrville. She is also a contributor to a book on Vietnam by
·
Vietnam nurses.
Andy Nevaez was already
serving in the marines when he
was sent to Vietnam twice. At
first he did not understand what
was going on. After he was sent
back a second time, he began to
question the reason the U.S. was
in Vietnam.

A question-and-answer period
followed the presentations after
which the veterans encouraged
students and others who attended to write to congressmen
and senators so that the veterans
would receive the help they
need.
The presentations were cosponsored by the University
Program Board (UPB), the Political Science Association, Student BARCA, the Sociology
Student Organization, the Philosophy Club, the history department , and the political science department.

andrecommendajobortraining.
"For instance," McCollum
said, "if the client is good at electronics, we will suggest places
where they might be able to get
that training and what community resources are available to
help."
The Center will also be a laboratory for students in Pan
American's newest degree program, in Rehabilitative Services.
The students will learn how to
administer tests, work with
clients, and make assessments in
work situations.

Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin
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Rehab

Five students are enrolled in
the new degree program, which
Continued from p. 2
opened this Spring. Another 12
Industries and Austin has one students have shown an interest
in the program, and are taking
called Abilities, Inc.
the special courses as electives.
Oients will be referred to the
Center from the public schools,
Next Spring, students may
the Texas Rehabilitation take the first two courses in the
Commission, and from employ- program: "Introduction to Rehament-related agencies.
bilitation" and "Occupational
Aspects of Employment and
McCollum said the program Disability." The classes are
will offer complete vocationaJ scheduled for 5:45 to 8:25 Monevaluations, requiring from day and Tuesday evenings in the
three days to two weeks, depend- Spring to accommodate those
Nevaez said he wrote to Kika ing on the need of the client.
who work
de la Garza. "He never told us
what we were doing in VietThe purpose of the Center is to
nam," he said.
help persons disabled by injuries
of traumatic personal events to
Continued from p. 7
Nevaez is currently an assisw find jobs that match their abilitant director for textbooks at ties. Evaluators will report in off season tickets," Wall points
PSJA.
specific terms the client's talents out. "We want to build a base of

Coach
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support. We want to sell at least
1,000 season tickets and build
from there. The renewals have
been very strong. We're also
getting a lot of requests for new
tickets."
The Bronc record for season
ticket sales is 600--the number
of seats in the Fieldhouse.

Call your mummy.

Home Cooked Foods
&
Homemade Pies

'Trip[e 'T~estaurant
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Orders

\ To Go

524 W. University
Two Blocks East Of Campus

STUDENT SPECIAi

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got
hurt, she was standing by
with bandages. Wouldn't it
feel good to talk to your
mother again right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you. Just call

Between Dec. 15, 1987
Jan, 15, 1988 move in your
furnishings PLUS deposit.
NO RENT until you move in
OR
JAN.
15,
1988,
whichever
comes
first
'student I.D. required!
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bEdROOM

ApTS.

El e·osque
Apartments
1609 W. Schunlor
383-8383 or 383-6162

,-------------is offering PAU students

1 800 222-0300.

the BEST buy for your

Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

MONEY
BUY the Incomparable

~

and receive a
SECOND ABSOLUTELY

FREE
Offer Good Only With Thrs Ad
OFFER EXPIRES 11-25-87

319 E. CANO
Call in at 383-9093
Next lo Edinburg Public Library

AT&T

The right choice.
'"1NCM&,feed
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UT-PAU merger

plans premature

PATCHWORK PRODUCTION-Cast members of the Pan
American University Theatre musical "Quilters" are
standing: Kathy J. Gilbert, Wendy Morse Caceres and Liza
Garza; seated: Laura Grabowski, Sativa Perskin, Sara Kidd
and Mara Lee Rowin. "Quilters" won seven awards at the

annual American College Theatre Festival in San Antonio.
The production officially opens tonight at 8 p.m. in the
University Theatre and continues through Nov. 21 at a p.m.
and Nov. 22 at 2 p.m.
(Photo by Carlos Vasquez)

By EDWIN AGUILAR
Staff Writer

Houston in Nursing Education is
also in the works.

Talk of a merger of Pan Am
with the University of Texas
system is "premature," President
Miguel Nevarez said Wednesday in an interview with "The
Pan American."
Nevarez made his comment
concerning reports the University of Texas and Pan American
were holding merger talks.
He said UT officials visited the
Pan Am campus last week to talk
to the administration and the
council of deans about the possibility of offering joint progran1s.
The officials returned to
Austin with about 15 proposals
they will study, Nevarez said,
adding he expects some response by the end of the
semester.
Nevarez said joint programs
can be beneficial to both universities.
"By doing cooperative prograrns we get to know each
other," the president explained.
Pan Am currently has a joint
engineering program with Texas
A&M. Officials have indicated
a joint Masters program with the
UT Health and Science center in

"If we find out that these ar- .
rangements are good, and can be
furthered by joining the system,
then yes, it (a merger) is logical,"
Nevarez said.

to ~-ugust of 1985, 32 faculty
pos1t1ons were advertised and
from September of 1985 to
August of 1986, 42 positions
were opened.

There has been a steady increase in the number of faculty
hired at Pan Am because of
growing student enrollment,
while the faculty turnover rate on
campus has remained average.
Personnel Administrator Clementine Cantu said the university advertised 48 faculty positions between September of
1986 and August of 1987, and
these positions can be assumed
filled by the academic d("partmcnts.

''There are a lot of people who
want to work at Pan American,"
Cantu said. "It is seldom that we
~on't find people to fill the positions. The interest in working
here is high."
Cantu said that if an academic
dep~;tme_n t needs to fill a faculty
posmon It must talk to the vice
president of academic affairs
and fill out the necessary paperwork.

Figures from the past two
years indicate a rise in the number of faculty positions advertised. From September of 1984

If the position is approved, the
personnel department will advertise the position to meet ·the

needs of the department and the
university.
Faculty Senate President Dr.
Kevin Morse said there are not
enough faculty members to meet
the needs of the number of increasing students enrolled at the
university.
A rise in the number of students enrolled affects the workloads of professors and part-time
staff members, Morse said.
Morse said the Faculty Senate
would like certain academic
departments, which have hired
too many part-time employees,
to try and hire new faculty
members.
"It's not good for an institution
to run like that," he said.
Morse said the faculty turnover rate is no higher than the last

Assistant VP job search begins
By MARY EDNA QUIROZ
Staff Writer
The newly approved position
or Associate Vice President for
Finance will be advertised on
campus beginning this week.
Vice President for Business
Affairs Dr. Roy Flores said the
position, which was approved
during the August meeting of the
Board of Regents, will allow for
bcua planning and mana<Tc:::,
ment.
'"Eleven offices report to me
now," Flores said. "It's not
sound management to have too
many report to one person. It's
dirticull to stay on top of the day10-day management."
~

The associate vice president
will report directly to Flores and
will be responsible for day-today operations of the offices
under his control, the preparation of long-range plans, annual
operating budgets, and policies
and procedures of departments
reporting to the office.
The associate vice president
will provide administrative direction for the following officials: (1) Manager, University
Bookstore; (2) Director, Purchasing & Central Services; (3)
Comptroller; (4) Director, Office c,f financial Aid; (5) Manager, Cafeteria and Food Services; anct (5) Investment Analyst.

"Instead of having six different
people reporting to me it will be
one," Flores said.
Flores said the new position
will give him more time to look
at university policies, appropriation requests and deal with the
legislature on matters that are
pressing.
The position requires a
master's degree in a business
related field with a minimum of
four years of direct supervisory
experience. Applicants should
demonstrate communication
and analytical skills and b1owledge of decision support systems
and fund accounting.
Flores said the position will be
advertised l!ationwide.

few years and monetary reasons
may be the reason why some
faculty leave.
Cantu said the personnel department would like to institute
an exit counseling program to
find out why some employees do
leave.
She said some faculty members maybe leaving because
"they're finding higher-paying
jobs."

The legislature approved the
creation of a committee to study
whether South Texas schools
should be incorporated into the
UT or A&M systems. The
committee has not yet been appointed.
UT and A&M began their survey of South Texas schools
when the South Texas legislative
delegation asked them to look
into the possibility of expanding
higher education in South Texas.
Other schools they have visited
include Texas A&I University,
Laredo State University, and
Corpus Christi State University.

Homecoming events set
for next week

Faculty numbers show steady increase
By MARY EDNA QUIROZ
Staff Writer

For now,
Nevarez said a
merger is at best in the distant
future. Such an action would
have to meet with approval from
the legislature, which does not
meet again until 1989. The transition period itself, upon legislative approval, would take about
two years.

By BEN<? LEONG LIM
Staff Writer

A pany and a reception are the
final events scheduled for
Homecoming next week.
The party will be held Saturday in the ballroom, following
the Homecoming basketball
game.
All members of the
Alumni Association and Bronc
Booster Club are invited to atHOLl DAV LIBRARY HOURS tend.
Admissiq_n will be granted by
Wednesday, Nov. 25presenting a current member7:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. ship card of either organization.
Party guests will celebrate the
Thursday, Nov. 2660th anniversary of the univerCLOSED sity, salute Homecoming and
meet members of the two basketFri day, Nov. 27ball teams playing a special
CLOSED exhibition game that evening.
Saturday at 7:35 p.m. the
Saturday, Nov. 28Broncs will play a national team
10 a.m.-5 p.m. from Yugoslavia.
The team is one of three teams
Sunday, Nov. 29Yugoslavia has in competition
2 p.m.-10 p.m. around the world. From these

teams, the Yugoslavian Olympic
Team will be chosen to represent
that country in the next Olympic
Games.
Two members of the Yugoslavian team have reportedly
been tagged for the Olympics.
The PAU Broncs and the Yugoslavian team have been invited to
the pany to meet with fans.
Also on the Homecoming
agenda is a pizza-eating contest
and Homecoming dance, sponsored by the Cheerleaders and
the Boys and Girls Club of
Weslaco, tomorrow from 8 p.m.
to midnight at the snackbar.
Admission is $2.50. Music
will be provided by KRGE radio.
Pizza will be provided by
Mazzio's. Cold beverages will
be sold.
The traditional burning of the
PAU letters, sponsored by the
Intercollegiate Knights, will
take place tomorrow at 6:30 p.m.
next to the Physical Plant.
TJ'.

4 teams vie in Bronc-O-lympics
By BENG LEONG LIM
Stoff Writer
Only four teams have applied
so far for the Homecoming
Bronc-O-lympics to be held
tomorrow at 1 p.m. in the science
cin.:le.
The four applications came
from the Catholic Campus Ministry, Bronc Cadet Corp, Phi
Sigma Kappa and Intercollegiate KnighL'i. Each of these
teams will be made up of seven
71cmbcrs and two alternates.

Each team will be assigned a
captain. Fidel Lara will captain
the Catholic Campus Ministry
team; Gonzalez Gilberto will
captain the Bronc Cadet corp
team; Pat Woodin will captain
the Phi Sigma Kappa team; and
Bob Garcia will captain the
Intercollegiate Knights team.
To prevent unfair advantages
to certain teams, events of
Bronc-O-lympics will not be
disclosed until tomorrow.
Competition will be limited to
the first 10 teams. The sponsor

of the event, University Program
Board, requests that applications
for the event be prompt "so that
the necessary arrangements can
be made."
There is a mandatory $5 entry
fee per seven-man team member. This fee includes a BroncO-lympic T-shirt and will help to
underwrite the cost of the trophies that will be awarded for Ist,
2nd and 3rd places.
Students can drop by the UPB
office at the UC 116, or call 3812266 for further information.
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'DON'T GOBBLE ME'-A pet bird belonging to Paula Espinosa of Edinburg can rest easy.

He is not one of the 240 million turkeys destined for Thanksgiving. dinners this year. A
nationwide surpl~s means the lowest prices in 1 prices·, according to l:.J.S. Agricu lture
(Photo by Jay Lewis)
Department statistics.
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Program begins second yeo,r
By CYNTHIA GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

Toe Dietetics Program is beginning its second year at PAU.
~ There are current! y 12 students
; in the program, seven seniors
: and five juniors.

•

; Celia Lopez Manin, Food
: System Management Coordina: tor, said the reason why there are
~ so few in the program is because
! most students are not aware the
: •Jniversity is offering a four-year
; degree plan in dietetics.

••

: Martin also stressed there is a
: demand for dietitians in the Val: lcy.
: "There is a big need for dieti. ti ans and there's no one to fill the
:. vacancies," she said.
: Martin added that the pay is
• also very good for an entry-level
: person. · ·She is optimistic the
: group graduating from the pro: gram will benefit the Valley.

Students in the program are
required to do outside work such
as at hospitals and schools in
partial fulfillment of their
courses.
"Just about every class they
taJce, they have to work somewhere," Martin said.
Manin is currently teaching a
course in Quantity Food Production where the students learn to
cook and prepare food for large
groups.
~tudents in this course spent
the first half of the semester
working in the kitchens of the
snack bar and cafeteria on campus. They are now spending the
remainder of the semester working at the Mission School District.
Sue Martinez, a junior in the
program, said she likes the practical work. Toe program gives
the students a chance to see what
they're really going to be doing,
she added.

"We get hands-on experience
with the actual work place," she
said.
"Toe program also gives the
students a chance to get to know
the dietitians in this area," Rosie
Duron Saenz said. She is a
senior in the program and is the
Food Service Manager at the Rio
Grande Regional Hospital in
McAllen.
Tanya Smith, also a semor,
said she likes the clinical work,
"although the program is very
intense." Smith plans to work in
a hospital upon graduating, then
later enter the restaurant business.
Joyce LaBriere, director of the
Dietetics Program, said students
should apply for the program
during their sophomore year
, provided the basic courses have
been completed.
Students
should also have completed
background courses in general
chemistry, biochemistry and
organic chemistry.

Other tequirements to get into
the program include having at
least a 2.0 grade point average,
filling out and submitting the
application with three letters of
recommendation, and being
interviewed by an advisory
committee.
"The advisory committee,"
said LaBriere, "is made up of
members from the community
who are professionals in the
field."
Because the program is still
developing and expanding,
LaBriere hopes more students
will become interested.
"It's a lot of fun," said Sonia
Fernandez, a senior in the program. Fernandez said she enjoys
working with patients.
"It gives me a high knowing
that I can help someone," she
said. 'Tm very happy with the
program. It's something I've
always wanted to do and I'm
enjoying it."

~

!Campus organizations listed
,.. By BENG LEONG UM
Staff Writer
EDf/'OR'S N01E: The following is the second part in a three, part series on campus organiza,• tions.

.-· Of the 38 approved clubs and
- organizations on campus, 12 are
listed under the educational categpry.
Listed below are the names of
. these clubs and organizations,
: the adviser's name and phone
number, and the stated goals and
purposes of each group.
-· Educational Organizations
Psi Chi Honor Society.
· Adviser: A.J. Alamia. Adviser's
. office and phone: LA 220; 381'3'329. Objective: To educate
· prospective psychology majors;
·•m stimulate interest in psychology.

Six Weeks
Of Volume
And Body
Without Curl

,·

l!=il ffiatrix
M,1rty\ H,1ir Center
1~1 t

"'i, (

lw,nn t!Hlt \uih' (

Association for Computing Machinery.
Adviser:
Pearl Brazier. Adviser's office
and phone: MB 125; 381-3455.
Objective: To promote an increased knowledge of the science, design, development, construction, language and application of modem computing machinery in its application.
Medical
Technology
Society. Adviser: Beverly
Brown. Adviser's office and
phone:
NB 222; 381-2296.
Objective: To promote better
awareness of the profession of
Medical Technology to the students.
Philosophy Club. Adviser:
Dr. David K. Carter. Adviser's
office and phone: LA 353; 3813561. Objective: To give exposure of ideas to students who
might be interested in Philosophy.

Political Science Association. Adviser: Dr. Samuel
Freeman. Adviser's office and
phone: LA 208; 381 -3341. Objective: To help prepare students
for a career in public services; to
stimulate discussion on public
affairs on campus.
American Society of Personnel Administration.
Adviser: Dr. Walter Greene.
Adviser's office and phone: BA
220; 381-3355. Objective: To
help students to keep in touch
with employers; to teach stu-

I' vejust opened
a new Allstate

~99ivin!J
,_:\llt'tt Jloral
hu 1Bdtu, ~nr.

office
near you.

IWI 'I. CLOS'-IER

dents about personnel management.
Pan American Marketing
Association. Adviser:
Dr.
Bill Platzer. Adviser's office
and phone: BA 218; 381-3351.
Objective: To foster scientific
study and research in field of
marketing; to develop sound
thinking and marketing theory
and more exact knowledge and
definition of marketing principles.
Beta Gamma Sigma. Adviser: Susan Jarvis. Adviser's
office and phone: BA 222; 3813351. Objective: To promote
the advancement of education in
the an and science of business,
and to foster inregrity in ~e
conduct of business activities.

Delta Zeta Sorority. Adviser:
Mr. Carl McGovern.
Adviser's office and phone:
CAS 16"013; 381-3583. Objective:
To further educational

EARN EXCELLENT money
in home assembly work. Jewelry, toys & others. Ff & PT
available. CALL TODAY! 1518-459-3535.
(Toll-refundable EXT. B6619C 24 hrs.
HELP WANTED: Bl04 Radio needs Advertising Representatives. Positive attitude, good
work habits, reliable transportation, business wardrobe desired.
Call 383-4961 for appointment.
TYPING-Language Help.
Retired English Teacher, Reasonable. Edinburg, 383-2066,
GLENN.

achievements, cultural interests,
and to work in hannony with our
college and community in sisterhood .
Pre-Law Society. Adviser:
Dr. Jerry Polinard. Adviser's
office and phone: LA 217; 3813341. Objective: To provide
legal educative information for
students interested in law.
Pre-Med Bio-Med Honor
Society. Adviser: Dr. Sammie
Sides. Adviser's office and
phone:
SB 136; 381-3537.
Objective: To encourage excellence in premedical scholarship;
to stimulate an appreciation of
the imponance of premedical
educatibn in the study of medicine.
American
Humanics.
Adviser: Mr. Richard Trevino.
Adviser's office and phone: SS
123; 381-2145. Objective: To
acquaint students considering a
future in personnel administra-•
tion or labor relations.

TRAVEL FIELD opportunity. Gain valuable marketing
experience while earning
money. Campus representatives
needed immediately for spring
break trips to South Padre Island.
Call Campus Marketing at 1800-282-6221.
TYPING SERVICE:
Research papers, reports, etc.
Proofreading & Editing. English/Spanish. Call 585-2838
HIRING! Government jobsyour area.
$15,000-$68,000.
Call (602) 838-8885. Ext. 4490.
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STUDENT SPECIAL
Between Dec . 15, 1987
15, 1988 move in your
furnishings PLUS deposit.
NO RENT until you move in
OR
JAN.
15,
1988,
whichever
comes
first
Student I.D. required!

Jan.

•
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msurance needs.

Allstate®
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Crime Stoppers
Crime of the Week
Local home burglarized
A burglary which involved the theft of jewelry and hunting
rifles is Edinburg Crimestoppers' "Crime of the Week."
Toe break-in occurred at 1524 South 10th Street at 3:30 a.m.
Oct. 17. An unknown male entered through a rear window while
the residents were asleep and took jewelry, five rifles and a
woman's purse containing cash and credit cards.
Toe rifles were later recovered behind the house and the purse
with the cash removed was found in the alley behind Mr. Donut
on Freddy Gonzalez and South Closner. No jewelry has been
recovered.
The Edinburg Police Department is asking for help from
anyone who might have seen an individual throw a woman's
purse in the alley behind the Mr. Donut at 3:40 a.m. Oct. 1~Anyone with information is asked to call the Edinburg Police
or Crimestoppers at 383-TIPS. Cash rewards of up to $1,000 are
paid for information leading to an arrest and indictment. All calls
are kept strictly confidential.

, Crime Report
Locker thefts continue
A theft with an estimated total value of $180 was reported Nov.
12 from the HEPE II locker room.
Between 8:30 and 9:03 a.m., a leather sports jacket with grey
sleeves and black body, a $10 bill, and a set of four keys were
stolen from a locker which the complainant said had been
properly locked with a combination padlock. The keys were later
found in the immediate area.
_"We have had quite a few thefts in that area, both lockers, men's
and women's," Traffic and Security Chief Greg Salazar said.
Dean of Students Judy Vinson said she has received a written
complaint from a faculty member in the School of Business
concerning female students who were reported creating a disturbance in the building Nov. 3 at 11 a.m.
Salazar said Traffic and Security had received repons of two
female students going from class to class in the business and
physical science buildings, shouting "Emergency. General
meeting. LA 101."
"I always act on it when I get a complaint," Vinson said.
She said the procedure for acting on complaints is to send a
summons to and interview the student.
If the student admits guilt, Vin$on said, her office then takes
appropriate disciplinary action. Toe student also has the right to
a "hearing.
·
·
·
f.._
Vinson described disciplinary action as ranging from a verbal
reprimand to suspension or expulsion.
Vinson said at this point she has only the description supplied
by the one faculty complaint.
"I'm waiting from other faculty members to send me a written
complaint," Vinson said. "I can't act without one."
Salazar said a case of cruelty to animals teported Sept. 19 in
which several hamsters were placed in an operating washing
machine and ice machine in the Women's Residence Hall is
expected to go before a grand jury soon to determine if there is
grounds for an indictment. Salazar said a formal complaint
before the district attorney was signed Thursday.
Toe two former dormitory residents charged could be found
guilty of a Class "A" Misdemeaner, with a penalty of up to a
$2,000 fine, one year in prison, or both.
Other crimes reported last week include:
Oct. 23 - A parking permit was reportedly stolen from a blue
and yellow 1979 Dodge Charger, Texas license 242-PUG, between Oct. 23 and Oct. 30.
Nov. 4 - An assault at 10:35 a.m. in the Science Circle area was
reported in which one male student gave another a black eye. A
complaint was filed with the Justice of the Peace Court and the
student charged with assualt paid a fine.
Nov. 10 -A burglary was reported of a beige 1980 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme, Texas license VAC-615. Between 7:45 and
11 :50 a.m. a bowling bag, a $46 pair of new Reebok tennis shoes,
size 8 1/2, and a $50 pair of new loafers were reported taJcen from
the vehicle. The front and rear seats were slashed and the front
windshield cracked. There was no sign of forced entry and the
driver said the car was properly locked.
Nov. 10 -Toe theft of a parking permit from a grey 1979 Ford,
Texas license 706-NKF, was reported. The driver said the permit
was stolen from the vehicle one and a half months ago and the
place and time of occurrance were unknown.
Nov. 11 - A case of criminal mischief was reported in which
3 tires were slashed with a sharp instrument between 8 a.m. and
noon on a beige 1983 Chevrolet, Texas license 653-DYC. The
value of the damage is estimated at $200.

Aprs.
We look expensive,
but we're not!

El Bosque
Apartments
1609 W. Schunlor

LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS

383-8383 or ~83· 6162

ABORTION • PREGNANCY TESTS & COUNSELING • REFERRALS
Confidential Sen-ices By Caring Professionals
\\'hen You Need To Make Personal Decisions

(512) 428-6242

Free Pregnancy Test
24 Hour Answering Service

H.nlingcn, Texas

7

8550

Abortion Agency
The Morning After Treatment

Reproductive <-~ervices
11r()1 ·1,li11," Chorcl' ' in Rl•11m,lllcti1·c Hct1lth C,irc Since 19 7 3

LicL'll~1..'d H\· ThL' Texa~ Department of Health

Sc H,ihla .Espa11ol

Outside Sales
Position Available
Fund Raising
Promotional
School Spirit
Items
Full-Time
or
Part-Time

381-6660

Engravi
ift Wrapp1

welry
tch Repair

Wallets • ID Bracelets
Baby Jewelry • Tiaras

Joe

Bobby
Anabella

Omar

Rottier
Hairstyling

F~'3
!Batbet c:Efi.op.

520 E. University
Edinburg, Texas

Call 383-9012
for Appointment
Walk-ins also Welcome
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'Quilters·: stitching history
By C.M. POWELL
Another brief story is more
Managing Editor
tragic and terrifying. Mara Lee
Pan American University Rowin portrays a motherless
Theatre's production of "Quil- child whose father and sister die
ters" bears a striking resem- in a winter storm, leaving her
alone on the frozen prairie.
blance to a quilt itself.
The production is held to"Quilters" does not have one
cohesive plot; instead, the show gether at the "seams" with
is a multitude of narrated short smooth transitions and surreptistory "squares," all connected in tious set changes.
some way with quilting and all
synbolized in some way by a
One transition connects a dark
quilting square.
piece about home-made aborThe play opens as Sarah, tion formulas to a funnier story
played by Sara Kidd, gathers her about the sounds a log cabin
six daughters together to make a makes as the logs settle.
quilt, her legacy for future genWhile four of the women are
erations. At that point a series of mixing the abortion recipe, they
narrated short stories begins, list their births and miscarriages
ranging from the hilarious to the in a chant reminiscent of the
tragic.
witches in "MacBeth." The tenIn one comical sketch, actress sion is broken when Kidd makes
Satfva ·Perskin describes her the transition by listing her own
rebellious quilt 'The Demise of children as part of a narrative
: Sunbonnet Sue," patterned after introduction to the "Log Cabin"
· hltr sister's highly praised "Sun- quilt square.
: bonnet Sue" quilts. In Perskin's
: version, the "Sue" character
The least number of male and
: meets her untimely end in a vari- female characters played by any
: ety of grisly ways.
actress in the production is 11,

& Entertainmedt;,;
·Briefs

Arts

and all of the performances are
excellent.
Kidd's characters share a
near-imperious quality, especially Sarah. Her accent in that
character is outstanding.
Also memorable is Rowan's
portrayal of various small children, pouting, frightened and
comical.
Different "fabrics" and "colors" are supplied through music
and dancing.
At times the
backup orchestra of piano, fiddle
and guitar drowns out some of
the choruses, but the discord
supplied for the sketch about
abortion is perfect. The sweetest
vocal harmony occurs in the
hymnal-style 'The Lord Don't
Rain Down Manna."
Director Doug Cummins, associate professor of communications, is to be applauded for his
staging of the production. Pantomime is used extensively and
effectively throughout the production, as are the two simple,
modular wooden frames which
are changed to represent a vari-

By PANFILO GARCIA
Staff Writer
The following reviews are of
solo LPs by musician's musicians from two highly successful
bands.

Valley Symphony to give
Christmas 'Yulefest'
The Valley Symphony Orchestra and Chorale, under the di rec. tion of PAU professors Carl Seale and Christopher Munn, will
present its "Yulefcst" concert Thursday, Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. at the
McAllen Civic Center.
The concen will include excerpts from Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker Suite" and Randal Bass' "A Feast of Carols." The
highlight of the evening will .be a perfonnance ti~e~ "Messiah
Sing-Along." The audience wtll be encouraged to JOlil the Chorale in singing five pieces from Handel's "Messiah": "And the
Glory," "Glory to God," "Behold the Lamb," "Halleluia,"
"Wonhy is the Lamb," and "Amen."

With the release of their selftitled album, Wendy and Lisa
have proven they can live without a prince.
Guitarist Wendy Melvoin and
keyboardist Lisa Coleman, formerly of Prince's Revolution,
released their debut album with
hopes of shaking themselves off
Prince's coattails.
Overall, "Wendy and Lisa" is
remarkably good for a debut
album. The mixing on the album
is excellently done by producers
Wendy and Lisa and former
Revolution keyboardist Bobby

Concert Band to perform
The Concert Band, under the direction of Professor Dean R.
Canty, will pcrfonn a concert Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Auditorium.
The concert will feature "Dum Spiro, Spero," a composition by
a fonner PAU music student Luis Maldonado.

Most of the songs combine
elements of soul, funk, and jazz
into an innovative and interesting style of music.
"White" exemplifies the mix
of styles with its funk bass, guitar, and drums countered by
jazzy sax and keyboards. The
title suggests a parody of two
white girls playing music that is
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This Week O.P. Special S3.95. Rose in Vase $5.50
Carnation In Vase S4.50.
Linda's Special - 112 Doz. Roses - S11.95 Doz S21.95;t-
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116 N. 12TH STREET

By GILBERTO G. GARCIA

After many years outside the
studio, ex-Beatie George Harrison has finally recorded a new
album. It was worth the wait.

Ualley Wide

,r

STUDENT SPECIAL
1 Pato or 1 Chalupa, Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans. $1.35

1

;~ ' : ~ ~ /

(on the square)

383-0871

NOVEMBER SPECIAL
2 Enchiladas, 1 Beef or Chicken
Taco, Spanish Rice, Ranchero
Beans. ONLY $2.59

Basket arrangements with Fresh Fruit • We Deliver • We accept Major Credit Cards
• Wire Service all Over the U.S.A. & Mexico
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Reiner film reviewed :.

Me Hie an Food to Go
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$6.95 DOZ.

VIVIAN'S FLOWER SHOP
Edinb~rg

Cloud Nine-George Harrison (Dark Horse Records)

Carnations (Carry out) ~ ~ · -

$8.'15 DOZ.
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Now Delivering
to Your Door, Free!
Delivery hours 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
City Limits Only
($5 orders & up)
Mexican Dinners Daily Specials
Steak, Seafood & Sandwiches
20% Off with PAU I.D. from 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
10% Off any other time
(excluding daily specials)
383·5676
MM

MM
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Harrison's "Cloud Nine" is an
Harrison and Lynne incorpoexcellently produced album. rate various styles from the
The album is produced by Harri- Beatles, including Harrison's
son and Electric Light use of a twangy guitar similar to
Orchestra's Jeff Lynne. The two that of the Beatles' "Somecombined their musical genius thing."
to ~make "Ooud Nine" a topAlthough the guitar sounds
notch album.
familiar,
Harrison uses it in a
Harrison invited a few old
way
that
sounds fresh, like in
friends to record the album with
'That's
What
It Takes," "TIJis Is
him. Among them were Lynne,
Love,"
"When
We Was Fab"
Eric Oapton, Elton John, Ringo
and
"Someplace
Else."
Starr and Gary Wright. With this
all-star lineup it would have been Lynne added ELO-like backvery difficult for Harrison to end
ing
vocals on "Someplace Else"
up with a bad album.
and 'That's What It Takes," and
also mixed in string arrangeThis is not to take anything ments on "When We Was F.ab"
away frorri Harrison. One of and "Breath Away From
"Cloud Nine.,s" high points is
Harrison's vocals. Although he Hdeav,en," with its ~~e~tal IllSVo y.
mainly sang back-up for John
Lennon and Paul McCartney
"Cloud Nine" is one of the best
while with the Beatles, Harrison ex-Beatie solo albums I have
does quite well as lead vocalist. heard. With this album, Harrison
His vocals are especially good has re-est~blished his brilliance
on "Fish on the Sand," "Devil's as a musician. "Ooud Nine" is
Radio," "Wreck of the Hespe- definitely a must for any
rock'n'roll fan.
rus," and the title cut.

anything but white.
"Blues Away" is highlighted
by intense vocals and a jazzy
guitar. "The Life," a slower
song, features soft, effective
vocals coupled with acoustic
guitar and piano.
Some of the songs on "Wendy
and Lisa" sound like they have
been influenced by Prince's
style. Or perhaps the songs are an
extension of styles Wendy and
Lisa contributed to Prince.
The vocal hannonies on most
of the songs are flawless, but
they tend to be overused. Also,
there is little variation in the
vocal arrangements from song to
song.
Nonetheless, "Wendy and
Lisa" is an excellent ~~QPt album
that shows the musical potential
of Wendy and Lisa. If they continue to release fresh, innovative
material like "Wendy and Lisa,"
they may give Prince some
competition.

'The Princess Bride" resists all
attempts at simple classification.
Director Rob Reiner's fourth
film follows the genre-bending
pattern he established with 'This
Is Spinal Tap," "The Sure
Thing" and the hugely successful "Stand By Me."
"Spinal Tap," Reiner's first
and best film, is a mock documentary about the final tour of a
fictitious British rock band. A
brilliantly incisive parody of
popular culture, it manages to be
a tribute at the same time. With
"Bride," Reiner has again
crafted an affectionate and au-

z.

The 50-piccc Concen Band will also pcrfonn "Elegy" by John
Barnes Chance: "Pineapple Poll" by Anhur Sullivan; "Psalm for
B.md" by Vincent Perichetti; "Mannin Veen" by Haydn Wood;
"White Rose March," "Bullets and Bayonets," and "Manhattan
Beach March" by John Phillip Sousa; and "Oviedo" and "Espafia
y Toros" by Pascual Marquina.
Tickets arc $3 for adults, $2 for students and senior citizens.

Make Mom Happy And Give Her Flowers For Thanksgiving.

Graceful Flair- A member of the Pan American Folkloric
Dance Company practices for the troupe's annual Christma
Dance Concert. The group of 30 dancers, which is dedicated
to the preservation of Mexican dance art, will perform Dec.
12 at 8 p.m., Dec 13 at 2:30 p.m., Dec. 19 at 8 p.m. and Dec.
20 at 2:30 p.m. For further information call 381-3501.

Artists shine on 2 new albums
Wendy and Lisa (Columbia)

The works of Harlingen artist Dan McBain will be presented in
the lobby. Also presented in the lobby will be a performance of
the Bell Choir of the Calvary Baptist Church of McAllen under
the direction of Joel Graves.
Advanced tickets are $7 for adults, $6 for senior citizens, and
$5 for students and are available in McAllen at Melhart Music,
Valley Keyboards, Jones and Jones, and Executive Travel as well
as the Edinbburg, Donna, Weslaco, and Harlingen chambers of
commerce.
Tickets at the door will be $8 for adults, $7 for senior citizens,
and $6 for students.

ety of different settings.
A small number of props are
used for different purposes. A
bolt of red cloth which represents just that in one story becomes a river in a humorous
sketch about baptism and a raging prairie fire in a tragic story of
destruction and survival.
As Sarah says good-bye to her
daughters, the play ends neatly
"stitched" to its beginning,
interrupted only by the sniffling
sounds from the audience.
In the grand finale, the cast
exhibits the women's finished
quilt, a colorful 11-foot-square
masterpiece created by the Rio
Grande Valley Quilt Guild,
containing the quilt squares portrayed throughout the production.
The finished quilt represents
the play itself, a collection of
parts with a wide variety in mood
and plot, but with a common
"thread," a collage depicting the
quilters and the important role
quilts played in their lives as a
social and creative outlet.

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Choose 2 Egg Patos of the same kind,
Refried Beans, till 11 a.m.--$1.49

TRY'EM
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

I
In

SPECIALIZING IN HAND-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

All food cooked fresh
daily.

Nothing frozenl

OPEN DA!LY
7 a.m.•8 p.m.
SUNDAY 9 a.m,-3 p,m,

FOR FASTER SERV:~-~
CALL 383-un;;
IN EDINBURG
Across from Pan Am
on llni11ersity
Also In McAllen, Mission,
Browns11llle, Weslaco, &
Harlingen

w~l..~ ----------------------~

thentic satire.
William Goldman's screenplay employs a story-within-astory structure. A grandfather
attempts to entertain his sick
grandson by reading him one of
his favorite stories.
At first, the grandson is reluctant to listen, but he is soon
drawn into the story, just as the
the movie audience is. The story
is an old-fashioned tale of romance and adventure.
Cutting back and forth at unpredictable intervals between
the boy and his grandfather and
the story, Reiner tells two stories

See 'Film' page 6
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Rapidlube Services Include the following:
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*Check Exterior Lights
•Check Tire Air Pressure
*Check Wiper Blades
,11111
•Change Oil & Filter
*Vacuum Interior
~
up to 5 quarts quality oil
*Check Battery Cables
~
*Chassis Lubrication
•Oil Hinges & Latches
,11111
*Clean Windshield & Vacuum Interior
*Check Fluid Levels
~
*Check Radiator & Heater Hoses , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
*Check PVC Valve
Motor Homes & 1R V ' ..
•Check Fan Belts
•
Z
~Ch:::.:;AirFilter

PEN~ZDIL
S.4~uo-

18.95

Featuring Pennzoil 30 Wt. Oil,
A/C Delco & Fram Filters

This Service Available For Most Makes & Models
Complete Service In 15 Minutes Or Less

. Coupon
I1 s5000FF When You Bring In This

I
I
I ~~~~~~ J!rthouSe,
Expires Dec. 31, 1987

Not valid with any other offer.
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I512) 383-0150 I
t1...........--......... COUPON•. .• . . . . . . . . . . . .J
317 N. Closner
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"The Pan American" welcomes reader input from students,
faculty and university staff members in the "Reader's Voice"
letters column.
"Reader's Voice" exists as a forum to freely express ideas,
views, grievances and other matters readers may wish to share.

,

. . .. .

..

.

GUIDELINES:
•The deadline for submitting letters is noon the Monday prior
to publication.
•All letters must be signed and include the writpr's address and
telephone number for verification. Letters without the writer's
signature will not be published. Names may be withheld upon
request.
•Letters should be typed, double-spaced and not exceed 250
words (about a page) in length.
•All letters will run as is, without corrections by the editor.
Letter writers must clean up their own spelling and grammatical
errors. "The Pan American," however, reserves the right to edit
letters for libelous statements.
•Letters may be submitted at the Student Publications Office,
Emilia Hall 100.

* *

~Y1r/ ..

*
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De Anda given AIDS info
To the Editor:
I do not wish to argue with
Pedro De Anda, Jr. about his
political views. However, I
would like to take issue with
his religious views; and question his knowledge regarding
AIDS.
"The Bible", in I Corinthians
6:9 and 6:10, says:
Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the
kingdom of God? Be not
deceived: neither fornicators,
nor idolaters, nor adulterers,
nor effeminate, nor abusers of
themselves with mankind, nor
thieves, nor covetous, nor
drunkards, nor revilers, nor
extortioners shall inherit the
kingdom of God.
"The Bible" includes a
variety of sinners, as evidence
above, who will not inherit the
kingdom of God. Homosexuals are not singled out. A
reviler according to Webster's
dictionary is a person who
subjects another to verbal
abuse. Could Mr. De Anda
belong to this group?
?Regarding AIDS, it did not
come from gay and homosexual people as Mr. De Anda
states. AIDS is caused by a
virus, to be specific, a retrovirus. The virus that causes
AIDS is called Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).
Other names for the same virus
are Human T-Lymphotropic
Virus, Type III (HTLV-Ill) and
Lymphadenopathy-Associated
Virus (LAV). It must live and
reproduce inside human cells.
AIDS is most commonly
transmitted through blood
contact (sharing needles when
using drugs) or through sexual
contact. It can also be transmitted from mother to child
during the prenatal period and
through breast milk.
I would like to quote from
"AIDS...What Everyone
Should Know", published by
the American College Health
Association:
"It is inaccurate and hurtful
to assume that all gay men are
promiscuous, or that all gay
men have AIDS. Gay people

did not cause AIDS, and the
occurrence of this tragic disease is a biological event, not a
moral comment. There is no
justification, medical or ethical,
for avoiding contact with gay
people during the AIDS epidemic. Although the association of AIDS with homosexuality has made some individuals
less accepting of homosexuals,
this is in fact a time when gay
people are often very worried
and could use unde['.Standing
and support."
If Mr. De Anda or others
would like to become more
knowledgeable about AIDS,
they can contact:
Centers for Disease Control
Hotline: 1-800-342-AIDS
Public Health Service Hotline: 1-800-447-AIDS ·
National Gay Task Force &
AIDS Crisis Hotline: 1-800221-7044
Local public health departments and planned parenthood
can most probably provide
information, also.
, As for giving anyone their
rights, Mr. De Anda, I believe
the Constitution preceded
Reverend ) ackson.
Alice M. Forte, R.N.

Column
misread
To the Editor:
There seems to have been a
misunderstanding about my
column titled, "How do you
spell inept?" I am really not
sure where I insinuated any
negativism towards people with
learning disabilities. Not once
did I say anything about people
who can't help their problems,
but rather those who can and
don't care.
For an instant I thought
maybe I had used the word
"inept" in a wrong sense, so I
looked it up. According to
Webster, inept has three basic
definitions: "Lacking in fitness
or aptitude" is the first. The

See 'Reader's Voice' page 6
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How to relieve boredom
in the Rio Grande Valley
By RANDY KLUTTS
Editor
T h1e Rio Grande Valley, the old joke goes, is a good place to
be from. As far away from as possible.
This is not to say the Valley's a bad place to live. It's just mindnumbipgly dull. There's nothing to do and nowhere tog?:
-~
As a result, most entertainment-starved denizens of the Valley
are forced to create their own fun. And fun, Valley-style, usually
means languishing in some disreputable drinking establishment
till closing time or roasting several potlhds of leal;h_ery meat over
a hellish backyard barbecue-pit
·
After a while, though{ these dedicated fun-seekers invariably
grow weary of these activities and a sort of ill-defined despair
creeps in. This condition, which most Valleyites refuse to
acknowledge, penneates everything like the radioactive residue
of a nuke plant meltdown.
To combat this alarming condition and enhance the overall
mental health of the region, a short how-to guide is included here
for your use.

.J.

Between the Lines
1: Become an olfactory connoisseur, a sniff artist, a smell
junkie. Devote your life to the discovery of new and unusual
experiences in the sense of smell. You will find lots of smells in
the Valley. Most of them are bad. Insight: Not all armpits are
created equal.
2: Get three television sets and tune in each to one of the three
major networks. Watch all three screens simultaneously. Watch
afternoon TV till the gray matter of your brain slowly turns into

a mass of thick, glutinous black jelly. Tape your favorite soaps
and game shows so that you can watch them all night too. Repeat
as necessary.

3: Paint yourself into the comer of a closed, poorly vcntilatcu
room. When you start getting woozy from the noxious fumes, ask
yourself: Does the room begin or end at the comer? Don't lose
consciousness till you come up with a convincing answer.
4: Learn the fine art of narrowly avoiding painful injury. For
example, put your hand in the frame of a car door and slam the
door close with all your strength. Jerk your hand away just a splitsecond before the door comes in contact with it. Try to remember
that it's considered bad form to actually injure yourself while
practicing this or similar activities.
5: Create your own religion. Take an asinine idea or meaningless activity and construct an entire faith around it, replete with
rituals, ceremonies, symbols, religious holidays, and arcane
theological literature. The simple act of changing kitty litter may,
for instance, be a deeply moving religious experience.
6: Yield to the whims and temptations of the season.
Winter: Imagine yourself trapped inside an immense hollow
ball of ice. You are surrounded by decrepit retirees from the
Midwest. The sound of their arteries hardening is deafening.
Winter's no fun for anyone, but at least it's not dull.
Spring: Completely discard your old wardrobe. In spring the
only appropriate manner of dress is complete undress. Find
likeminded people and have intimate fashion shows behindclosed doors.
Summer: Catch and eat alive hundreds of lightning bugs till
you begin to assume a warm, healthy glow.
Fall: Sew leaves to your clothes, leap from the highest structure you can find and cry, "Fall! Fall! Fall!"
7: Make a list of things you•~ never do.

Finger-walking classic eyed
By EDWIN AGUILAR
Staff Writer

' :•: 36th .Year :

r dovt 1-r

·A. lthough many people may be unaware of it, the phone book
ft is one of the greatest works of art known to humanity.

Within its pages rest the phone numbers to a wide range of
services and exposure to some of the greatest thought and
commentary ever recorded by man.
How many of us, though, have taken the time to sample the
many wonders of the phone book? Let's take a look inside and
see what we can find .
One of the great things found within the average phone book is
a section containing dial-it services. These services are usually
staffed by an overly eager answering machine that will, at no
charge to you, gladly relay its message of peace/ hope/ hate/
salvation. All they ask is that you listen and not even attentively
at that.
Locally, you can dial-a-devotion. The message is in Spanish,
so those who don't speak the language may want to bring a
translator along. One interesting service you can reach in the
Austin area is dial-an-atheist. This message is one you simply
must experience first hand.
The phone book also contains topical information for those
who don't have access·,to news services. The page that advertises
stock brokers, for example, also advertises companies that
produce crusRed stone. The similarity to current events is blatant.
Those who realize in the recent market action brokers were stonecrushed by the plunge will immediately see the connection.
However, the phone book serves its best purpose when it allows
one person to contact another person. It does this by simply
allowing someone who is seeking an answer to find it. This book
could even act as a model for world peace. Imagine what life

would be like if all the nations on the planet were able to work
together in the way a phone book and a person work together.
Gorbachev would ring Reagan. He would ask a-question, and
the president would cheerfully reply with the correct answer,
expecting nothing in return; just like a phone book. Certainly the
road to global harmony would be much smoother if leaders
functioned in this way .
The wonders of "The Book" are even greater than those already
described. This book of unparalleled knowledge also contains
maps, coupons, zip code lists and much, much more. How many
other current works, in any language, can boast of presenting that
kind of information to a reader? Given the choice between an
encyclopedia and the phone book, well... it'~ a close call.

a

Column la mode
But "The Book" isn't merely concerned with the mind-taxing
aspects of life. It has its cheerful, even playful side. The entry for
abstracters, for instance, is on th~ same page as accountants.
Need there be further comment on the subtle humor found within
this literary masterpiece?
Some people might be tempted to say that although a phone
book sounds like a great addition to their library, they simply
can't afford one. Here the final trump card is played: The phone
book is free! All the infonnation one could ever need, absolutely
gratis!
Nirvana, my friends, is just a book away and that book is the
phone book. Remember, it makes a wonderful package under the
tree for the literary-minded member of your family.
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CC drops down in regionals

Joe's sun rises

By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Staff Writer
.
Two defending national champion cross country teams, the
University of Arkansas men and
the University of Texas at Austin
women, took top honors at the
1987 District VI cross country
meet in Georgetown last weekend, while the men and women
Broncs finished 9th.
The Razorbacks finished 49
points ahead of second-place
Rice University, while Texas
women beat Arkansas by one
point.
UT-Austin also had both individual winners. Harry Green, a
senior, won the men's 10,000
meter competition in 30:20, and
senior Trina Leopold won the
women's 5,000 meter event in
16:50.

Conference runners-up,
also
finished ninth in their race, with
229 points.
In cross country, the finishing
place for the first five members
of each team are added together
to make up the teams final score.
The higher the score, lower the
teams finish.
Nancy Mireles, American
South women's individual
champion this year, was the
highest finisher for the Lady
Broncs, and came just 20 seconds away from advancing to the
national meet. Mireles, a junior,
ran the race in 18:25, and finished 23rd.
Other scorers for the Lady
Broncs were junior Thelma
Morales, who finished 39th,
sophomore Shanna Hale, 54th,
and two freshmen, Diana Garcia
64th and
·
American South champion · and Lucy Ramirez,
Pan American finished 9th in a 67th, respectively.
field of 10 in the women's race
Coach Reid Harter, in general,
with 208 points; and the men, was pleased with the team's
this year's American South performance.

By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Staff Writer
Hey ya folks, it Joe again. Howya doin'? I'm doin' just fine.
As a matter o' fact, I'm doin' better dan' I ever have.
Instead a talkin' about what happened in da spoits world dis
weekend, can I talkta you folks about somepin'? It's sompin' dat
just happened, and it's changed da way I look at tings. I know dat
a lot of you people couln 't give a hoot about my personal life, but,
ta tell ya da truth, I look at youse guys, I mean people, as friends.
A long time ago, I told y'all dat I had bought my wife a VCR,
remember? An' I told y'all dat she was being a holy terror wit'
dat thing, taping every soap dat she can so dat she could try an'
cut in on my weekend sports time so dat she could watch 'em.
Remember now?
Well anyway, de odder night, I can home after a long day's
· woik an' sat down on da really affordable sofa sleeper an' began
to watch da six o'clock news when my wife came in from da
kitchen and stood in fron' of da tv.
I told her ta move, but she wouldn't. I din't wanna get up ta
move her 'cause I was real tired; but I started to anyways.
· Da minute I get up, she started yellin' and screamin' an' callin'
me a male chauvinis', just like James Stenbeck on "As da woild
: loins". She said dat she was nothin' more dan a sensual playthin'
. to me, an' when I tol' her she wasn't, she hit me! I tried ta talk
; to her, but it's hard talkin' to a locked door.
I've slept on da couch a lot lately, an' ever' night, I been thinkin'
about da things my wife said to me dat night. I couln't see why
she taught I was neglictin' her an' treatin' her like a secon' class
citizen. I mean all I do, ever' day, is jus' woik an' eat an' watch
, spoits an' sleep, just like ever' odder Joe. I mean hell, how can
I pay attention to her an' also pay attention ta Michigan State
· winnin' dere foist Rose Bowl bid in thoity years? At times like
. dcse, some pin's gotta give.

By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Staff Writer

1-M Champs face TSTI

Entries arc still being accepted
for the ping-pong tournament,
which will be held on the second
lloor of the University Center.
The competition begins on Nov.

seasons are drawing to a close
this week, as only five teams are
left in the women's division and
the co-ed championship is near.

Editor's Note: This is the first
of a three-part series introducing
this year's members of the Pan
American Broncs men's basketball team.
Bobby Knight, head coach of
the defending national champion Indiana Hoosiers, once said
the guard is the most important
position on the court. He defended his statement by saying
every successful basketball t~am
has been so because of a team
leader, a "quarterback," that can
dictate the pace of the game.
For Pan Am this year, the
guard position will be more
important than ever. Coach
Kevin Wall has said that this
year's Broncs will be "an exciting team to watch" because they
will run the court more this year
than last, in the attempt to emulate the "run-and-gun" offense
that took the University of Nevada-Las Vegas to the final four
last year.
To do this, the Broncs will
need to find someone who can
· become that "quarterback" that
Knight referred to.
If the Broncs are to face the test
posed to them by other American

Mr.
Computer
Has a solution!

r

In other intramural events, the
women 's and co-cd volleyball

KEVIN JOHNSON, 6-4, 193pound senior, says that the greatest c~enge the Broncs will
face this year is rebuilding a team
that lost seven seniors last year
with several junior college transfers.

"I'm going to have the responsibility to do all sorts of things
this year-score, rebound, play
defense, get people involved. I
need to be a leader in all catego-

.....
Kevin Johnson

See 'Guards' page 6
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Buy or
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me!
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BUY or LEASE an
IBM compatible.
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IBM

Rent by:

Day Month

631- 0334

Week Semester

4307 N. 10th Suite B Professional Plaza McAllen, Tx 78501

Villanueva said that only "five
or six" applications have been
returned to the intramural office,
but added that "another 10 are
out and have yet to be returned."

"The ping-pong tournament
will be played on the honor system this year," he said, "meanmg
that we (Housing and Recreation) will set the game time and
date, and it will be the players'
responsibility to go out and play
the l!ames and report the scores
back to UC 102.

South members who have be"We have some good new "but there's a lack of experience
come national powers in the players from JC," Johnson s~d, (in NCAA Division 1 play) fac'80's (like the University of New
tor."
Orleans and Louisian State),
Johnson understands that for
then these four guards will have
him to make a significant contrito give the position both stability
bution on this year's team, he
and solid play.
must do more than just score.

Having computer accessiblity problems?

23.

There will -be no fee for the
ping-pong matches, which will
be the best two out of three and
•iin(,Jc elimination. Contestants
will have to purchase their_ own
ping-pong balls, though, Villanueva said.

big win such as the conference
title is common.
"When so much enthusiasm is
built up for a tough competition
like the conference meet, it's just
hard to sustain it for the next
competition," Harter said. "It's
natural to drop down a little."
According to assistant coach
Doug Erickson, part of the reason for the team's low finish was
the calibre of competition in the
District VI region.
"Our region (District VI) is the
strongest one in the United
States, and includes three nationally ranked teams, as well as
the two teams that won men's
and women's national cross
country championship last
year," he said.
Despite the 9th place finish,
both Harter and Erickson were
pleased that they were able to
defeat bigger schools like Texas
A&M and Texas Tech. "Ninth
place isn't bad when you consider who we competed against,"
he said.

Guards hold key to team's success

Well, las' night, I was at Charley's house, an' we was watchin'
da news an' drinkin' he was tellin' me how his Oarabelle would
never do wot my wife did to me 'cause she knows better, wen dis
strange story comes on da tv. It was about dese kids at da
University o' California dat were busting up tv's •~aus~ ,dey w~
turning people iota couch potatoes. I taught about lt a lil bit, an
said ta Charley, "Hey! Dese damn kids are right!"
I wen' home an' followed my wife, her name is Mary, aroun'
da house until I got her ta' listen ta me. I tol' her dat story about
da students an' how I din 't realize dat I was neglecting her needs
and how I was sorry an.' how I was really gonna change.
For the foist time in two and a half months, we made love. It
was great.
Da point o' all dis is dat from now on, we 're no~ only gonna talk
about spoits, but we 're gonna talk, a?Out Ung~ dat, really
mattcr.. .like peace and da economy an cigarette pnces. Cause
after all, spoits ain't nowhere as important as I used ta think it was.
Anyway, I'll see y'all next week.

Villanueva said pride will be a
big issue in this game, "because
last year, they beat us." This
year, Pan Am will hope that Air
Express, who b~at the P~n
American Markctmg Association to win the intramural title
this year, will win back some
pride.

"Lalo went out hard in the
men's. race
but just tired after 1 1/
2 m11es, ,, H arter sa1'd . "He
peaked out at the conference
meet and just couldn't build up
for the district meet."
Harter said going flat after a

Meet the Broncs

The Last Out

By GILBERTO REYES, JR.
Staff Writer
"Bragging rights for all of
South Texas" will be at stake
today as the Pan American flag
football champions, Air Express, will take on a team from
the Texas State Technical Institute at 4:00 p.m. today outside of
the HPE-11 complex, says Housing and Rcacreation Director
Santiago Villanueva.

"Some of our people were flat
after the conference meet and
found it hard to get up for this
competition," Harter said. "But
others, like Roben Barron and
Nancy Mireles, performed very
well."
Mireles' performance was
"probably one of the best by a
female athlete here trying to
qualify for NCAA Division I
competition," Harter said.
"Nancy would have qualified
if she could have improved her
performance only 1.8 percent,"
he said.
Lalo Pereida, who finished
second in the American South
Conference individual race, had
been expected to do well at this
competition, but had problems.

Part-Time Employees
Waitresses, Cooks,
Tortilla-makers,
Dishwashers, Biscuit-makers
You may start work this week. You will get plenty of hours.

Don's Hungry Farmer Restaurant
Is interviewing tomorrow (Friday, Nov. 20) .
from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m., at our new, modern location.
~_,,!:

~-~-

Don's Hungry Farmer

'~

_:):

/

1. /// ·:

., ·{ ·t· \ BahB'i Faith
Thursday evening meetings

"\'\

2625 Carnation, McAllen
~ for information please call
687-4069 or 687-4643

5401 North 10th McAllen, Texas

The Courtyard, Unit 109
631-FOOD-phone

1 block north of Jerry's Supermarket , between Bluebird & Dove Streets

....•
....
'
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:Reader s
•voz•ce-----Continued from page 4
:word "inept" sounds completely derogative unless one
':reads further: "Lacking sense
or reason: foolish," and " Not
suitable to the time, place or
occasion: inappropriate often
to an absurd degree."
; Now go back to my article, if
·you will, and read it as it is
~meant to be read: satirically.
Just in case there is a problem
with the word "satire", Webster
defines it as "a literary work
.holding up human vices and
follies to ridicule or scorn;
trenchant wit, irony, and
sarcasm used to expose and
discredit vice or folly."
As far as Mr. buPree's
corr.ments about my possible
grudge against dyslexics, that is
far.from .true. Hey, it's a wellknown fact that Tom Cruise
has dyslexia and look what he's
accomplished! Was my colu'hm a convenient excuse to get
your point across about people
with closed minds?
· Although I realize some
people will never be able to
spell because of learning
disorders, there are still too
many who can spell but don't
use that ability. Too many
-students are completely capable
but see no need to learn. I
would hope that most people at
PAU can spell at least enough
get by, if not much better.
However, I'm sure that there
are quite a few who are careless about their education.
They don't realize the serious
consequences of not putting out
the extra effort of finding the
correct spelling of a word.
They do not feel it is important
enough or that no one will care.
Those people will regret this
conditioning when faced with a
resume that has been passed up
because of a few too many
misspelled words!

'to

As for my faults, I won't say
I'm perfect. However, the fault
I don't have is that of reading
things into articles or literature.
I keep an open mind and try to
see exactly what the author
could be saying. Personally, I
think "The Pan American" has
much more integrity than to
publish something as tacky as
what Mr. DuPree and Mr.
Wilson have implied.
Meanwhile the public's
awareness should be raised
about learning deficiencies. I
agree that there are too many
misconceptions of these often
overlooked problems. However, may I make a suggestion?
If you go through life expecting
every general stab to specifically mock you, you will find
mockery very easily. Try using
the benefit of the doubt once in
awhile and you will understand
where I'm coming from.

Melissa Downey

Downey
defended

revolve around you and your
says that he will be happy with
problems. And, for the record, Wall's decision on how to use
you don't need to read anything him.
into this, because it's already
"I'll probably have to choose
there.
between being a shooter and
Pamela Hutto being a play-maker," he said,
"we have a lot of people who can
score, so my responsibility will
be running the-team."
CHRIS SPENCER, a cocky 6I sophomore from Cincinnati
To the Editor:
could figure prominently in the
Congratulations to graduate
run-and-gun offense this year,
student George Villagomez,
especially if the Broncs need
son of Dr. and Mrs. Rudolf
points fast In his final three
years of high school, Spencer
Villagomez of Edinburg, for
having passed the July 1987
scored slightly over 23 points a
~e
Texas Bar Examination on the
first whack. He was honored
by his family and friends in
Houston where a party and
dinner were held last week.
Villagomez will practice law in
Houston and looks forward to
opening a branch office in the
Valley.

Cong rafS,
Villagomez

From all his friends

Guards
Continued from page 5

ries. Not just shooting the ball."
LEE BODDIE is a 6-2 junior
I cannot believe the unmitigated gall of some people who guard who could be the answer to
a big problem for Pan American,
have recently written letters to
that is, finding someone that can
the editor. Not only have they
direct Wall's new offense.
questioned Ms. Downey's
"Boddie definitely has the taljournalistic integrity but they
ent and the personality to be a
have also questioned that of
great point guard," Wall said,
"The Pan American." Person"now he needs to get the minally, I feel that anyone who
reads something so strange into utes".
Boddie was redshirted last
an innocent article about
year, and he spent that time praccareless, lazy people is overly
ticing with the team, getting to
self-important. I saw nothing
in her article that even remotely know the players as well as
Wall's coaching style.
criticized anyone with a learnBecause of that experience, he
ing deficiency. Contrarily she
was criticizing, and quite
clearly I might add, those who
use such errors as a means to
bring attention to themselves.
Not only was this attack unwarranted but it was done in an
extremely rude manner. Next
time, why not try inquiring as
to the nature of an article
instead of jumping down
someone's throat.
Perhaps if you try, you will
find that the world and Ms.
Downey's mind may not
Lee Boddie

To the Editor:

Chris Spencec.
Spencer will help the Broncs
this year if only for the fact that
he is a conscientious shooter.
"Every game I walked out onto
the court in high school, it was
box-and-one. It's hard to score
on a box-and-one. You've got to
involve your teammates," he
said. (The box-and-one is a rotating defense that is used to
defend against one particular
piayer by always having a rested
man covering him.)
Spencer can contribute to the
Broncs in two othe ways. He has
had previous college experience,
at Casper, Wyo. Junior College,
.,,and, most importantly, can play
either guard spot, Wall says.
GABRIEL VALDEZ is a 6-2
former All-Valley guard from
Weslaco High School who recognizes that his role with the
Broncs this year will be minimal,
but important.

s Briefs
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Escalante to speak
The Pan American Advertising Club will sponsor a guest
.
speaker today during activity period in CAS 161.
Manuel Escalante, the Marketing Director of Tichenor Media
Systems, is the owner of 10 Spanish radio properties thro~ghout
the U.S., including New York, Chicago, San Antoruo and
KGBT-AM in Harlingen.
Escalante's speech, "Success and Leadership," will outline his
14 points for success. He will also review Hispanic marketing
trends and discuss the. significance of Hispanic Marketing in
. today's society.
The PAU Ad Oub is a new student organization affiliated with
the American Advertising Federation. It is designed to offer
informative and current subject matter for those with career
interests in advertising or marketing.

PPST date announced ·
The next test date for Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST) is
March 5, 1988.
All education majors are required to pass this test before they
may enroll in advanced education courses or do student teaching.
Students who do not pass the exam are allowed to enroll in only
six hours of introductory education courses.
PPST advisor Mary Herrera advised students to take the exam
before completing their sophomore year.
Infonnation on PPST performance provided by Dr. Kevin
Morse, associate professor of education, indicates that of 1102
Pan Am students with ACT records who have taken the PPST,
only 600 have passed.
! The Leaming Assistance Center offers tutoring in reading,
writing and mathematics to prepare students for the PPST.
The Testing and Placement Office also offers a diagnostic test
to determine student readiness for the exam. A PPST advisor
interprets the scores and makes the necessary referrals for tutoring or provides academic advisement to the students, Herrera
said.
A PPST workshop will be provided a few weeks before each
scheduled test for students who need additional review or who
cannot attend the other forms of assistance.
For more information about the PPST and preparation for the
exam, contact Herrera at SS 603 or call 381-2574.

Medical workshop set
The director of Student Affairs and Admissions of the University of Houston College of Optometry will present a workshop
today during activity period in SB 118.
Dr. Enrique Medrano will speak on 'Toe Proper Professional
Application Process." Medrano will be on campus from 10 a.m.
to mid-afternoon in the biology department.
The workshop is sponsored by the Pan American Honorary
Pre-Medical and Bio-Medical Society. All students interested in
the field of medicine are invited to attend.

Rights group to meet

A Huggabte Gift.
At A Lovable Price.
RootBcar

Gabriel Valdez
·'My job right now is to come in
and give Lee Boddie, or whoever, a rest for a couple of minutes. I have to do that until I earn
my starting position."
Valdez will be hurt this year by
his lack of Division 1 experience, says Wall, but "now we
feel he's capable of playing a real
role on our team."

Film
Continued from page 3

KOALA BEAR

l

at once. We follow not only the
star-crossed romance of Wesley
and the princess bride, we also
observe the boy's respon..:e to the
story, and the effect it has vn his
relationship with his grandfather.

/ >.....
_:: .-·!:·····
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Rights of the Handicapped, an on-campus group concerned
with protecting the legal rights of handicapped citizens, will meet
during activity period today in LA 105.
The purpose of the meeting is to discuss fundraising projects
and other issues. The organization welcomes all interested students and community members to attend.
For further information, call sponsor Manuel Lopez at 381332 l.
The complex plot of the film woven together by Reiner's love
allows for a multitude of charac- of classic film traditions.
He pays tribute to the old
ters and colorful settings. Billy
swashbuckling
adventures and
Crystal is excellent in a cameo
simultaneously
pokes
gentle fun
performance as an old miracle
at
them.
This
is
evident
in the
worker, and Cary Elwes and
outrageous
fencing
scene
beRobin Wright are pleasant revetween
Elwes
and
Many
Patinkin.
lations as the impassioned young
If there is a subtle message
lov~rs. Even wrestler Andre the
lurking
beneath the comedy and
Giant is an effective comic presit is that we must
adventure,
ence.
"Bride" is a rich tapestry never lose the old-fashioned art
of storytelling. Reiner shows us
how it can bring people together.
Amidst the cynical and formulaic movies that fill so many of
our theater screens today "The
Princess Bride" is a joyous surprise.
for PAU students
~
with ID card
~ @ lf)!)lli) /Armw!l©&in'"'

HAIRMASTERS
15% Discount
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walk-ins welcome

2002 W. University,
Edinburg

WHATABEAR...GRRRS. Only
FROM WHATABURGER $2.99·
Whatburger® proudly brings
you the Whatabear... grrrs ,_,. Five
cute, cuddly, collectable bears,
with a new bear featured each
week, beginning November 9.
Besides being adorable, these
bears are also quite affordable,
at only $2.99 each!
But supplies are limited.
So hurry each week to

Whataburger
to get yours, before
our cupboards are bare.
This holiday season, give someone you love a Whatabear... grrr...
They're a very huggable gift.
At a very lovable price.
Avai lable at participating Whataburger restaurants. Limit four per customer. While supplies
last. •Tax not included.
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GRAND OPENING

ALMA'S
'His

·-------------------------

"Fiesta Mexicana Restaurant

------------------------·
Is bringing to Edinburg November 20th
The best of the authentic Mexican Food.
Exquisite Birria, Menudo, Pozole, Sopes,
Enchiladas, Tacos, Tortas, Flautas, Tostadas,
Well spiced meats, flavored soups.
Come on .m we are on
615 East University Dr.
Edinburg, TX
380-083 9

----------------------------Buy 2 meals at regular price and get the 3rd
meal of the same price free, offer valid from
Nov. 20 thru Dec. 15, 1987
Offer Good Only With This Act.
Open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

-nHers'
422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

Home Cooked Foods
&
Homemade Pies

rr'rip[e 'I'!l(estaurant
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Orders
\'1) To Go
·. ,~
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524 W. University
Two Blocks East Of Campus

